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DECEPTIVE SOCIAL SECURITY MASS MAILINGS
TO THE ELDERLY

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1989

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND FAMILY POLICY,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in
room SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Daniel Patrick
Moynihan (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Also present: Senators Pryor, Daschle, and Heinz.
[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]

(Press Release No. H-55, November 18, 1989]

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE To HOLD HEARING ON DECEPTIVE SOCIAL SECURITY MASS
MAILINGS TO THE ELDERLY

WASHINGTON, DC-Senator Daniel P. Moynihan, (D., New York) Chairman of the
Senate Finance Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Poicy, announced
Monday that the subcommittee will hold a hearing on the issue of mass mailings
that deceive or mislead senior citizens about matters related to Social Security.

The hearing is scheduled for Monday, November 20, 1989 at 10:00 a.m. in Room
SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building.

In announcing the hearing, Moynihan said "I am very concerned about the grow-
ing number of mass mailings sent to the elderly telling them of threats to their
Social Security benefits. These mailings stir up needless anxiety and then appeal for
money from senior citizens living on fixed incomes. This 'fright mail' can terrorize
the 80.year-old widow living alone who doesn't have anyone to tell her it isn't so.
And it undermines confidence in a Social Security system that is extremely sound.
We will look very closely at this matter."

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN, A
U.S. SENATOR FROM NEW YORK

Senator MOYNIHAN. Good morning to our guests and our distin-
guished witnesses. I see my colleague, Senator Pryor, sitting dis-
creetly in the rear there.

There are several other Senators who will also be attending this
morning and we'll begin at a slower pace, perhaps, than normal to
make sure that this has all worked out, if it does.

Let me say that this is a regular hearing of the Subcommittee on
Social Security and Family Policy. The subject we are going to deal
with today is "fright mail." This is a matter that has grown in the
awareness of the members of the committee, of Congress, I think of
public, possibly, over a number of years now.

It takes the form of letters sent to senior citizens from mailing
lists expressing alarm and worse as to the state of Social Security
funds and typically seeking money contributions to bring about
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some desired results. The range of issues involved, as my colleagues
Senator Heinz and Senator Pryor will discuss is very wide. But
there is a common element of fright. The word is just that. And
more and more we receive letters ourselves from some seniors ex-
pressing concern about this pattern and more often, and more
plaintively, we receive letters from the younger members of fami-
lies who find the older members are being inundated with mail
that alarms them, troubles them, confuses them and induces a
measure of true concern.

I do not think I break any confidence when I say that not many
years ago the grandmother of Gwendolyn King, our distinguished
Social Security Commissioner, got in touch with her granddaughter
to express very great concern that she might be losing her Social
Security benefits. She had acquired the impression from mailing of
this kind. Commissioner King traveled to New Jersey to reassure
her grandmother that this was not so and I am sure did so success-
fully.

But I think it can be said that statistics prove that there is only
one lady in America whose granddaughter is the Commissioner of
Social Security and can personally vouch for the condition of the
funds.

The funds, as I think is known, are in very good shape. They rise
at a billion dollars a week and will be shortly be rising at $8 billion
a week. We went to a partially funded system in 1988 and it is
working out fine, except the Federal Government is not saving the
money, we are spending it. But that is another matter. The funds
are in good shape.

And yet, levels of anxiety remain very high. I was struck; as I
think some of you will be struck, when Mrs. King told me last
week that-we talk from time to time-on November 3 the debt
ceiling expiration was at hand and it was not quite clear that we
were going to get it done on time. On that day the Social Security
Administration, through its 800 line, received 820,000 phone calls
asking whether the Social Security checks would go out on time-
820,000 phone calls in 1 day.

This just supports the renewed findings that at most half of non-
retired adults really believe that they will get their Social Security
when the time comes. More than ought we to be concerned with
efforts that are directed at exploiting that fear.

Now we do not make any prejudgment, but we would just like to
hear frQm people that are involved and see what they do and whythey do it,ThIoday we are going to hear, in addition to our very distinguished

colleagues, we are going to hear from Mr. Kenneth-Hearst, who is
the Assistant Chief Inspector for Criminal Investigations of the
Postal Inspection Service. As we all know, there is something
called "mail fraud." And there are questions as to the appropriate-
ness of the uses of mail for certain kinds of purposes and we Will
hear from Mr. Hearst and learn from him in that regard,

We are going to hear from Mr. Dennison Hatch, who is the
editor and publisher of "Who's Mailing What," a trade publication
that deals with these Matters.

And we are going to hear from Mrs. Martha McSteen who is
president of the National Committee to Preserve Social Security
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and Medicare. We are going to hear from Mr. Ralph Galliano, who
is national chairman of the Congressional Majority Committee, an-
other group that mails to senior citizens.

And then, we invited several other persons who could not or
chose not to come-could not or would not come, if you like. They
were Mr. Richard Viguerie, who is chairman of Citizens Against
the Catastrophic Health Tax Act, and Mr. Howard Phillips, who is
chairman of the Conservative Caucus. Mr. Phillips referred us to
his attorney, who informed us that Mr. Phillips would not be
coming; and Mr. Viguerie had an assistant call us to say that he
was not coming.

We also invIted the owners or executives of three direct mail
companies that provide mail services for three of these organiza-
tions that we are dealing with. Each of these persons declined to
attend. They -are Mr. Tom Robertson, co-owner of the Richard
Norman Co. that does business with Mr. Phillips; and Mr. Miles
Rubin, owner of the National Direct Marketing Corp., which does
mail for the National Committee; and John Robinson, CEO of the
Washington Intelligence Bureau, the direct mail firm that con-
tracts with Mr. Galliano. Mr. Robertson said he was too busy. Mr.
Robinson said he could not make it due to a conflict in his attor-
ney's schedule gnd Mr. Rubin, who was apparently out of the coun-
try last Thursday, his staff said he would not have time to prepare
and they could not find another witness.

Well so much for those who are not here. Those who are, in the
first instance, a distinguished member of this committee, the Sena-
tor from Arkansas, Mr. David Pryor. Mr. Pryor, would you like to
come forward and perhaps you would like to be joined by your col-
league, our colleague, Senator Heinz. And so we have both sides of
our round table, horseshoe here, represented.

Senator PRYOR. That would be fine, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We welcome you gentlemen both and would

you proceed exactly as you wish, at your pace and to your pur-
poses.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID PRYOR, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM ARKANSAS

Senator PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, you are performing a true public
service by holding this hearing at this particular time and I want
to thank you. I want to congratulate you; and I want to express my
gratitude to you and to your staff for allowing me to appear for a
very few moments this morning, I chair both the Senate's Postal
Subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, and the Special Committee on
Aging. Of course, Senator Heinz, the former chairman, is the rank-
ing member, He is the vice-chairman of the committee. I hope that
I have and we have a particularly unique and compelling perspec-
tive from which to assess this kind of unethical mailing on which
today's session will focus and that you are chairing.

There is no question that there is growing number of unscrupu-
lous persons who make use of the mail as they prey upon the elder-
ly, who may be unsuspecting, desperate and afraid. They claim
that for a price they will get you a bigger Social Security check or
that Social Security number the tax law requires today for your
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child. For a donation they will make sure that your Congressman
is aware or Senatot is aware of your views and they will lobby
Washington on your behalf. Then there are the ones who will sell
you that miracle cure for whatever ails you.

Mr. Chairman, it boils down to many of these organizations
today are not only existing, but profiting from fear. Whether it is a
promise or a product, these charlatans are very sophisticated at
getting a foot in the door and they are always looking for new tar-
gets of opportunity. Unfortunately, the elderly appear to be dispro-
portionately affected by such schemes.

Mr. Chairman, we cannot stand by while the U.S. mail, so inte-
grally linked in the communications network of this Nation, is
used to take advantage of anyone, especially senior citizens, many
of whom can ill-afford the wares of modern day snake-oil salesmen.
That is exactly what they are.

Earlier this year, in an attempt to address one particularly trou-
blesome aspect of this problem, Senator Heinz and I joined togeth-
er to introduce the Deceptive Mailing Prevention Act of 1989. That
became S. 273. And it is designed, Mr. Chairman, to stop those per-
sons who hold themselves out as being associated with the Federal
Government by deceptively using official sounding names, seals,
and insignias or look-alikes on their mailings; who attempt to mis-
lead recipients into opening and considering the contents of the en-
velope which arrives at their home, because it appears to be from
their government.

This bill declares unmailable any letter which could reasonably
be construed to imply government connection where none in fact
exists. Unless such a letter includes, both in its text and on the en-
velope, a conspicuous statement that makes it clear that the mailer
is in no way affiliated with the government, it will not be deliv-
ered.

Among the examples of government look-alike mail we examined
during my subcommittee's hearings on S. 273, were those of the
Social Security Protection Bureau. Now that sounds, Mr. Chair-
man, like an arm of our Social Security Administration.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I say, sir, that the type face id very
like the type face used by the Social Security Administration. s
that not the case?

Senator PRYOR. You are very observant.
Senator MOYNIHAN, And that check you get every month comes

with that.
Senator PRYOR. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I did not mean to interrupt you. I just was

struck by that. I
Senator PRYOR. No, I am very glad that you underlined that

point because I think that is critical. They are used to that type
face. They see it on a monthly basis and they can only assume that
that is from the Social Security Administration. It is a point well
taken.

This actually, Mr. Chairman, was sent by a for-profit entity
owned by the principals of the Watson and Hughey Direct Mail
Firm. I think it could properl be characterized as a classic, For a
fee of $7, the subscriber is told he will get "valuable benefits" in-
cluding a gold embossed Social Security card, a copy of his Social
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Security earnings record. And now get this, if you might "repre-
sentation in Washington, DC to protect your Social Security bene-
fits." And if that's not enough, Mr. Chairman, the subscriber-the
recipient-of this mail is entered into the $50,0000 Social Security
Sweepstakes Just what representation or protection is afforded is
unclear. What is clear, is that the card is plastic; the record is
simply a copy of the Government's own request form to be mailed
to the Social Security Administration by the individual; and the
fine print says that the grand prize in the sweepstakes is now 1up
to the range of $16,288.' Winners, we were told, were lucky to get
25 cents.

Another example provided by a constituent of mine, Mr. Chair-
man, who happens to be a very fine attorney in our State was an
appeal for funds from a non-profit organization. The appeal arrived
at his office in an envelope indicating that time sensitive docu-
ments from the Department of Justice were enclosed. I might
invite the chairman attention to the important notice on the
lower left and it reads, "Justice Department request enclosed."

This looks, once again, like a very official document, an especial-
ly important Justice Department request turned out to be an unso-
licited letter sent to the Justice Department by a member of this
particular organization. That was discovered once the person
opened the letter and read the contents.

A more recent example of a very misleading mailing, one which I
think deserves very close scrutiny, comes from an organization
known as CATCHA-Citizens Against The Catastrophic Health Act
Tax. The CATCHA envelope was designed with one rather obvious
intent, Mr. Chairman, and that intent was simply to mislead the
elderly recipient with respect to the source of the mailing and its
contents. 11

You will find some familiar names at the top of the roster of this
group-Richard Viguerie-who I understand you invited but de-
clined to attend, a direct fund raising reknown; Mark Siljander, a
former member of the U.S. House of Representatives who actually
served for a time on that body's Select Committee on Aging.

CATCHA, preying on the fears of the elderly over their ability to
pay for the Catastrophic surtax, promised much in exchange for a
contribution. Interestingly, in many cases, the contribution would
have been more than the surtax the individual would have actually
had to 8a r s

CATCHA promised lobbying in Washington. However, neither
CATCHA, nor its parent organization-United Conservatives of
America-nor its principals, including Mr. Silbander, whose name
is on the letterhead and in the signature block of the mailng is
actually registered as a lobbyist. They maintain they would lobby
on their behalf; however, they are refusing to register as such.

CATCHA contributions are not tax deductible. And since all con-
tributors are advised-and I would note incorrectly so-that FEC
rules require that they provide certain information, it is quite
likely that the money elderly contributors have been frightened
into giving will be used for purely political purposes or personal fi-
nancial gain.

Mr. Chairman, I am not sure whether CATCHA lobbied and did
not register or whether CATCHA promised and did not perform.



But either way, CATCHA and Viguerie and Siljander appear to be
opportunists who may have acted on the very fringes of the law-
and at the expense of those for whom they claim concern! Perhaps
we should have the postal inspectors andthe FEC or the Depart-
ment of Justice to look into this particular operation.

The public will, I hope, Mr. Chairman, be less likely 'to be taken
In by the government look-alike mailings-such as those of
CATCHA or the Society Security Protection Bureau-once S. 278
actually becomes law. This I expect will take place early in next
year's session, once we have resolved several outstanding issues on
the matter of Postal Service enforcement.

But what of mailings that are not caught in the net we cast with
S. 278? Mr. Chairman, I think public awareness is the key and
hearings like this, hopefully, can help sensitize the public to these
abuses.

In this regard, I respectfully propose that you and Senator Heinz
and our colleagues on the Aging Committee, on the Social Security
and Postal Subcommittees join us in an effort to explore the feasi-
bility of establishing a mail fraud alert system. We need it and we
need it now. We need it now more than ever before. A kind of
clearinghouse on what would rely on existing consumer affairs net-
works at the State, and at the local level, to better inform the
public of misleading and down right fraudulent mail solicitations. I
plan to pursue this proposal and I know that we will receive the
cooperation of the involved members of the respective committees.

Mr. Chairman, once again, you have performed a true public
service in bringing this matter to the public's attention once again.
I thank you for the opportunity to testify this morning.

[The prepared statement of Senator Pryor appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Senator. I am honored to be
a co-s onsor of your legislation. If you have to go, perhaps you
could hear just one or two comments .

First of all, I think the idea of a mail fraud alert system-and I
see Senator Heinz agreeing and I am sure Senator Daschle will
want to say something-is much in order. You mentioned an attor-
ney you had heard from. You know, an attorney in Arkansas gets
mail and he can read-he knows what he is getting.

We're not here to display exhibits. But I had a lady from upstate
New York send me just a ew weeks ago a sample of letters. I guess
she said it was not a sample. The number of letters her 85-year-old
father had got in 1 month. And here they are. They would terrify
you. They chill your blood. This gentleman is apparently not as-
hasn't all the faculties he used to have. And he begins to hear that
he owes money. He begins to learn that he is behind. He begins to
get followup phone calls. He will send in $7 and then they want
him to send in the next $7 and the next thing you know he is being
called "This is the second notice."

And his life is Just coming apart as he sits there wondering,
having led a very respectable life, that he has suddenly become
behind and in difficulty. I have to tell you he has led a very espe-
cially respectable life, he's Republican. And the poor man keeps
getting letters from Republicans who want to-you know, the
American Security Council and Major Generals. He has three let-
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ters--I counted them-from John M. Poindexter who urgently
needs his assistance because "I must now face the liberals' accusa-
tions surrounding the Iran Contra Affair."

I did not think that liberals were running the Attorney General's
Office, but no matter. [Laughter.]

It will Just chill you.
The other thing to say though with respect to the CATCHA or

that other group s gold embossed Social Security card, can I just
say that for almost from the day I came to the Senate, I have been
trying to get the Social Security Administration to develop a per-
manent Social Security card-something beyond that simple paper
card we got in the 1980's. It is so easily counterfeited and so evi-
dently not so very consequential.

The Social Security Administration will not do this. It's a nice bit
of bureaucratic institutional memory that in the 1930's there were
many charges that President Roosevelt would turn the Social Secu-
rity card into an identity card. And the original cards said, "Not to
be used for purposes of identification." They were meant to be
pulpy and wear out in 6 weeks or whatever and not give you any
sense that the Third Reich was appearing in the United States.

To this day, when people get their Social Security numbers at
birth, when we use them as your I.D. number in the Armed Serv-
ices, your number in college, they still resist it. I got the bill passed
in 1988 and indeed they proceeded to produce a "tamper proof"
card; and they did it by using the same paper, but putting very fine
threads in it. So that the FBI could establish a forgery under the
microscope. You and I couldn't tell the difference. I turned and ap-
pealed to our Office of Technology Assessment and they said, no it
fits the requirements. It's tamper proof; you could always detect a
forgery- you can't buy these in Tiauana.

The Social Security Administration has brought some of this on
itself by not being willing to respond to these things. That is per-
haps another matter.

Senator Daschle, would you like to speak to Mr. Pryor. I know
he'll have to leave.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. TOM DASCHLE, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM SOUTH DAKOTA

Senator DASCHLE. Mr. Chairman, I know that they have busy
schedules too. I would only commend both of them for their com-
ments. And like you, I would like to be a co-sponsor of Senator
Pryor's efforts here.

Senator PRYOh. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DASCHLE. He, as Chairman of the Aging Committee, is

probably more attuned to much of this than anyone else here on
the Hill. I applaud him for his leadership.

This is the end of the session. There are many things going on
today. But I don't think anyone in this audience or anyone who
may see this on camera ought to be mislead by the absence of
people at this subcommittee hearing. I can assure you, there is
more interest and more determination to come to grips with this
problem than almost anything else my colleagues and I have dealt
with in the Senate.
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These groups may have won the battle on Catastrophic Health
Insurance. They may have won the battle. We may have a repeal
of catastrophic, but they are going to lose the war. They are going
to lose it; and they are going to lose their credibility. And ultimate.
ly, some of them, because of legislation hopefully we will pass one
of these days, will be thrown in jail for the kinds of things that
have been perpetrated on senior citizens. It is outrageous. It is just
outrageous.

I hope I can speak for all of my colleagues. Whether it is Senator
Pryor's bill or anything else that we do, next year we are going to
take 'issue on this. It will not be at the end of session. And if it
takes the year after that, we will do it then, But sooner or later we
are going to come to grips with this thing and, sooner or later, the
mail responsible for scaring the wits out of senior citizens is going
to be stopped. I

I applaud the Chairman for his courageous effort. In spite of all
the things we could be doing-and we have 150 things going on in
the Senate right now-he saw fit to emphasize this issue. And I am
going to follow him and work with him to see that we resolve this
matter.

But I hope that everyone of these groups is put on notice. This is
just the beginning. It is not over. We are going to follow this thing,
if I am the last person here in the Senate; we are going to follow
this thing until it is resolved and senior citizens have their day in
-court.

So I thank you, Mr. Chairman; and I thank you, Senator Pryor.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Good for you, Senator. Thank you, Senator.
Senator PRYOR. Thank you, Senator Daschle and Mr. Chairman.
If I may briefly respond. You know, 30 years ago we would not

have needed this legislation. There were no computers; there were
no real mailing lists 80 years ago. But today these companies and
individuals trade mailing lists like baseball cards. They have
become one of the most valuable commodities in our economy.

But most of those lists have names of vulnerable individuals, of
those who can be brought to believe that something is going to
happen when in fact it is not going to ha ppen. As I stated earlier,
they exist and they profit on fear. Fear. And it is terribly hard to.
deal with fear. It is equally as hard to deal with lies. But both of
you have committed to dealing with this issue and I am very
proud, once again, to have been a part of this hearing.

Thank you both.
Senator. MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator Pryor.
And now, Senator Heinz.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN HEINZ, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM PENNSYLVANIA

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I just want to com-
mend at the outside Senator Pryor for having done a superb job of
laying out the problem. And I commend you, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause I know going back many years of your concern and interest
in this matter for having this hearing today.
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We all-and I know Senator Daschle shares it-have a shared in-
terest and that is first and foremost to help to ban deceptive solici-
tations from the mailboxes of the American family.

As Senator Pryor has illustrated, over the last several years
many of our colleagues have heard about the tricks and schemes
used to deceive consumers into opening mail and sending dona-
tions. As ranking member on the Senate Committee on Aging, with
Senator Pryor our chairman, I have been especially concerned
about this type of deception, since the victims are often retirees on
fixed incomes who may ultimately forego paying their utility bills
or prescription drugs to line the pockets of flim-fiam mail opera-
tors.

On a broader level, Mr. Chairman, in an age of growing public
mistrust in Government, this type of mailing adds significantly to
that loss of faith.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Because it preys. on peoples basic confidence in

Government and in the legislative process. Now let me give you a
little example.

Many older individuals, many senior citizens, believe that us-
Senators and Members of the Congress-are involved in these orga-
nizations. Some have been started by former Members; some take
our names sometimes in vain. And frankly, I resent the implication
and it really stings.

I recently got a letter from a constituent of mine in Sunbury,
PA. This voter wrote me to ask, "Just what do you mean sending
letters out to the poor asking for $10 to save Social Security? You
are all getting raises and we are Just hanging on wondering how to
live from day to day." Very timely on the raise bit, I guess, Mr.
Chairman. But even without what we were voting on last week, the
point is that people in this country have no right to put words in
our mouths or any other branch of government.

As you know, one particular concern for me has been deceptive
mail which arrives in the form of Federal look-alike mail. By Fed-
eral look-alike mail I am referring to those types of deceptive mail-
ings-an example is here-that imply a Federal Government con-
nection when none whatsoever exists. The mailer, by using Federal
look-alikes is trying to give the impression that there is an official
Government document enclosed so the customer will not hesitate
to open the mailing.

Some of and what you have there, is replete with eagles and
green scrolls, a Petition to the U.S. Senate, looks like it came from
the Healthcare Financing Administration, you know, the right
color of envelope that is typically put in the mail. And my eyes are
not what they used to be, but one of these, if it is the Qne I think it
is, says, "Please use this postage paid envelope to return your Hy.
attsville, Maryland Petitions." That's where the Social Security Ad-
ministration's offices are-Hyattsville, MD.

As a matter of fact, I noticed on Senator Pryor's chart on the
Justice Department notification. In the upper left-hand corner,
there's a very interesting box. It says, "Attention $2,000 fine or 5
years imprisonment or both for any person who knowingly inter-
feres with the delivery of this notification."
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Now I don't know if that is the fine for interfering with any
piece of mail. But by putting that notification on it, it gives a color-
ation of urgency and officiality that to my mind is totally and thor-
ou ghly reprehensible.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. Only Government imposes fines.
Senator HEINZ. That is correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. This must be from Government. Yes.
f>enator HEINz. So some, Mr. Chairman, of course, have in addi-

tion to these look-alike and other devices have sound- alike names.
The sound-alike approach implies an association with us, the Fed-
eral Government, by using organizational names that sound like
Federal Agencies. Like, as Senator Pryor showed us, the Social Se-
curity Protection Bureau. My favorite is "The Internal Review
Service."

Recently, a constituent brought to my attention a mailing from
the National Senior Advisory Center. This senior citizen receiving
a mailing that looked like a notice from the Healthcare Financing
Administration, designed to mislead elderly readers about changes
in Medicare to get them to send for information about Medigap
policies.

And another mailing from the Senior Citizens Advisory Council,
which I suppose should not be confused with the National Senior
Advisory Center, asks senior citizens if you have interest which you
arepaying taxes on, such as certificates of deposit, money market
funds, savings account bonds, et cetera, and would like to know if

ou are unnecessarily paying taxes. Send the postage-free card
ack immediately. What they are trying to do, obviously, is get

senior citizens who have any money at all to tell them so they can
sell those names or mail back to those senior citizens a particularly
for them lucrative-the mailers-lucrative response device as I be-
lieve it is called in the trade. -

Of course, what they are really doing is invading the privacy of
seniors and setting them up for what is currently a perfectly legal
form of robbery.

So, Mr. Chairman, that is why I introduced, together with my
friend and colleague and yourself and others, the Deceptive Mail-
ing Prevention Act, S. 273. I am grateful for the support that Sena-
tor Pryor and you have given to the Deceptive Mailing Practices
Act and what it would do is to stop these mailings by giving the
Postal Service the authority to require that any Federal look-alike
or other quasi-Federal documents carry a clear and prominent dis-
claimer on the envelope and on the enclosed document itself.

Let me state that a! tfbough I gather we will hear later on from
the National Committee to Preserve Social1 Sccr-tv and Medicare,
they have over the years put out what looks to be a fairly ofhtial
kind of document. There is down here, which I cannot read any-
more because I am too vain to wear my spectacles-thank you,
Senator.

Senator PRYOR. I will loan Senator Heinz my glasses.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much, Senator Pryor.
It says there is what you might call a disclaimer if you are able

to see it and then focus on it, which is, "Prepared and mailed for
the National Committee to Preserve Social Security, a non-profit
tax exempt organization." And then it says, "The National'-in
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slightly larger, or micron larger print-"The National Committee
is independent of Congress, every government agency and all politi-
cal parties." That is the right idea.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, sir. But can I say--
Senator HEINZ. But to have it down as about as small a print as

a fly spec is not the right idea. We would, in our bill, make it very
clear for people who did not need to borrow a colleague's glasses or
those that did, that this is not a legitimate reputable solicitation or
notification from the Federal Government.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator, could I just interject here. I have
my glasses on and you don't need glasses, as a matter of fact. In
much larger type, it says, "Attention Postmaster: Time dated offi-
cial National Committee documents enclosed. Expedite for immedi-
ate delivery." Now that sounds like you had better watch out post-
man or you are going to be in trouble.

Senator PRYOR. Or you are going to be indicted or something like
that.

Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, one question I have inevitably
been asked is: Does S. 273 infringe on anybody's first amendment
rights? Does it interfere with people's freedom of speech through
the mails? And the answer to that question is no, absolutely not.
We do not tell people what they can and cannot write. If people
want to lie in the mails, we are not going to stop their lying. They
have a perfect right to do so. But, they do not have to pretend, and
we do not have any obligation to allow them, to say that it is us,
the Congress or the Social Security Administration or any other
branch of Government that is doing the lying.

If people want to lie, in other words, fine. But let them be clear
who the liar is. It is not us. It is them. And the notification that I
have described will do that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You would also grant that there is some-
thing even so called fraud.

Senator HEINZ. There is and if the fraud is sufficiently serious
you will be prosecuted for it. Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, as it is
currently defined, I do not believe-I am not a legal expert-but I
do not believe most of the flim-flam that goes on can be prosecuted
as fraud because there is always a little way out. It was not the
U.S. Justice Department down there; it was Justice Department,
whatever that is.

As a result I think the best way to deal with this is to make sure
that there is a disclaimer that cannot be missed.

Mr. Chairman, let me just make one other comment on regula-
tion. In addition to the Postal Service, the Federal Trade Commis-
sion also has the power to prevent deceptive mailings. But the FTC
has no regulatory authority over certain non-profit organizations
and persons involved in the insurance industry. The insurance in-
dustry is protected from the FTC. I think it has something to do
with McKarin Ferguson and the decision we made many years ago
to keep the Federal Government totally out of the insurance indus-
try.

In areas where it does have authority, the Commission may initi-
ate civil proceedings in cases of unfair or deceptive practices, seek
consumer restitution and place civil penalties on those who violate
the law. I might also add that in 1988, just last year, we did give
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the Department of Health and Human Services to seek and penal-
ize those who target seniors with mailings that imply a connection
to the Social Security and Medicare programs And to the extent
there are people who come before the committee today or on future .
occasions and say that we have cleaned up our act, there may be a
good reason for them having done so, which is that last year we
created a law that said they could be prosecuted, and would be
hopefully prosecuted, if they did not.

Yet, Mr. Chairman, with all of these tools, sehior citizens contin-
ue to be ripped off. And individuals and companies whq use decep-
tion and hype continue to earn enormous profits. So this Senator
believes, as I know you do, Mr. Chairman, that we need a bigger'
stick to protect our constituents and we have °an obligation-a
moral one in my judgment-to stop these kinds of deceptive activi-
ties.

Mr. Chairman, let me make one other comment. about people
who were invited to be here but declined to be here. My view is
that this is a very important subject. And that Ultimately the
people who have been invited to testify run the risk of being sub-
poenaed if they decline to testify. And if we have a standard of in-
formation procurement that is uniform and understood by the com-
mittee, and that applies to witnesses here today" as well as wit-
nesses we may call tomorrow, my view is that this committee is en-
titled to that information and that we should seek it if it is perti-
nent to our investigation.

Obviously, a lot of information is pertinent to what we are doing
here and therefore I would just like to say for the record that,
people who declined to attend, who get invited to a staff pre-confer-
ence as is typically done in investigatory work and refuse to attend
such an informal meeting are at risk of being hit with a congres-
sional subpoena and correctly so.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I thank you very much, Senator. I do note

your comments about subpoenas. This committee has subpoena
power and may exercise it. We will consult with one another about
that.

I wonder if I could ask the two of you just a question to which I
do not know the answer-and that shows I am not a lawyer.

Do you feel the Social Security Administration has been too pas-
sive in all this? Maybe they feel they ought to be but I would have
liked to see them get behind the idea of having a real Social Securi-
ty card that is ymir ,ocial Security card and you canot mistake it
and now people are selling them Social Se,-rity' rards. Should they
be keeping an eye on things and sending them to the Postal 6erv-
ice? What do you two think? Both of you are distinguished attor-
neys.

Senator PRYOR. Well, Mr. Chairman, I feel that the Social Securi-
ty Administration could adopt an affirmative action program in
this area. And with the benefits that are being sent out to the
Social Security beneficiary, I think that affirmative action program
could very well include enclosures in those envelopes making the
senior citizen beware of such fraudulent schemes as are being per-
petrated against them.
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I also sense that the Social Security Administration could have a
hotline whereby that recipient, upon receiving some of the mail
that Senator Heinz and yourself and myself have introduced into
evidence today, upon receiving that could call the Social Security
hotline and say, "What is this?" "How important is this to me?

I think in this day and time the Social Security Administration
is going to have to be much more diligent,

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Heinz, would you like to comment?
Senator HEINZ. I would like to endorse both those suggestions.

There is no reason whatsoever that once the Social Security Ad-
ministration receives a certain number of complaints, either direct-
ly or forwarded to them by us-either House members or Senate
members-that they should not slip into that envelope that goes
out every month with the check in it a notice that says, we have
received numerous inquiries or complaints about a mailing from-
name the organization. This organization has absolutely no connec-
tion with any Branch of the Federal Government or it might have
a whole list of organizations that they have received a threshold
number of complaints on.

I think more than anything else that would get these organiza-
tions to clean up their act. But I would rather make sure that
there are not any complaints in the first place by making it per-
fectly clear that whoever it is that is pretending to be the Justice
Department or the Healthcare Financing Administration, as this
is, or the Social Security Protection Bureau, are in fact no kith or
kin to anybody in the Federal Government.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Daschle, do you have any comment?
Senator DASCHLE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would agree vhole-

heartedly. I think the Social Security Administration can be much
more helpful and much more aggressive in this effort. Next year I
hope we can work with the Social Security Administration to ad-
dress these. There is no reason for delay. We in Congress must put
the pressure on and continue to work to find a resolution, to this
matter. I am very pleased to see the leadership we have seen thus
far from the Senators here today.

Senator MOYNIHAN. As Senator Heinz knows, if we have any
luck with our reconciliation bill today, we will finally have estab-
lished the pattern of the Social Security Administration sending
out regular statements to people paying in, telling them what they
can expect when they retire.

And may I just say that I can be a source of information to all of
my colleagues in this regard because I have passed that great
divide where I now, myself, receive in my capacity as a senior citi-
zen the mailings you are talking about. [Laughter.]

So I can be a bearer of it. I do happen to have a feeling-and this
is sort of iffy talk. But out there in the Social Security Administra-
tion, they are still anxious about the charges that were thrown
around in the 1930's that they were going to be a big aggressive
agency that had everybody's number and knew all about them. In
50 years there has never been a touch of scandal. To the contrary,
they have never been a day late or a dollar short. The records have
been kept entirely private. But they are still a little passive, I
think, as if they are afraid somebody is going to accuse them of
something from the past.
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-With 39 million beneficiaries it is time they felt we like them,
because we do.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator Pryor.
Senator PRYOR. Mr. Chairman, if I may, could I ask consent of

the committee to have one more little episode that I want to bring
to your attention and to the attention of Senator Daschle placed in
the record. I think it would make our hearing record more com-
plete.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And what is that?
Senator PRYOR. Back in February, Senator Heinz and I on S. 273,

holding a hearing on this subject, had many documents and many
types of letters. We just blew up a few today. But, Mr. Chairman,
this one is a classic and I could not let it go by. I wish I had it
blown up. I do not.

Here is a letter with the grand ole American eagle up there in
the left-hand corner. Listen to this, "Department of FBI, California
Division." And down on the left of the envelope-Senator Heinz is
familiar with this. In fact, he may have contributed this to the
hearing. "Notice of attempt to serve warrant of appearance. Notice
to claim cash or merchandise."

Well the Department of FBI, California Division, Mr. Chairman,
is actually a group called "The Fountains Bureau of Invitations."
This is a 1and development company selling lots primarily to senior
citizens in 129 miles from Los Angeles,-CA. But when a recipient-
I know had I received this at my home, "Notice of attempt to serv-
ice warrant of appearance. Department of FBI, California Divi-
sion." I would have had a stroke and heart attack and probably
both. So I can only assume what happened to some of these poor
souls. I would like to put that one in the record, Mr. Chairman.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It is so ordered and with great gratitude to
the Committee on Aging.

[The information appears in the appendix at the end of Senator
Pryor's prepared statement.]

Senator PRYOR. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I know Senator Pryor was gesting

about, I think, having a heart attack or a stroke on getting that
notification, but it is-in fact no laughing matter because I know of
at least one case where a notification from the Government-this
happened to be unfortunately an authentic notification-to a men-
tally unbalanced person who had been receiving Social Security
disability benefits, caused that person to commit suicide.

It, in fact, was a constituent of mine in Philadelphia, Pennsylva-
nia. This was some years ago. Fortunately, there have been no in-
stances since. But it can be literally true. That this kind of mailing
can be hazardous to our constituents' health, and even life threat-
enig.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I believe, sir, there is something in the liter-
ature on that. And what more indeed we know. I just remarked
before you came in Tom that Gwendolyn King came around last
week. On November 3 when the debt ceiling issue was about the
Social Security Administration on 1 day received 820,000 telephone
calls.
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Gentlemen, thank you very much.
This is not necessarily the last of these hearings, as you know.

God, can't say we are not inventative people. But we appreciate
this a very great deal.

Now we are going to hear from a-in fact, Representative Stark
is delayed. I am going to put his statement in the record, as if read
at this point, and we will get to him should he be able to come here
from a catastrophic health conference.

[The prepared statement of Congressman Stark appears in the
appendix.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. And so we now go to our next witness and a
very welcome one, a rare occasion for us, Mr. Kenneth Hearst, who
is the Assistant Chief Inspector for Criminal Investigations of the
Postal Inspection Service.

I have reason to believe that Mr. Hearst has not come alone. So
would you introduce your colleagues, Mr. Hearst. We welcome you,
sir.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH M. HEARST, ASSISTANT CHIEF INSPEC-
TOR FOR CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS, POSTAL INSPECTION
SERVICE, WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY TIMOTHY J.
MAHONEY, POSTAL INSPECTOR, EASTERN REGION, BALA
CYNWYD, PA, ALSO ACCOMPANIED BY GEORGE C. DAVIS, AS-
SISTANT GENERAL COUNSEL, U.S. POSTAL SERVICE, WASHING.
TON, DC
Mr. HEARST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Kenneth M.

Hearst, Assistant Chief Inspector for Criminal Investigations. I am
accompanied by assistant general counsel, George C. Davis, on my
right.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Davis, we welcome you.
Mr. HEARST. And Postal Inspector, Timothy Mahoney, on my left.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Mahoney, welcome.
Mr. MAHONEY. Senator.
Mr. HEARST. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will submit

my written testimony for the record.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It will be included in the record as if read.

Proceed exactly as you would like to do.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hearst appears in the appendix.]
Mr. HEARST. I would like to summarize a few of the main points

I make in that testimony, sir.
The Postal Inspection Service is the law enforcement and audit

arm of the Postal Service. We are one of the oldest investigative
agencies in the U.S. Government. And under legislation enacted by
the last Congress, we also serve as the Inspector General of the
postal Service.

Since they were enacted in 1872, we have enforced two of the
Federal Government's oldest consumer protection laws-the mail
fraud statute, title 18, U.S. Code, section 1341 and the postal false
representation statute, title 39, U.S. Code, section 3005.

Any scheme intentionally to deprive someone of property
through false or fraudulent pretenses or representations where use
of the mails is an essential aspect of the scheme is declared a
felony by the mail fraud statute. Any attempt to obtain money or
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property through the mails by false representations or the oper-
ation of a lottery violates the postal false representation statute.

Violations of the mail fraud statute are punishable by fines and
imprisonment. The penalties for violation of the civil misrepresen-
tation statute include administrative orders that prevent violators
from receiving mail in response to the scheme and direct that they
cease and desist from continuing the scheme. Violations of the
cease and desist orders may result in civil penalties of -up to
$10,000 per day.

Our fraud and misrepresentation cases reflect a full range of
reed and include schemes which are designed to victimize particu-
ar segments of the public, such as the elderly. Misleading solicita-

tions such as those we have all seen in recent years that premise
an appeal for funds upon a threatened reduction of Social Security
benefits understandably have a great impact upon elderly persons
who rely upon Social Security benefits.

I have mentioned in my written statement some of the fund so-
licitation cases we have investigated in recent years. In the past
two postal fiscal years, we have conducted 141 investigations in-
volving fund solicitations. Most recently, for example, we initiated
civil proceedings against Pacific West Cancer Fund, Robert R.
Stone and the Watson & Hughey Co. concerning a solicitation that
purports to be a prize award notification from an attorney, Robert
R. Stone.

In fact, the prize most recipients receive is a check for approxi-
mately 10 cents. We obtained a temporary restraining order
against the delivery of mail in response to the solicitation and ne-
gotiated a consent agreement covering solicitations conducted by
Watson & Hughey on behalf of Pacific West Cancer Fund, Cancer
Fund of America, Cancer Association of Tennessee and the Walker
Cancer Research Institute.

The agreement provides that the organizations must cease and
desist- from falsely representing that they use funds raised primari-
ly for the stated charitable purposes and provide many of their con-
tributors to obtain refunds.

Just in the past few weeks an investigation we conducted along
with other agencies resulted in the conviction of Jim Bakker and
others for mail fraud in connection with the use of funds solicited
by the PTL organization.

Senator MOYNIHAN. NoW, sir, we are accustomed to addressing
our Secretary of State as Jim Baker. You mean the other Jim
Bakker.

Mr. HEARST. Yes, sir. Most definitely. The PTL Bakker.
The practice of mailing envelopes which look like they came

from a government agency typically is more cognizable under the
false representation statute than the mail fraud statute because of
the difficulty in these types of cases in proving intent to 'defraud
beyond a reasonable doubt.

But niany mailings, which may confuse some postal customers
into believing that they originated with an agency of the United
States government cannot successfully be challenged under either
statute.

To prevail under the false representation statute we must show
more than the fact that the solicitation is confusing. We must show
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that it misrepresents a material fact. Under our case law, this de-
termination depends upon a review of the entire mailing. While a
look-alike envelope considered alone might be actionable, if the
contents of the mailing make it clear that it did not original with
the government, the mailing is not actionable.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And even down in the small print, if it's
there?

Mr. HEARST. Yes, sir.
Look-alike envelopes often are of a color similar to that used by

the Government as we have seen this morning and almost always
bear a trade name that sounds somewhat like a government agency
and a Washington, DC mail drop address. Frequently the illusion
of government origin is enhanced by the use of printed matter
urging the purchase of savings bonds, purported instructions to
Postmasters on how to handle the mail or some claim to be official
business. And we've seen evidence of that this morning.

Another common device involves the use of emblems such as an
eagle, which are similar to official emblems of government agen-
cies. All of these deceptive practices fall short of violating the spe-
cific criminal prohibitions against misuse of government names
and symbols that are contained in chapter 33 of title 18.

To deal with this problem, Mr. Chairman, you, along with Sena-
tors Heinz and Pryor, and others, are sponsoring Senate 273, a bill
which we support and which would restrict the mailing of such so-
licitations. Once before, the Congress found it appropriate to
expand the reach of postal false representation statute to include a
confusing practice that could not successfully be challenged under
the existing statute.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Where are you in your written statement,
Mr. Hearst?

Mr. HEARST. I have a summarized statement here, sir, that does
not correspond with yours.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Okay. Say that once again, all right. Once
before--

Mr. HEARST. Once before, the Congress found it appropriate to
expand the reach of the postal false representation statute to in-
clude a confusing practice that could not successfully be challenged
under the existing statute. And if I may go on?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Mr. HEARST. A deceptive marketing technique of the 1960's in-

volved the mailing of publication subscription solicitations that
were designed to look like bills for an existing subscription. Those
who carefully read the document and consulted their records knew
there was no existing obligation to pay the bill. But the promoters
correctly assumed that many recipients would take on faith that
the relatively minor sum was owing and pay it. Congress responded
to this problem in a manner very similar to that proposed in
Senate 273.

Section 3001 of title 39 was enacted to require prominent disclo-
sure on the face of such documents of their true nature. And sec-
tion 3005 was amended to provide that, failure to provide the dis-
closure would constitute a prime facie evidence that it had been
violated.
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While we still encounter these mailings from time to time, the
legislation appears to have had a significant impact. In addition to
the Social Security mailings, we frequently encounter advertising
that implies government origin to market medallions under a false
impression that they are coins minted by the United States Mint or
to solicit funds, allegedly for medical research under a false im-
pression that the funds are sought by an organization affiliated
with the National Institutes of Health or to solicit fees for informa-
tion which would give an advantage to participants in mineral leas-
ing programs conducted by the Department of Interior or purchas-
ers of surplus government property.

The investigation of questionable appeals for funds is one of the
most difficult challenges we encounter. We lack authority under
our civil misrepresentation statute to demand access to the books
and records of questionable organizations and it is more difficult in
these types of cases to obtain sufficient probable cause for the issu-
ance of subpoenas than in typical mail fraud cases.

The victims of phony fund appeals generally do not know they
are victims. While victims of other mail fraud schemes fail to re-
ceive something they were supposed to receive, suspect they have
been cheated and bring the facts to our attention.

In the case of charitable solicitations, no law specifically prohib-
its an organization from claiming to be a charity, simply because
an insubstantial portion of the contributions it receives actually
goes to the intended beneficiaries. The mere fact that a nonprofit
organization uses all or most of the contributions it receives on sal-
aries or to cover the costs and fees of professional fundraisers does
not necessarily mean that the charity is fraudulent. Although that
may affect the decision of the prospective contributors to make a
contribution if they knew it. 4

More than a decade ago we suggested that legislation be enacted
that would require persons using the mails to solicit charitable con-
tributions to include with their appeal a summary financial state-
ment of receipts and expenditures. The legislation did not pass and
the Supreme Court's 1988 decision in Riley v. National Federal of
the Blind of North Carolina places restrictions upon the extent to
which such requirements may constitutionally be imposed.

We continue to believe that such disclosures would reduce con-
sumer deception -and should be required to the extent consistent
with the Constitution.

That concludes my summary.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That is a very fine statement.
Let me ask you and perhaps Mr. Davis and Mr. Mahoney would

join in if they would like: How do you feel about the situation we
have now? This is something-I think this is something new. Mail
fraud is obviously something old. We have Civil War statute. But
there are now 32 million seniors out there and they are rather de-
pendent on the mail. Their livelihood comes in the mail, That
check comes once a month. I mean, think about that.

Mr. HEARST. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So they open the mail and they get-I mean

we have this extraordinary sensitivity when 820,000 people call up
Friday to say, "Am I going to get my check on Monday?" Do you
have any advice for us, sir? We don't see you in our committee
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often and we welcome you obviously. What do you think about the
kinds of legislation we are talking about? We legislated last year
and that provision, as Senator Daschle knows in the Catastrophic
Health Act last year will continue even if we repeal the main fea-
tures of the insurance itself.

Mr. HEARST. We strongly support the work that your committee
is doing as well as the work that Senator Pryor is doing. We cer-
tainly endorse the remarks that we heard this morning by both
Senators and by yourself. We certainly agree that procedures such
as this-or hearings such as this go a long way toward educating
the public. At the same time, we also in the Inspection Service do
have consumer protection programs and prevention programs de-
signed to educate the public concerning some of these kinds of
frauds that may take advantage of them.

So we strongly endorse the work. As I mentioned, we do support
this legislation. We think it would go a long way toward bringing
these kinds of mailings under control.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Daschle.
Senator DASCHLE. Mr. Hearst, I would just ask you: Would you

support something that goes beyond the legislation that has been
introduced? Obviously, the bill is good as far as it goes. But frank-
ly, I wonder whether there are not ways that we can pursue this
even more aggressively and if there are, I certainly Would like to
have some suggestions.

Mr. HEARST. Well something we have supported in the past is
subpoena authority in some of our civil investigations and that
mi ght be helpful. Mr. Davis may have something more.

Senator DASCHLE. Excuse me. Before you go on, let me just flush
that out a little bit. You don't have subpoena authority today?

Mr. HEARST. We do, of course, in criminal investigations that we
are involved in through grand juries. But in civil investigations we
do not-civil investigations of the false misrepresentation statute.
This makes it somewhat difficult for us to look at the records of
some of these organizations that are suspected of being involved in
some of these activities.

Senator DASCHLE. Are there instances where the lack of subpoe-
na authority for civil purposes has thwarted an investigation
within, say, the last 12 months?

Mr. HEARST. Yes, sir. Yes, sir; we certainly have.
Senator DASCHLE. Okay.
Mr. Davis, what else?
Mr. DAVIS. Well I think Senator Moynihan has put his finger on

the problem. This is something new in the last 10 years. I think it
is very difficult to draft legislation that outlaws sleaze and that is
all we are talking about now.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You got it.
Mr. DAVIS. It is not simply a question of taste, although that is

involved. It is probably not simply a question of morality, although
that is involved. It is also a question of the First Amendment. You
are free to be inaccurate. You are free to be untruthful. In trying
to disseminate political views and to raise money for political
causes, and that is the umbrella that a lot of this junk falls under.

I do not know how you would draft a law that really would cover
this sort of thing. Our point on subpoena authority is not a whole
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answer to that by any means. But what we get all the time from
you and your associates on the House side are letters and phone
calls saying, what is this outfit, what are these people about. "I
have,700 letters from constituents who are frightened by this
junk." What are they doing with the money? Well, we do not know.
And we cannot find out.

We suspect they are padding very nice payrolls. We suspect they
are doing a lot of things with the money other than what they say
they are doing with it, but we do not know. We can find out in
criminal proceedings, if we have enough cause to go to a Federal
grand jury and obtain that information, that is fine. But when we
obtain it, we cannot share it with you. That is sometimes a cause of
friction because the Federal rules of evidence do not allow us to
discuss or reveal information obtained through grand jury.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You can tell us when there is a verdict.
Mr. DAVIS. Oh, yes. Much later, much down the road. But you

are getting your complaints now. You are not getting them 3 years
from now.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is right. We have to legislate now.
Mr. DAVIS. That is exactly so. And by the time you go through a

criminal proceeding and a bunch of appeals the horse is out of the
barn.

I think the idea of getting some sort of civil subpoena authority
to be able to get into these books and records and find out what
they are doing and if they are cheating the public, bring appropri-
ate proceedings would be a help. I do not think it is going to be the
whole answer.

You can carefully draft those solicitations so that you are not
misleading anyone with what you do with the funds and you can
still scare them to death to get the funds.

Mr. HEARST. If I might add I think Senator Heinz hit the nail on
the head too when he said that many of these organizations they
have lawyers themselves and they try to adhere just as close as
they can to what is the legal line. Of course, that makes it very
difficult to pursue them under false representation or mail fraud
statutes.

Senator DASCHLE. That points out the question. We have drawn
that line and we have maintained that line for some time. Maybe
this has been an historic problem that may never be completely
rectified. I have resigned myself to that. But I am just wondering
whether that line has been properly been drawn. And you have all
outlined it. The difference between mailing something which is
clearly untruthful and mailing something with a proven intent to
defraud are two different things. And the line that we are talking
about divides those two things.

Mr. HEARST. I might also add, mailing something with the intent
to confuse, which is, you know, a little bit less I would say in the
hierarchy of deception.

Senator DASCHLE. We have the best experts on mail fraud in the
country before us right now, so you will have to forgive me if I
overindulge my opportunity here. But it seems to me that as much
as you have had to deal with this thing, that you would have some
ideas-I do not want to put you on the spot-on how we might clar-
ify that line more appropriately. There has got to be a way.
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I am not convinced yet that our attorneys are not as good as
theirs and that we cannot find some legal definition that will
match their ability to defraud the public.

Mr. HEARST. We will be pleased to work with your staffs on
drawing such legislation, certainly.

Senator DASCHLE. So in other words, you think there is a possibil-
ity of drawing that line finer than we have right now.

Mr. DAVIS. Yes. But I think there is already on the books a dif-
ferent line than the one we are talking about. The Federal Trade
Commission statutes, section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, prohibits a broader category of deception than our statutes.
We really need a lie. We need something that is demonstrably
false. Their statutes will reach things that are deceptive. That is a
little more wishy-washy. It is a little broader. Their statutes also
permit them to develop trade regulation rules that define what is
deceptive in a particular context.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I see.
Mr. DAVIS. We do not have that authority. Our role, historically,

has been a law enforcement role rather than a public education
role in this area.

You may wish to examine with experts from the Federal Trade
Commission how their statutes could perhaps be used to help in
this area. I am not an expert on them, but they are broader than
ours and their rulemaking authority I think could be used perhaps
to do some public education. What is needed with so much of this is
to get people to read their mail. You know, not simply to look at
the envelope and then say, okay, where do I send the money and
send it, but to read it.

Senator DASCHLE. The problem is though, when they do read it,
unless they are looking for the fine print, they see the bold print
and that is the most misleading and probably the most frightening
of all. And they. cannot get over the bold print to get to the fine
print.

Mr. DAVIS. Oh, yes. I agree.
Mr. MAHONEY. May I make a comment?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please, Mr. Mahoney, please.
Mr. MAHONEY. What seems to be the target of this present bill is

the deception as to who is sending the solicitation. The other end of
the spectrum on the problem is, once these people have the money,
what do they do with it. Of course, that is of great interest to the
people who send it.

As was noted in Mr. Hearst's testimony, the problem there is
that if you are buying some goods-if you buy a television or what-
ever through the mail-you know whether you got that television
or not. But what happens here is, you are relying on--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Whether you got that lobbyist.
Mr. MAHONEY. Exactly. You are trusting that they have done

that. And if you do not get it, you do not know that. So we do not
hear about that.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Mr. MAHONEY. The only way we can find out what is happening

with the money is to get into the books and records. The other
thing is some sort of exposure to the prospective donor as to where
the money is going or what the past record of that organization is.
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Now as was noted again, the Supreme Court has tightened up
the requirements on what we can require that they say up front.
However, the Supreme Court did say that public education is the
answer. One of the things that should be required is that financial
statements be made available. Two years ago that was made a re-
quirement in the tax code. If an organization is exempt, they have
to have available their past tax forms for examination at their
place of business.

Of course, that fact is not made known in the solicitations.
Maybe it would meet constitutional muster if there was a provision
that that be required to be disclosed.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is a nice thought.
Say, Mr. Davis, you say you are not an expert on the Federal

Trade Commission. May I suggest that you are about to become
one. We would like you to give us some advice in that regard.
Would you do that for the committee?

Mr. DAvIs. I would be happy to.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And Mr. Mahoney, that is a very nice

thought about, you know, this is a constitutional question, but can
we require a statement that says, if you want to know more about
us, this is how you find out.

Mr. Hearst, would you see that these-perhaps you could do the
committee on Finance a great service if you would just let us know
your views in this matter.

Mr. HEARST. We would be happy to, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you.
Senator DASCHLE. Mr. Chairman, if I could just ask if each one of

those recommendations could be flushed out and presented both to
the committee and me. I would really like to pursue these. I think
we have just touched on them and we do not have the time today
to elaborate and follow through on them. But I would be very in-
terested in each of those ideas and anything else that may come up
as you consider these ideas.

Senator MOYNIHAN. After you think of what you've heard.
Mr. HEARST. We will be happy to do that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Will you do that? And will you accept the

committee's thanks. It is too rare that we have an opportunity to
meet public servants from other branches. I guess it is almost an-
other Branch now, isn't it? It is the oldest one. Benjamin Franklin
got you going and you are obviously going very good and very well.

Thank you, gentlemen, all and we look forward to that communi-
cation which, Mr. Hearst, perhaps you can put together for us.

Mr. HEARST. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
And now we have one last expert witness and that is Mr. Denni-

son Hatch who is Editor and Publisher of "Who's Mailing Whatl
Mr. Hatch, we welcome you, sir. We have your statement which we
will include in the record as if read. And you proceed exactly as
you think best. '

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hatch appears in the appendix.]
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STATEMENT OF DENISON HATCH, EDITOR AND PUBLISHER,
WHO'S MAILING WHAT!, STAMFORD, CT

Mr. HATCH. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I appreci-
ate the opportunity to be here today. I will be glad to answer any
questions about direct mail that I can.

For the record, I am editor and publisher of a 10 times a year
newsletter called, Who's Mailing What! With about a circulation of
about 1,500 people in the direct marketing industry.

Senator MOYNIHAN. May I just ask, would you describe that as I
would describe it, as a trade publication?

Mr. HATCH. Yes, sir. Absolutely.
Senator MOYNIHAN. That this goes out to the people who are in-

terested in this work.
Mr. HATCH. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. This activity.
Mr. HATCH. Yes, sir.
To create the newsletter, I physically looked at 4,000 to 5,000

mailings a month. I received many at my own address. The majori-
ty are forwarded to me by a network of some 20 correspondents
around the country. Each issue of the newsletter lists some 1,500 to
1,700 mailings in nearly 200 categories and I write about the ones
that I believe are important.

Subscribers who want to see any of the mailings from the cur-
rent month or from my library of 8,000-plus mailings can call me
up for photocopies. The whole point of my enterprise is help mail-
ers see what is out there and mail smarter.

I also published the "1990 Directory of Major Mailers.and What
They Mail," that lists names, addresses and phone numbers of
more than 4,000 mailers and analyzes more than 16,000 offers re-
ceived over a 12-month period.

Direct mail is the second greatest medium after television. Be-
cause of television, the Vietnam War was exposed to the American
people in the most graphic manner in their living rooms, history
was changed. Because of direct mail, Congress rescinded the Medi-
care Catastrophic Coverage Act. It happened with devastating sud-
denness.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I think that is fair.
Mr. HATCH. Here was another instance--
Senator MOYNIHAN. And the first time in history that a title of

the Social Security Act will have been effectively repealed.
Mr. HATCH. Here was another instance of a great issue of the

day being debated in the mails-organizations using vast influence
on their constituencies by communicating with them directly on a
one-on-one basis.

Direct mail is secret. If I mail 5,000 pieces or 5,000,000 pieces
only two people know the quantilties-myself and the post office.
From the point of view of traditional media that depend on tradi-
tional news gathering sources, direct mail is not only secret but
deadly dough. No pickets, no tear gas, no fiery oratory to rile up
mass rallies, no fights breaking out in front of an abortion clinic.
In short, no action.

For these two reasons, secrecy and dullness, direct mail is passed
over by the media. As a result many events occur. Movements
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start, politicians get elected and defeated, a startling national turn-
around on the subject of pro-choice, the Catastrophic Medicare bill
is rescinded, all happens for reasons that the pundents cannot ex-
plain and the answer is direct mail.

Let me say first off that I believe direct mail is not only, a major
force in this country, but a.force for good. Let me put direct mail
into perspective. Direct (mail is the largest single advertising
medium. More money is spent on direct mail, approximately $21
billion a year, than on newspapers or magazine space or radio or
cable television or network television. More advertising dollars are
spent on network and cable television combined, but not if the two
media are split.

Last year some 62 billion pieces of third class mail found their
way into the American homes and businesses. More than double
the 26.3 billion 10 years earlier. Direct mail will get even bigger.
There are three reasons why direct mail advertising is on the as-
cendancy and television advertising on the decline.

First of all 20 years ago a television advertiser had four choices-
ABC, CBS, NBC or a buy of independent stations. Today cable has
dramatically dispersed the audience. Network television is no
longer the central power it was. Secondly, the zapper or mute
button on remote controls enable the viewer to silence commercials
or flip around the dials when the commercial comes on.

Finally, the advent of the VCR allows viewers to tape programs
and screen them at their convenience. This enables them to skip
the commercials by running fastforward.

Unlike television which is a shotgun medium, direct mailers go
out with a rifle. They can mail to Hispanic families who have 3.7
children, incomes of $50,000 or more, drive Lexus cars, or any of
dozens of demographic, psychographic, geographic or financial pa-
rameters and overlays.

At its best, direct mail is very, very good. People complain about
the glut of catalogs. Yet, the catalog enables any person, rural or
urban, to have a complete shopping mall on the bookshelf-clothes,
jewelry, electronics, furniture, shoes, books, records, gifts, fine art,
kitchenwares, garden items, camping equipment-the entire range
of goods and services are as close to the person at home as the
nearest telephone. And the use of an 800 number makes ordering
not only convenient, but free. The use of the credit card means
automatic charge privileges. If a purchase is needed in a hurry
Federal Express can deliver it the next day.

With reputable mail order merchants returning merchandise is
far easier than being hassled at a department store. The catalog
copy is far more informative than the average store clerk, who is
basically an order taker. Order by mail you save time, you save
gasoline, save parking expense. This is just as true in the business
environment as it is for the average consumer.

I would guess that 98 percent of all the direct mail is legitimate
and performs a real service to the economy, to American life styles,
to mankind. And incidentally, direct mail is very profitable for the
post office. Without direct mail, a first class stamp might cost $5.

People like direct mail. For all the grousing people do about junk.
mail, people basically like it. People are lonely. Nobody likes to
come home to an- empty mailbox. If the mailbox is empty you get a
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lurking sense in the pit of your stomach that something is wrong.
Your mail carrier had a heart attack, the postal service has col-
lapsed, the government has run out of money and cannot pay the
post office salaries, a bomb went off in the main post office.

Direct mail is your only daily contact with a Federal Govern-
ment sponsored service. It is the consumer's private check that the
system is still working.

How people get on mailing lists. The way to get on a list is to
buy something by mail-subscribe to a magazine, order from a
catalog, reply to a coupon advertisement, give money to a charity.
The names of mail order buyers and donors are rented by compa-
nies who want to offer products and services that they believe will
be of interest. The more a person orders or donates through the
mail, the more lists his or her name will be on. The more mail he
will receive.

However it must be remembered that direct mail costs money-
anywhere irom 25 cents per piece on up to $1 or more for big cata-
logs. It is also a very scientific business. So mailers are not going to
send these expensive mailings out frivolously. Direct marketing
means making offers to people who should be interested in the
proposition.

If you want to get off mailing lists, write the Mail Preference
Service of the Direct Marketing Association, 6 East 43rd Street,
New York, NY 10017.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I interject there.
Mr. HATCH. Yes, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Just to say, is that a trade association which

will just expunge your name from computer lists all over?
Mr. HATCH. It will send, as I understand it, Senator, a directive

out to all list owners that this person does not want his or her
name rented and used in commerce and to expunge that name
from all-mailing lists.

Let me add, Senator, that more people write the Mail Preference
Service asking to be put on mailing lists than to get off them.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Mr. HATCH. At its worst direct mail is very, very bad. We are

seeing more scams-fake charities, old pyramid schemes from the
1940's and 1950's, potency pills, multilevel marketing schemes, free
vacations and prizes, which are not free at all, and more. The
object of many of these scam artists, to get the consumer's credit
card number. They will then charge the number three or fouir
times, and by the time the dust is settled, they will have aban-
doned their office and started a new business across town.

Of the 4,000 to 5,000 mailings a month that are sent to me from
my network of correspondents around the country, perhaps :5 per-
cent, perhaps 20 to 40 are flat out illegal. These mailings are not
recorded in my archive, instead they are forwarded immediately to
the postal inspectors for action.

Another group of mailings are highly suspect. Fundraising ef-
forts that promise that money donated Will go for cancer research
or to further the conservative agenda or whatever. In my experi-
ence, many of these efforts do not deliver what they promise.
Rather, they are mailings by political action committees, independ-
ent expenditure committees, charities, non- profit organizations
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who are in effect and in actuality, owned and operated by for-profit
fundraising organizations whose objective is to make more mailings
to raise money to make more mailings to raise more money to
make more mailings.

In the material I am going to submit, if I may, are examples of
these.

Unlike a catalog or a merchandise mailer as the postal inspec-
tors mentioned earlier, where the consumer physically takes pos- i)
session of an item ordered and can judge the quality and service
firsthand, fundraisers can take the money and run or use it to
make more mailings. Giving money to a PAC or a charity is an act
of faith. It is a difficult and complex process forAttle donor to find
out if the money is being well spent.

Unlike the merchandise business, in fundraising there is little
accountability. How can consumers know what is going on? What
could Congress consider legislating?

Direct mail is a function of the U.S.P.S. Direct mail is totally de-
pendent upon the U.S. Postal Service, a corporation that is made
possible by the U.S, Government and overseen by Congress. If the
U.S.P.S. delivers scam offers it is aiding and abetting criminal dc-
tivities and doing it in interstate commerce. By logical extension,
the U.S. Government is aiding and abetting criminal activities by
making it possible for criminals to send their scam offers interstate
to be delivered by the U.S.P.S.

Therefore, it seems to me that there should be some regulations
as to what can and cannot be mailed and who can and cannot be
partners with the U.S. Government. The following proposals are
made not with an eye toward censorship or violation of First
Amendment right to free speech, rather here are some suggestions
that will level the playing field for mailers and consumers alike.

(1) Name, address, phone number of the mailer on every mailing.
One of the most difficult tasks we have is finding the true address
of mailers. Scam offers have often only a phone number or a P.O.
Box. Many fundraisers use only a unique zip code as a return ad-
dress so the money goes to a fulfillment house or a caging oper-
ation in another town or another State.

If the Federal Government were to adopt a statute whereby the
actual street address and perhaps the phone number .of the mailer
had to appear somewhere in the mailing, not on every piece, I
would be in favor of it. By forcing mailers who use the U.S.P.S. to
reveal the street address and perhaps the phone number from
which business is actually conducted, it would be easier to track
down all mailers, legitimate and otherwise.

(2) Annual reports from fundraisers. I believe if Congress at-
tempts to legislate what can and cannot be written and designed in
the mail it would be a violation of our First Amendment right to
free speech. What I believe Congress could legislate is accountabil-
ity.

If fundraisers are going to use the U.S. mails to raise money, the
donors and perspective donors should have every right to where
and how their money is being used. Therefore, I would propose leg-
islation be considered whereby all fundraisers who use the U.S.
mals be required to send donors of a certain amount, e.g. $25 a
year or more, and annual report.
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This annual report does not have to be elaborate-two or four
mimeographed pages in small type, audited and notarized by an ac-
countant. This annual report should also be available to any non-
donor who requests it. It should contain the following information:
(a) sources and amount of revenue; (b) amount and percentage of
revenue spent on programs -and what exactly are the programs.

Many organizations consider a major part of their program to be
"information" or "education" or "independent expenditures." In
actuality these education, information, or independent expenditure
programs are simply fundraising efforts that give little information
but whose main thrust is to ask for money.

It seems to me that under this proposed legislation quite simply
any mailing or telephone effort or space advertisement that asks
for money must be called a fundraising effort. If there is no request
for money, it can be called and educational, informational or inde-
pendent expenditure.

(c) Amount and percentage of revenue spent on administration;
(d) amount and percentage of revenue spent on fundraising; (e) the
name and address and phone number of the professional fundrais-
ing agency, if any; (f) the amount and percentage of revenue spent
with the professional fundraising agency and all of its affiliates,
subsidiaries and/or other companies owned by the agency or owned
and controlled by family members and relatives of the agency's
principals; (g) what other organizations does this agency raise
money for; (h) main provisions of the fundraising agency's contract.

Let me explain this. Direct marketing is a very scientific busi-
ness. Results are measurable in tenths and hundredths of a per-
cent. Successful direct marketers test an offer or a fundraising
appeal to a scientifically selected list of names, a sampling of
names. If the test if profitable they "roll out" mail to a much
larger universe. By basing the roll out mailing on the knowledge
gained from the test, the mailer is mailing smart.

Many PAC's and charities use professional fundraising compa-
nies. Often the contract of the fundraising agency stipulates a fee
for every piece of mail mailed-5 cents, 7 cents,_10 cents. The more
pieces that are mailed, the more money the agency makes. Thus,
there is no incentive to mail smart, just mail a lot. So they make a
lot of mailings to raise money to make mailings to raise more
money and so on infinitum. The agency gets rich. Little or no
money goes to the promised cause. -

Further, the contract with the fundraising agencies often stipu-
lates that the agency owns the mailing list-either the entire mail-
ing list or 50 percent joint ownership arrangement. A mailing list
is the major asset, indeed often the only asset of a fundraising or-
ganization. When an agency owns the names, it can charge the
charity or PAC a list rental fee for its own names. So now the char-
ity is paying a fee to the agency for every piece mail, plus a fee to
the agency to rent its own names, plus maybe even a 15-percent
override on top of all printing and inserting.

This means a letter that would cost a legitimate charity 25 cents
to mail would cost an agency-dwned charity 50 cents to mail, with
the other 25 cents going to the agency. By giving away its names to
the fundraising agencies, the charities and PAC's are in my opin-
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ion owned and operated by private, hugely profitable fundraising
agencies for the main purpose of making money for the agency,

So the main elements of the contract of the fundraising agency is
key to making any kind of judgment about what a fundraiser is
rallp to.

Now just 1 minute more if I may, Senator, about the business of
official looking envelopes and scare tactics in direct mail. Basically,
all direct mail appeals, including official looking envelopes. Indeed,
all advertising is nothing more than campaign rhetoric. What
made this country great was not putting a lid on campaign rheto-
ric, it was accountability, whether in politics or in the market
place.

When looking into the business of direct mail fundraising, I urge
you not to spend time and be sidetracked on the exaggeration hype
and hyperbole. Instead, ask how much money was raised and
where the money went.

In the words of Deep Throat to Woodward and Burnstein in that
parking garage, "Follow the money." You'll get to the heart of
what's really getting on very quickly.

Thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, sir. This has been very help-

ful.
Mr. HATCH. Senator, I would like to submit this as part of the

record.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You said you had some specifics.
Mr. HATCH. Yes. There is a string of samples in here, including a

number of Social Security mailings that you may not have received
that I have received. So here is a whole--

Senator MOYNIHAN. We will place those in the record.
[The information appears in the appendix.] -
Senator MOYNIHAN. And I want to express very great apprecia-

tion for you coming here and coming before the committee with a
set of very specific recommendations. You obviously know this
field. I can share some of-your last statement makes great sense.
We do have a responsibility, however, to see that some of the offi-
cial symbols of our government are not misused, just on prin ipal-
hyperbole and rhetoric-well that is our world too as you no doubt
know.

But follow the money, yes. Very good. And very great thanks.
Senator DASCHLE. Mr. Chairman, I would share your comments. I

like your recommendation, Mr. Hatch. I think an annual report
giving that information would go a long way and would perhaps
preclude some groups from getting involved at all.

So among the other ideas that have been expressed to us, I cer-
tainly would like to pursue this one as well.

I would be interested in your comment about the line between
sending something which is clearly untruthful and sending some-
thing which proves intent to defraud which I guess is the legal
term. Do you think that the line that exists today separating the
two is adequate?

Mr. HATCH. I was talking to my wife at breakfast and she said
whatever you-direct marketers are very smart people, and what-
ever finger you stick in the dike there is going to be a leak some-
where else and you have to start the whole process all over again.
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It scares me that all this time and effort that you gentlemen-I
commend you for it. But it is going to be struck down in the Su-
preme Court as a first amendment violation.

Incidentally, one other thing I would like to say is, when I ran
these ideas by someone-the idea of an annual report that had to
be sent to donors of $25 or more-that could bust some charities.
This thing would cost 25 cents to mail, maybe. And that would
really dig into the amount of money they had taken in and it
would be less money to spend on whatever they were going to
spend it for.

My answer to that is, if someone donates $25 the polite thing to
do is to say thank you. And with the thank you letter would be a
copy of this report saying, may I-here is what we are doing
please send some more money. And if the report is good and
honest, they will get more money and more than pay for the mail-
ing; and if the report is no good or the guys are shysters they have
a problem and they should.

Senator DASCHLE. A good recommendation. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Very thoughtful, very specific. It is a new

world to me, I must confess. But learned a lot. We thank you very
much. I would like to report for those who do not know, 'shyster'
refers to a New York City lawyer, in the era of 1830-1840, who was
not overly scrupulous in his dealings.

Senator DASCHLE. There was a Shyster.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Scheuster.
Thank you very much, Mr. Hatch.
And now we come to the first of two witnesses we will have

today representing' one of these activities, Mrs. Martha A.
McSteen, who is president of the National Committee to Preserve
Social Security and Medicare. Mrs. McSteen is well known to this
committee, having formerly been Acting Commissioner of the
Social Security Administration.

We welcome you again in this new capacity. We put your state-
ment in the record as if read and you proceed exactly as you chose
to do.

[The prepared statement of Ms. McSteen appears in the appen-
dix.]

STATEMENT OF MARTHA A. McSTEEN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE,
WASHINGTON, DC, ACCOMPANIED BY JEFFREY GALGINAITIS,
TREASURER, AND BRUCE SUMNER, VICE PRESIDENT
Ms. MCSTEEN. Mr. Chairman, my name is Martha McSteen and I

am president of the 5 million member National Committee to Pre-
serve Social Security and Medicare. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for
the opportunity to present facts about our educational mailings to
our senior citizens regarding the Social Security system.

I also thank you on behalf of our membership for your leadership
and commitment to the Social Security issues vital to our senior
citizens.

As our name indicates, the preservation of a strong Social Securi-
ty system is the very reason for the existence of our grassroots
membership organization. Our organization was founded in 1982 by

28-713 0 - 90 - 2
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the son of President Franklin Roosevelt, the architect of Social Se-
curity. Former Congressman James Roosevelt established the com-
mittee to preserve his father's most significant legacy to the Amer-
ican people.

As you may know, Mr. Chairman, I have devoted 39 years work-
ing with the Social Security and the Medicare system in both Re-
publican and Democratic administrations. During that time, I was
one of the first regional Medicare administrators and was the
Acting Commissioner of Social Security for 3 years.

This past April I was honored to assume the role of the President
of the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medi-
care. Mr. Chairman, I am aware of past criticism of our organiza-
tion and indeed there may have been misunderstandings concern-
ing some of our communications. Growing an organization from a
concept to a 5 million strong membership is difficult and there will
be mistakes.

However, since I have taken over I believe our programs have
and will continue to safeguard against even perceived misrepresen.
tations.

The National Committee has been in the forefront of efforts to
protect the integrity of the Social Security and Medicare systems.

y new position enables me to translate my experience in govern-
ment to this grassroots organization and action on behalf of older
Americans. We understand that both the House and Senate Gov-
ernmental Affairs Committees are working on deceptive mailings
prevention legislation. The National Committee has applauded
these past legislative efforts. The National Committee has conscien-
tiously complied with requirements incorporated in past legisla-
tion.

Now the charge has been made, Mr. Chairman, that some of our
educational mailings to the membership have been misleading and
that they may undercut the confidence that Americans have in the
Social Security system.

Mr. Chairman, it is not our educational materials that erode con-
fidence in the Social Security system. The elimination of student
benefits, the taxing of Social Security benefits and now the use of
trust funds to hide the government's budget deficits-these are the
things that erode the confidence in the system.

It is this continual tinkering with the system that has concerned
the American people and made the recent battle over catastrophic
health so important. It was an Act that did not address senior's
major concerns. It duplicated some of the services that seniors al-
ready had. Its financial structure violated the basic social insur-
ance concept set down by Congress 50 years ago.

We do not ask Veterans to pay the entire cost for VA hospitals.
We do not ask parents to pay the entire cost of our public school
system. We do not ask farmers to bear the full burden of farm
price supports. Nor should we. Yet this, piece of legislation was fl-
nanced by saddling only seniors with extra taxes.

From the beginning of consideration of this issue our member-
ship was concerned about the content of the' legislation. Long
before the Congress voted in 1988 for catastrophic coverage, and
long before Senate mailrooms were flooded with cards and letters,
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our committee was opposing the bill and informing Congress that
our membership could not support it.

The legislation simply did not address their real concerns.
During the 100th Congress, the National Committee repeatedly
sent letters to members of Congress outlining the problems we had
with the legislation. We did urge support for the excellent bill
crafted by the champion of the elderly, the late Representative
Claude Pepper. Unfortunately, Senator Pepper's legislation did not
prevail.

When the original bill was finally enacted, we continued to rep-
resent ,the views of our members, We used the most cost effective
method available to alert our 5 million members. We used the
mail. Nearly half of our membership responded. They wrote, they
called or visited their Representatives and Senators to register
their concerns. In the oldest American tradition, they petitioned
their Representatives.

Were the seniors and thousands who joined them wrong? Not in
our opinion, nor in the opinion of the 360 Representatives who
voted to repeal this law. And then the Senate, after consulting with
their constituents, Senator John McCain and others have fashioned
a compromise we support.

Now, Mr. Chairman, the charge has been made that we used fear
tactics to encourage seniors to write their members of Congress
about the original legislation. This is absolutely false. Were seniors
legitimately concerned about the provisions and the financing of
this law? Yes. Were they fearful of a financial structure that put
the burden of paying for duplicative benefits on the backs of the
elderly? The answer is, yes. Did our committee give the facts to our
membership? Yes. And did they respond by writing letters to you
and many on this committee and other members of Congress? Yes.

The National Committee has been unjustly criticized for helping
to educate its members through the use of direct mail. In accusing
the National Committee of misleading seniors in the debate over
catastrophic cover certain critics have pointed to past headlines in
some of our mailings. The fact is, these headlines emphasized le-
gitimate concerns of our members. One may disagree with a par-
ticular headline, but that is a matter of opinion and not of decep-
tion.

From the beginning we made every effort to let our members
know what the benefit implications were and that the tax was
placed on seniors only. We ran a chart in our membership newspa-
per which related the surtax impact to various income levels. We
encouraged our members to write, if they felt concerned about the
law.

Mr. Chairman, I know you have always been a staunch supporter
of Social Security and that your legislative proposals address many
of the concerns of the membership. Thank you for your support.

On behalf of the National Committee's membership, it is my
hope that we can continue to work with you and your colleagues to
improve and strengthen the Social Security and Medicare pro-
grams for millions of Americans.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Mrs. McSteen. I think we are

going to want to ask a series of questions. I think it might be useful
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if we just alternated. I'll speak for five minutes or so and then you
do so. We have plenty of time. We are not in any hurry.

Thank you for very forthright and helpful inquiries. I am going
to take the advice of our previous witness Mr. Hatch and follow the
money, as he put it, because that is what we are trying to sort out
here, not with respect to any one organization, but just this general
pattern.

Mrs. McSteen, you state that, "Our organization was founded in
1982 by the son of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, the architect of
Social Security." Entirely on an irrelevant note, I have always
thought that Francis Perkins was the architect of Social Security,
but that is a matter for the historians. 1.

Anyway, now is the committee wrong in our understanding that
there was at that time a California based direct mail firm known
as Butcher-Forde Consulting, and they incorporated the National
Committee to Preserve Social Security in 1982. Now is that right?

Ms. MCSTEEN. The organization was created in 1982 and as I had
indicated, James Roosevelt wanted to establish an organization in
honor of his father and to preserve his father's legacy.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Now this is where we-we want to get very
clear. I want to get very clear. You say that this organization was
founded by the son of President Roosevelt. Our information is that
it was founded by a direct mail firm that hired Mr. Roosevelt as a
consultant.

Ms. McSTEEN. Well I will be glad to tell you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Help me. Just help us. We do not assert this.

I just wanted that--
Ms. MCSTEEN. All right. James Roosevelt wanted to establish and

create this organization. It would be a tremendous financial under-
taking and he sought up front financing to create the organization
for that purpose. And as a result of that there was an agreement, a
contract, between the parties to continue to evolve the organization
for the purpose that it was intended, and that was to preserve the
Social Security system.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Let's try again. Who came up with the idea,
the direct mail business or Mr. Roosevelt? Who went to whom?

MS. MCSTEEN. I was not, of course, around at that time.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Sure. Sure.
Ms. MCSTEEN. It is my clear understanding from Mr. Roosevelt

that he had the concept and the idea and he approached the orga-
nization because they had agreed to put the money up front. And I
have no other information.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Now I have to press your syntax. "He ap-
proached because they had agreed to put the money up 'front."
What you said is, he approached them because they had'agreed to

Sutthe money up front. That suggests to me something happened
before he approached them.

Ms. MCSTEEN, I am sorry if you misinterpreted or I misinterpret-
ed. James Roosevelt, I am told and I believe, wanted to create this
organization because there was a need for the preservation of
Social Security. He did not have the finances sufficient to create a
large organization and he wanted it to grow and last for years to
come. He sought out investment bankers or investment persons
who would put the money up front.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Investment bankers? That suggests a for-
profit enterprise. Now an investment banker is clearly in the pri-
vate sector to make money. It is a for-profit enterprise.

MS. MCSTEEN. Well, my choice of words may not be legally--
Senator MOYNIHAN. But you did say investment bankers?
Ms. MCSTEEN. He sought financial support.
Senator MOYNIHAN. No, ma'am. You said he sought out invest-

ment bankers.
Ms. MCSTEEN. Well, he sought out people who could put the fi-

nancing up front and whatever you might call them.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Okay. Well let me-I want to turn it over to

my colleague now. But first, would Mr. Roosevelt be willing to
come and tell us in his own words what happened because it just
seems so-it is so confusing to this Chairman.

Ms. MCSTEEN. It seems to me that the important thing is that
the organization was created for a purpose and the organization
has grown and has survived. And I think--

Senator MOYNIHAN. But what was the purpose?
Ms. MCSTEEN. The purpose was to preserve the Social Security

system.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Was that the purpose or was the purpose to

make money on the part of the mail business? Did Butcher-Forde
have an idea for making money by sending out mailings?

Ms. MCSTEEN. I have no idea what Butcher-Forde's intentions
were. I know that James Roosevelt's intentions were to create an
organization that--

Senator MOYNIHAN. But he was a consultant to Butcher-Forde.
He was just an employee.

Ms. MCSTEEN. No, he is not an employee, was not an employee of
Butcher-Forde.

Senator MOYNIHAN. But was he not a consultant? I don't mean
to-- -

MS. MCSTEEN. He served as a consultant to a number of--
Senator MOYNIHAN. And was paid.
MS. MCSTEEN [continuing]. Organizations.
Senator MOYNIHAN. But he was paid $60,000 a year.
MS. MCSTEEN, I do not know that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. After receiving consulting fees, he began

drawing a salary of $60,000 a year.
Ms. MCSTEEN. From this--
Senator MOYNIHAN. You don't know that?
Ms. MCSTEEN. From the organization Mr. Roosevelt draws a

yearly stipend, salary, whatever you might want to call it for his
services as chairman of the organization, its board and for advis.'ingz--

Senator MOYNIHAN. Salary will do.,
Ms. MCSTEEN [continuing]. Policy, setting policy. And I think

that's--
Senator MOYNIHAN. But he originally was a consultant? Do you

know what he was paid as a consultant?
Ms. MCSTEEN. No, I do not.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Okay.
Senator Daschle.
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Senator DASCHLE. Mr. Chairman, your line of questioning is very
helpful. I think if you want to continue to pursue it I am willing to
wait.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. I just will pursue it a little bit fur-
ther because I do not think we have the answers and I just simply
would like to say that we need to know from you, ma'am, and we
will find out-this committee will find out-which came first, the
direct mail firm with an idea for making a profit in a private en-
terprise or the desire to establish a committee which in turn
sought out the devices of the facilities, the resources of the mail
business.

You can let us know that as explicitly as you wish or we will find
it out in other ways. We need to know who was paid what. Can you
give us some ideas, do we have available the early accounts, finan-
cial statements of the operation?

Ms. MCSTEEN. They are available, yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Have you brought them with you?
Ms. MCSTEEN. No.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I didn't think so. But you could provide

them to the committee?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Okay.
Ms. MCSTEEN. If there are no legal complications or restraints

that I don't know about.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Sure. That is fair enough, absolutely.
But now, a Mr. Miles Rubin in 1988, which is not that far ago,

bought the Butcher-Forde Co. and changed the name to the Nation-
al Direct Marketing Corporation. Is that right?

Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes, that is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And they do your mailings?
MS. MCSTEEN. They are the vendor that supplies us with the in-

formation that is important in communicating by mail. That is,
_ they have the expertise of knowing how to package communica-

tions, how the layout should appear. They have advice regarding
communications.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And they are-I guess I should correct
myself. It was Butcher-Forde Consulting, a partnership in Newport
Beach, CA. And the new group is still in Newport Beach, CA; is
that right?

Ms. MCSTEEN. Mr. Rubin is a resident of Washington and New
York.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I asked where the firm is located.
MS. MCSTEEN. Well the direct mail firm itself is in Newport

Beach.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Just as it has always been?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes, you are right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Do we have any notions of how much money

of the revenues you receive, you say you have 5 million members.
Ms. MCSTEEN. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And so you get a certain amount of revenue.

Would you have an estimate of what revenue was last year?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes. For our last fiscal year, the revenues were

$38.2 million.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And how much was spent on direct mail?
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Ms. MCSTEEN, About $5.4 million was paid to the National Direct
Marketing firm. Printing and other costs of publication were $14.8
million. I have that information.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Why don't you give it to us? You got $38
million last year.

Ms. McSTEEN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Tell us how you spent it.
Ms. MCSTEEN. All right. $14.8 million was printing and other

costs of publication.
Senator MOYNIHAN. So that is mail?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes, involved with the publications--
Senator DASCHLE. Who is the printer? Do you have one printer?
Ms. MCSTEEN. There is a contract with Donnelly Printing Co. for

our newspaper--
Senator DASCHLE. Donnelly Printing.
Ms. MCSTEEN [continuing]. Printing. If there are other contracts

for that publication, I do not know specifically.
Senator DASCHLE. Where are they located?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Donnelly, I believe in Chicago.
Senator DASCHLE. Okay.
Ms. MCSTEEN. Postage, $5.8 million; administrative costs associ-

ated with mailings, $3.4 million; the Washington operations and
additions to reserve, $8.8 million. That adds up to $38.2 million, I
believe.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Of your $39.5 million in the last go round,
you have $8.8 was the Washington operation and the rest was ad-
ministrative costs of raising the money; was it not?

Ms. MCSTEEN. Administrative cost in--
Senator MOYNIHAN. I mean administrative costs and the mailing

costs.
Ms. MCSTEEN. Well, direct mail is a very expensive way of com-

municating, but it is a-and it has a lot of advantages because it
can go directly to individuals. Direct mail is a method of operating
that the organization is not beholden to any one large contributor
and therefore we feel that we can represent our membership.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Can I ask one last question before we turn to
Senator Daschle. You said that of your income last year $8.8 mil-
lion was Washington operations and additions to reserves.

Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I ask what the additions to reserves

can to?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Let me ask our treasurer that. I think it--
Senator MOYNIHAN. Sure. Is your treasurer here?
Ms. MCSTEEN, Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Do you want to come forward, sir.
Ms. MCSTEEN. This is Jeff Galginaitis.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We welcome you to the committee, sir.
Mr. GALGINAITIS, Thank you, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. The question is of the-Ms. McSteen spoke

of $8.8 million as Washington operations and additions to reserves.
Could I ask you what the additions to reserves came to?

Mr. GALGINAITIS, It was about $2.7 million, sir.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And the rest was for the Washington oper-

ations?
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Mr. GALGINAITIS. Right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. Fine.
Thank you so much for the moment.
Senator Daschle,
Senator DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.Just to clarify again. The $14.8 million in printing costs all wentto a firm in Chicago; is that correct?
Mr. GALGINAITIS. Well there are a number of different printers,sir, that we use for newspapers and our different communications

with members.
I do not know the exact number. But it is somewhere between ahalf a dozen and a dozen different printers.
Senator DASCHLE. Are any of the printers associated with the

Butcher.Forde group?
Mr. GALGINAITIS, No, they are not.
Senator DASCHLE. None? They are not?
Mr. GALGINAITIS. That is correct.
Senator DASCHLE. It has been reported to this committee and Iwould be interested if you could verify it, that about $1 million wasspent on a mailing that did not go out last year. First of all, is that

accurate?
Mr. GALGINAITIS, The number is approximately accurate, sir. Ibelieve it was a couple of years ago that that happened, rather

than last year.
Senator DASCHLE. You spent $1 million to print a mailing thatnever went out. What were the circumstances there?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Mr. Daschle, as you know, we attempt to keeptrack of the proposed legislation and legislation that our membersare interested in. The preparation of those communications takesquite a bit of time to allow the process to work and for the printingto take place. In the period of time from what we perceived wasgoing to be the process, there was a change and policy decision wasmade that it woulcLnot be correct to send that mailing out. Arid

so--
Senator DASCHLE. What was the mailing, do you recall?Ms. MCSTEEN. No, I do not. I was not involved in it-directly.Senator DASCHLE. You recall the circumstances for the mailingbeing withheld, but you don't recall the subject matter of the mail-inL. MCSTEEN. Because I was asked that question recently and I

asked about it. When the policy--
Senator DASCHLE. Perhaps some of your staff may know, Maybe

they can share it with you.
Ms. MCSTEEN. Well we will be glad to submit that for the record.
Senator DASOHLE. Do you have any staff here?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes.
Senator DASCHLE. Would you mind asking them if they know?Ms. MOSTEEN. Well I would prefer submitting it for the record ifyou don't mind, rather than trying to--
Senator DASCHLE. Well, we had a question relating to your fi-

nances and you called the treasurer.
Ms, MCSTEEN. All right.
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Senator DASCHLE. I would like to pursue this if I could and it
would be very helpful if I knew the subject matter for the mailing
that was withdrawn.

MS. MCSTEEN. Let me ask Bruce Sumner to comment Qn that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Mr. Bruce Sumner, would you come forward,

sir, and take your seat and welcome to the committee. Perhaps if
you would identify your post.

Mr. SUMNER, Yes. Senator Moynihan, Senator Daschle, my name
is Bruce W. Sumner. I am the vice chairman of the board of direc-
tors of the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and
Medicare..

Senator MOYNIHAN. We welcome you, sir.
Mr. SUMNER. Thank you.
I was not a member of the board or connected with the organiza-

tion when the event occurred. And subject to correction from going
back to the records, it is my understanding that the mailing in
question pertained to a policy decision on the part of the National
Committee to go into solicitation on behalf of a certain form or a
certain insurance procedure. It was a board policy on the part of
the National Committee not to do this. This was, as I say, before I
was on the board.

We are proud of the fact--
Senator DASCHLE. Could I just ask you though--
Mr. SUMNER. Yes, sir.
Senator DASCHLE. I am trying to understand this situation. Some-

body committed $1 million to have a solicitation prepared, which as
I understand it, you are now informing the committee had to do
with insurance. The $1 million that was committed was spent and
then a decision was made by the board to stop the mailing from
being sent out; is that correct?

Mr. SUMNER. That is correct.
And can I explain the reason?
Senator DASCHLE. Please do.
Mr. SUMNER. The National Committee has a single purpose and

that is advocacy on issues, We have felt that unlike some other or-
ganizations we are not going to be involved in insurance, prescrip-
.tion drugs, travel or anything else. Our sole purpose, our sole direc-
tion, is on issues. The board decision was made that, contrary to
what had originally been contemplated, the National Committee
would not go into the insurance area. The mailing was stopped.

By that, I mean it was not sent out. So the decision was a policy
one. Now you can fault us for having made that decision, but that
was the decision that was made, as far as I know. The obligation to
the printers et cetera that was made as a result of the prior policy
was changed. You might equate it to the Ford Motor Co. deciding
they will not build the Edsell anymore.

Senator DASCHLE. Was the cost of $1 million a--
Mr. SUMNER. Senator, I do not know the cost. I did not--
Senator DASCHLE. Well maybe we can submit that for the record.

But who got the money? Would you be able to tell us that? Where
did the money actually go?

Mr. SUMNER. It went to the obligation that had been incurred.
Senator DASCHIE. To whom?
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Mr. SUMNER. As I understand it, it was for the printing and the
preliminary efforts in this mailing which was stopped.

Senator DASCHLE. Thank you for that clarification and you will
submit the information for the record; is that correct?

Mr. SUMNER. Yes, sir.
The information appears in the appendix.]

Senator DASCHLE. Let me ask and I defer to the Chairman, if I
could be permitted one other line of questioning.

Senator MOYNIHAN. By all means, Senator, that is what we are
here for.

Senator DASCHLE. In your statement before the committee you
said that you reassert that the committee gave the facts, as you
call them, to the membership. I appreciate your confidence in that
regard. The question I have is whether you gave all the facts. That
is the question. I have one of the mailings here. In 1989, income
tax for millions of seniors will increase $1,600, $800 for singles. It is
a tax on seniors only and it must be stopped.

Ms. McSteen, I am sure you are aware that that tax was only
applicable to about 40 percent of seniors. And of that 40 percent, 20
percent-50 percent of the 40 percent-would pay less than $200 a
year. Is that your understanding of the facts?

Ms. MCSTEEN. My understanding is that we represented our
membership regardless of--

Senator DASCHLE. No, no. That is not what I am asking.
Ms. MCSTEEN [continuing]. The percentages.
Senator DASCHLE. No, let me just ask you-if you could just say

yes or no.
Is it a fact, as you understand the catastrophic bill as it was re-

pealed, that 80 percent of the people paid less than $200 a year?
You are the president, you would certainly know that, given the
effort you put into the catastrophic program. Is that your under-
standing of the facts?

Ms. MCSTEEN. It was my understanding that about-I do not
know the exact dollar number, but around 47 percent of seniors
would pay a surtax of some amount.

Senator DASCHLE. 47 percent?
MS. MCSTEEN. Yes.
Mr. SUMNER. If I may interject. In our analysis we hear the

number 40 percent, but that is taken from the census figures. The
reason we say 47 percent of all seniors would be subject to this tax
is that we got our information from the IRS and it has always sur-
prised me that this number, which is almost 20 percent higher, has
not been used. In some States, for example, in California it is 48
p ercent; in Connecticut it is 53 percent and it varies from State to
State. But the number is much higher.

Senator DASCHLE. What percent would pay the $1,600? You have
these figures obviously very--

Mr. SUMNER. I would be happy to submit those.
Senator DASCHLE. No, you know the other figures; you have to

know this one.
Mr. SUMNER. I do not know that particular one. But I know

it--
Senator DASCHLE. You just happen to not know that one?
Mr. SUMNER. I know it is at least 200,000 persons, sir.
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Senator DASCHLE. Ms. McSteen, you know that it is 47 percent
paid some surtax and you have a lot of these figures right at.your
fingertips, what is the percent of people that pay $1,600?

MS. MCSTEEN. I don't have that figure.
Senator DASCHLE. You don't have that figure?
Ms. MCSTEEN. No, I do not.
And the name is McSteen.
Senator DASCHLE. Well I must tell you that I am surprised that

you would stand by your statement in the testimony that you have
presented the facts to your membership. Could you point out to me
where in this mailing the facts, regarding the 47 percent of the
seniors who must pay, are?

I would interpret the headline in your mailing to mean that ev-
erybody is going to be paying $1,600.

Where are the facts in this letter?
MS. MCSTEEN. As you know, in any one piece of communication

it is impossible to present all the facts about a given issue. It is
true-that seniors would pay up to $1,600. But I must tell you that
the membership was concerned about the principle involved in the
financing. It is not just the people who are rich or the middle
income people who were concerned.

In our August survey, the greater part of the membership, re-
gardless of income, disapproved of the catastrophic funding mecha-
nism.

Senator DASCHLE. If you would allow me, they disapproved be-
cause they received information like this. Sixty-five percent of the
people, according to the polls in the Washington Post, had no idea
what the catastrophic program included. Perhaps you saw that
latest poll, as I did. They had no idea.

MS. MCSTEEN. Well I think--
Senator DASCHLE. Let me just go back to a comment you made,

and I am trying not to be confrontational here. But on four pages,
front and back, you tell me that there is not enough room here to
lay out all the facts. That is what you are telling me?

Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes, that is right.
Senator DASCHLE. Let me ask you, you said this is educational. Is

that right?
Ms. MCSTEEN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You could print the Constitution on one of

those pages-two of them.
Senator DASCHLE. If it is for education, why would you be encour-

aging people to send in quickly so they can get a free calculator?
MS. MCSTEEN. Part of the direct mail concept is to make certain

that your members know what issues are before them, before the
Congress, issues that affect them.

Senator DASCHLE. What does a free calculator have to do with
knowing whether they have the issues before them?

Ms. MCSTEEN. Whether they have received mail or not that de-
scribes our-certainly the catastrophic legislation itself was mis-
leading in its name because catastrophic to most people means
long-term care. And long-term care was not included in the Cata-
strophic Act. The Catastrophic Act was publicized as being paid
with a supplemental premium. It was not a premium. It was an
income tax addition.
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Senator DASCHLE. Would you concede that these mailings are a
very good membership building device, perhaps the only member-
ship building device you have?

Ms. MCSTEEN. Why yes. The organization is funded and operates
entirely on the basis of its membership-$10 a year per household
plus contributions on issues that individuals may be interested in,
Only about half of the members contribute to one or more of those
issue letters that go out. Very few percent contribute more than
once a year. But we do have 5 million members.

Senator DASCHLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Mr. SUMNER. And if I might add, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, of course.
Mr. SUMNER. We have a 42-percent retention rate. In other

words, the people who were members last year chose to join and we
feel it is because of the information that we give through our eight
annual newspapers that we send out, as well as the mailings.

Senator MOYNIHANTMay t-say, Mr. Suner, that retention rate
is a direct mail term, but there you are. ;

I have my own documents. As anybody who was there would tell
you, in the Iowa primary, the "notch" issue was known as the
question that came-fromn hell and it involved running into people
who were born between 1917 and 1921. This -mailing says, "Notice
to Social Security recipients born between 1917 and 1921. You '
be losing benefits averaging $816 a year;" And there was t'very
large response, and we have had hearings,, as yofIrlhow, on the
n o t c h is s u e . • . % '

Guess what? There was such a big response from those born in
1917 to 1921 that the next urgent message reads, "Notice to Social
Security Claimants. If you were born between 1917 and 1928 . .
And the capacity for expanding that class is considerable.

Ms. MCSTEEN. Mr. Chairman, may I say that the notch issue, yes,
has been an issue that our membership has been very concerned
about. I think that is further substantiated by the fact that in this
current Congress there are some 150 members who have either
sponsored or co-sponsored-notch legislation.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is right.
Mr. SUMNER. And if I may add, sir, that the legislature of the

State of New York, along with 12 other State legislatures, has
passed a resolution calling on consideration of the notch question. I
pointed this out at the hearing which I was privileged to appear
before you, sir, when Senators Chafee and Riegle also pointed out
the problem.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We know that.
I am going to close now because we have taken much of your

time, I would say two things. The first is to Mr. Galginaitis.
Ms. MCSTEEN. Galginaitis.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Galginaitis. I am sorry.
We just have a discrepancy in your statement which is no doubt

the consequence of my not knowing how to ask the right question.
But we have your Price Waterhouse audit and it shows an income
for 1988 of $38,213,000 and it shows Washington operations costs at
$2,192,000. That leaves us to find out where did the $36,000,000 go.

I shall appreciate your letting us know.
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Mr. GALGINAITIS. Well the $2 million that you are referring to,
Senator, has to do with-I'll call it the administrative costs of the
Washington, DC operations. That is the non-salary costs. Our main
expenditure in Washington, DC is the salary of the personnel that
we hire.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I see. You -will explain all of that to us,
won't you, in waiting? I would appreciate it.

Mr. GALGINAITIS. Could you-I am not quite sure what you are
asking me.

Senator MOYNIHAN. You can figure out what I am asking. I want
to know how much money you spend on fund raising, and how
much money you spend on lobbying.

[The information appears in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. But the other thing I want to ask, and I

must ask that to you, Mrs. McSteen, because we may have to
resume this hearing. We just need to know-and no fault obtains
here-but we need to know, was this organization begun as a
profit-making enterprise by a direct mail business in Newport
Beach, CA, that engaged Mr. Roosevelt to add to the effectiveness
of the campaign? Or, as you put it, did Mr. Roosevelt, thinking to
establish an organization, go to this mass mailing business?

Don't answer me now. We have gone over it enough. See if you
cannot put it in writing in a way that satisfies you and send it into
the committee.

Is that acceptable?
Senator DASCHLE. That is.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Senator. Thank you, Mr.---
9 's. MCSTEEN. Mr. Moynihan.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, of course.
Ms. MCSTEEN. I must say that I do not know how anyone could

doubt the intent of the National Committee to Preserve Social Se-
curity and Medicare after the catastrophic issue, for example. This
is a grassroots membership organization. The Congress passed a
wellintentioned piece of legislation. The legislation did not mesh
with the-needs of the people in this country. The members of the
National. Committee wrote and called and expressed their concerns.

The Congress revisited the issue and the Congress should be
given all the credit for doing that. Because what we have just wit-
nessed is democracy at its very best. When the people question and
speak and consult their representatives and the representatives re-
spond in a very responsible way.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well it is not every day that people come
before this committee and congratulate us in that manner. We ap-
preciate your remarks very much indeed. They are rare and. the
more welcome on that account.

And now finally this morning we are going to hear from Mr.
Ralph Galliano who is chairman of the Congressional Majority
Committee in Arlington, VA.

Mr. Galliano?
[No response.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. I see. Mr. Galliano did not appear and for

reasons that we do not know. Well, let it be stated that Mr. Gal-
liano for whatever reason, the National Chairman of the Congres-
sional Majority Committee, did not appear.
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There being no other business on the committee's docket, I would
like to include in the record characteristic letters which we have
received. I would like to have them as examples.

[The letters appear in the appendix.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. We will now close these hearings, thanking

our witnesses, thanking the audience and our long-suffering record-
er and all concerned.
_ [Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 12:28 p.m.]
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ADDITIONAL MATERIAL SUBMITTED

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DENIsON HATCH

Let me say first off that I believe direct mail is not only a major force in this
country, but a force for good. Let me put direct mail perspective.

Direct mail is the largest single advertising medium. More money is spent on
direct mail (Approximately $21 billion) than on newspapers... or magazine
space... or radio... or cable television.., or network television. (More advertising
dollars are spent on network and cable television combined, but not if the two
media are split.) Last year some 62 billion pieces of third class mail found its way
into American homes and businesses-more than double the 26.3 billion pieces 10
years earlier.

Direct mail will bet even bigger. There are three reasons why direct mail advertis-
ing is on the ascendancy and television advertising on the decline. First of all,
twenty years ago a television advertiser had four choices: ABC, CBS, NBC or a buy
of independent stations. Today cable has dramatically disbursed the audience. Net-
work television is no longer the power it was. Secondly, the "zapper" or mute
button on remote controls enable the viewer to silence commercials or flip around
the dials when the commercial comes on. Finally, the advent of the VCR enables
viewers to tape programs and screen them at his convenience; this enables him to
skip the commercials by running them on fast forward. Unlike television-which is
a shotgun medium-direct mailers go out with a rifle. They can mail to Hispanic
families who have 3.7 children, incomes of $50,000 or more and drive Lexus cars...
or any of dozens of demographic, psychographic, geographic or financial parameters.

At its best, direct mail is very, very food. People complain about the glut of cata-
logs. Yet the catalog enables any person-rural or urban-to have a complete shop-
ping mall on the bookshelf. Clothes, jewelry, electronics, furniture, shoes, books,
records, gifts, fine art, kitchenware, gourmet food, garden items, camping equip-

ment-the entire range of goods and services are as close to the person at home as

the nearest telephone. The use of an 800 number makes ordering not only conven-
ient, but FREE. The use of a credit card means automatic charge privileges. If a
purchase is needed in a hurry, Federal Express can deliver it the next day. With
reputable mail order merchants, returning merchandise is far easier than being has-
sled at a department store. The catalog copy is far more informative than the aver-
age store clerk (who is basically an order taker). Order by mail, and you save time,
save gasoline, save parking expense. This is just as true in the business environment
as it is for the average consumer. I would-guess that 96% of all the direct mail I see
is legitimate and performs a real service-to the economy, to American lifestyles
and to mankind.

People LIKE direct mail. For all the grousing people do about "junk mail," people
basically like it. People are lonely. Nobody likes to come home to an empty mailbox.
If the mailbox is empty, you get a lurking sense in the pit of your stomach that
something is wrong: Your mail carrier had a heart attack ... The Postal Service
has collapsed . . . -The government has run out of money and can't pay the post
office salaries . . . A bomb went off in the main post office. Direct mail-is your ony
daily contact with the a Federal government sponsored service; it is the consumer s
private check that the system is still working.

How people bet on mailing lists. The way to get on a list is to buy something by
mail: subscribe to a magazine, order from a catalog, reply to a coupon advertisement
in a magazine, give money to a charity. The names of mail order buyers and donors
are re nted by companies Who want to offer products or services that they believe
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will be of interest. The more a person orders or donates through the mail, the more
lists his or her name will be on- the more that name will be rented.

However, it must be remembered that direct mail costs money-anywhere from
25 cents per piece on up to a dollar or more for big catalogs. It is also a very scien-
tific business. So mailers are not going to send these expensive mailings out frivo-
lously. For example, if Architectural Digest magazine sent a subscription offer to the
subscribers of Motorcycle World, they might get one order: from Malcolm Forbes
who has big houses and rides motorcycles. Otherwise the mailing would be a dismal
failure. Direct marketing means making offers to people who should be interested in
the proposition.

At its worst, direct mail is very, very bad. We are seeing more and more scams:
fake charities, old pyramid schemes from the '40s and '50s . . . multi-level-market-
ing (MLM) schemes ... free vacations and prizes (which are not free at
all)... and more. The object of many of these scam artists: to get the consumer's
credit card number; they will then charge the number 3 or 4 times . . . and by the
time the dust has settled, they have abandoned their office and started a new busi-
ness across town.

Of the 4,000 to 5,000 mailings a month that are sent to me from my network of
correspondents around the country, perhaps .5%-perhaps 20 to 50-are flat-out il-
legal. These range from pyramid schemes, vitamin mailings, lottery efforts, bogus
announcements that the prospect has won a Florida Vacation or a fishing boat with
an outboard motor, etc. These mailings are not recorded in my Archive; instead,
they are forwarded immediately to the postal inspectors for action.

Another group of mailings are highly suspect, fund raising efforts that promise
that money donated will go for cancer research or to further the conservative
agenda or whatever. In my experience, many of these efforts do not deliver what
they promise. Rather they are mailings by Political Action Committees (PACs), In-
dependent Expenditure Committees, Charities, Committees, non-profit organizations
who are, in effect-and in actuality-owned and operated by for-profit fund-raisiig
organizations whose objective is to make more mailings to raise money to make
more mailings to raise more money to make more mailings.

Unlike a catalog or merchandise mailer-where the consumer physically takes
possession of the item ordered and can judge the quality and service first hand -
fund-raisers can get away with murder. They can take the money and run. Or use it
to make more mailings. Giving money to a PAC or a charity is an act of faith. It is a
difficult and complex process for the donor to find out if the money is being well
spent. Unlike the merchandise business, in fund-raising, there is little accountabil-
ity. How can consumers know what's going on?

Before getting to specific ideas for legislation, let me address some of Senator
Moynihan s concerns about direct mail.

ABOUT SCARE COPY AND DESIGN

Direct mail is a medium, just like broadcast or newspapers or magazines or news-
letters. Legislation dictating what can and cannot be said in a mailing I believe
begins to smack of censorship and infringe on our First Amendment right of free
speech. Senator Moynihan stated in his October 12th speech to the Senate-and Ed
Lopez and Ted Liazos of his office stated to me on the phone-that there is real
concern about scare mailings getting into the hands of very old people.

I personally don't like scare mailings. I personally don t like animal rights fund
raising efforts that show dogs and cats and rabbits with their sides torn off in full
color. Much as I don't like these mailings, I like the idea less of their being legislat-
ed out of existence.

Putting direct mail into the context of American life, it's tame stuff. Even the
most outrageous, scary, goosebump-causing mailing package pales to insignificance
next to what is routinely seen on television screen. IfI recall a statistic from McLu-
han or someone, by the time the average American child has reached high school
age, he or she will have witnessed something like 15,000 on-screen murders.

And compared to what I understand is really going on in the streets of Washing-
ton, D.C.-drug wars, bullets flying, murders every night of the week-direct mail
appeals are tame stuff.

One solution: people who do not wish to receive direct mail can write: Mail Pref-
erence Service, Direct Marketing Association, 6 East 43rd Street, New York, NY
10017. The DMA will send out notice to all list owners that the person writing in
does not wish to be on mailing lists. This will cut down dramatically on the advertis-
ing mail a person receives. In the case of the very elderly, their- children or guard-
ians can send in this request. But as I said earlier, most people like direct mail; if
that is the case-as with anything in life-you have to take the good with the bad.
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ABOUT ENVELOPES AND FORMS THAT LOOK LIKE THEY COME FROM THE GOVERNMENT OR
AN OFFICIAL AGENCY

I understand there are bills pending that would limit the use of "official looking""government-like" outside envelopes and mailings. I am personally uncomfortable
with laws that dictate the design of mailings. This borders on censorship and I be-
lieve runs the risk of violating the First Amendment right of free speech. Because
direct marketing is a scientific business, mailings are made based on the informa-
tion derived from tests or prior mailings. If an official-looking outside envelope
works, a lot of mailers will copy it. Pretty soon mailboxes across the country will be
blitzed with official-looking envelopes; consumers will start ignoring them. Mailers
will start using some other kind of envelope. In the words of New York copywriter
Don Hauptman, "The wheels of direct marketing turn slowly, but they grind ex-
ceedingly fine." Another weapon against a confused public is publicity and a vigi-
lant postal inspection department to jump on any mailer whose mailings are decep-
tive or fraudulent.

Now, what could Congress consider legislating.

DIRECT MAIL IS A FUNCTION OF THE USPS

Direct mail is totally dependent upon the U.S. Postal Service, a corporation that
is made possible by the U.S. Government and overseen by Congress. If the USPS
delivers scam offers, it is aiding and abetting criminal activities, and doing it in
interstate commerce. By logical extension, the U.S. Government is aiding and abet-
ting criminal activities by making it possible for the criminals to send their scam
offers interstate to be delivered by the USPS.

Therefore, it seems to me that there should be some regulations as to what can
and cannot be mailed. and who can and cannot be partners with the U.S. Govern-
ment. The following proposals are made with an eye toward censorship or violation
of the First Amendment Right to Free Speech; rather here are some suggestions
that will level the playing field for mailers and consumers alike.

I. NAME, ADDRESS & PHONE NUMBER OF THE MAILER IN EVERY MAILING

Many mailings have return addresses of box numbers-or even no return address
at all, but rather a telephone number.

From the New Jersey Deceptive Mail Order Practices regulations. Subchapter 1.
13:45A-2.2 (e):

"It is a deceptive practice in the sale or offering for sale of consumer goods for a
person (including business entity) conducting a mail order or catalog business in
or from the State of New Jersey or advertising a State of New Jersey mailing
address to fail to disclose in all advertising or other promotional materials con-
taining a post office box address, including order blanks and forms, the legal
name of the company and the complete street address from which the business is
actually conducted. '"

If the Federal Government would adopt a version of the New Jersey statute where-
by the actual street address and perhaps the phone number of the mailer had to
appear somewhere in the mailing (not on every piece), I would be in favor of it. One
of the most difficult tasks we have is finding the true address of mailers who use PO
Boxes or, worse, the address of their fulfillment house. For example, many start-up
magazines use a PO Box in Boulder, CO (Neodata); there's no way of finding out
who and where the mailer is located short of trying to talk your way into Neodata.
What's more I recognize Neodata; the average person calling Boulder information
and asking for the phone number of the publication would come up dry. The same is
true for many of the scam postcards (e.g., "You have definitely won one of the fol-
lowing valuable prizes . . . ") where only a phone number is listed. Many fund-rais-
ers have only a unique Zip Code as a return-address (e.g., Washington, D.C. 20070-
1234) which goes directly to a caging operation such as Washington Intelligence
Bureau. This, by the way, was the case with Ralph Galliano's and Orrin Hatch's
Congressional Majority Committee. The only address listed on the mailing is Wash-
ington, D.C., 20069-1034.

By forcing mailers who use the USPS to reveal the street address (and perhaps
phone number) from which business is actually conducted, it would be easier to
track down all mailers, legitimate and otherwise.

II. ANNUAL REPORTS FROM FUND RAISERS

As discussed previously, the idea of censorship is dicey. If Congress starts legislat-
ing what can and can not be written and designed in the mail, the next step would
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be for it to take on the press. That would be a violation of our First Amendmentright to free speech. All the debate, effort and money spent would be struck downby the Supreme Court.

What I believe Congress could legislate is accountability.If fund-raisers are going to use the U.S. Mail to raise money, the donors and pro-spective donors should have every right to know where and how their money Isbeing used.
Therefore, would propose legislation be considered whereby all fund-raisers whouse the U.S. Mails be required to sand to donors of a Certain amount (e.g. $25 ormore per year) an annual report. This annual report does not have to be elaborate;2 or 4 mimeographed pages in small type, audited and notarized by an accountant.But it should contain the following information:

(a) Sources and amount of revenue.
(b) Amount and percentage of revenue spent on programs, and what exactly are the

programs.
Many organizations consider a major part of their program to be "informa-tion" or "education" or "independent expenditures." in actuality these educa-tion or Information or independent expenditure programs are simply fund-rais-ing efforts that give a little information, but whose main thrust is asking for

money. An example:The notorious American Heart Disease Prevention Foundation Sweepstakesmailing from Watson & Huey (Sample enclosed). On the back of this fund rais-ing effort is a few paragraphs: "Important Facts About Calcium that Can HelpPrevent Heart Disease." This fund raising effort can now be called an educa-tional effort, even though 4/5ths of it is devoted to a sweepstakes fund-raisingeffort. Attached is a copy of this mailing and the press' coverage about this mail-ing and this private fund raising organization of Watson & Huey from The
Chronicle of Philanthropy.

It seems to me that under this proposed legislation, quite simply, any mailing ortelephone effort or space advertisement that asks for money must be a called afund-raising effort. If there is no request for money, it can be called an "education-al," "informational," or an "independent expenditure."
(c) Amount and percentage of revenue spent on administration.
(d) Amount and percentage of revenue spent on fund raising.
(e) The name, address and phone number of the professional fundraising agency (if

any).
(f) Amount and percentage of revenues spent with the professional fund-raisingagency and all of its affiliates, subsidiaries, and/or other companies owned bythe agency or owned and controlled by family members and relatives of the agen-

cy's principals.
This requires some explanation. A Washington area fund-raising agency, Re-sponse Dynamics is a mini-conglomerate of 8 companies. It is under contract toa PAC called American Citizens for Political Action. According to Federal Elec-tion Commission reports, from inception through September 1988 AmericanCitizens for Political Action took in $4,654,915. During that period, this PACpaid out to the Response Dynamics family of companies-a list rental company,telemarketing company, printer, fulfillment service, data management compa-ny, graphic design company-3,259,851 or a whopping 70.1% of its revenues. Ifdonors received an annual report that showed 70.1% of all money raised wentdirectly to the for-profit fund-raising agency, they might think twice about

giving any more.
(g) What other related organizations does this agency raise money for?

An explanation here. In the presidential primary of 1988, there were 3 Inde-
- pendent Political Action Committees: Americans for Dole, Americans for Kemp,and Americans for Bush. All three PACs were clients of the privately-held,profit-making Response Dynamics companies. Copy was written by the samecopywriter; mailings went to the same lists; and the lion's share of the revenuesfron these Bush, Dole and Kemp efforts went to the Response Dynamics familyof companies. It was the same as if a single agency handled all the advertisingfor Ford, Chrysler and General Motors Presumably if a contributor knew thatthe lion's share of the money contributed to Americans for Dole would be goingdirectly to a profit-making agency that was creating mailings for Kemp and
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Bush, the contributor might have decided not to give. Or vice-versa. Or verse-
vica. .,

Under Federal Election Commission rules, all of these mailings (and tele-
phone calls) qualify as "independent expenditures." not fund-raising efforts.

ven though the main thrust of all of them asking for money.
Another example. There are 3 charities: Alzheimer's Disease Research, Coro-

nary Heart Disease Research and National Glaucoma Research all at the same
office in Rockville, Maryland. According to a New York Daily News investiga-
tion published June 15, 1986, all three organizations have the same bank ac-
count; all use emotionally-charged, scary copy; all are run by Eugene Michaels;
the charities purchased more than $1 million worth of services from a profes-
sional fund-raiser, a printing firm and an envelope-stuffing company owned in
part or having as its officers Michaels's father-in-law, mother-in-law and his
wife's two brothers. Eugene Michaels's wife Janet identified herself to the News
as "paid acting director" of American Health Assistance Foundation.

(h) Main provisions of the contract with the fund-raising agency.
(1) The fee for each piece mailed.
(2) Other money paid to the agency (e.g., creative, administrative, overrides or

commissions on outside printing, computer work, etc., postage, etc.)
(i) Who owns the list?

Is the client organization (PAC or Charity) charged a list rental fee each time
it does a mailing to its own list. In effect, is it forced to rent its own list from
itself? If the professional fund-raising agency owns all-or any part-of the list,
that means PAC or charity has signed away its only real asset and is, in fact, a
puppet owned by the agency and in business primarily to make money for the
agency.

I believe this annual report form from all fund raisers who use the U.S. Postal
Service should be standardized, easy-to-read and understand-just as an IRS form
990 . . . or a Federal Election Report . . . or the ABC or BPA reports on magazine
circulation, are standardized so that the consumer can compare one organization
with another.

In the business of fund raising, it's a given that the very best prospects for contri-
butions are previous donors. Every fund-raising organization goes back to its donor
base many times during the year.

Therefore, I would recommend that this standardized Annual Report be sent out
automatically when a donor's total gift for the calendar year reaches that $25 which
entitles him to the Annual Report.

Further, any person requesting the annual report should be able to receive it by
sending in a pre-stamped, self-addressed envelope.

II. NO PAC OR SPECIAL PROJECT OF A PAC SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO RAISE MONEY USING A
CANDIDATES NAME WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE CANDIDATE

In 1987 and 1988 three organizations started up: Americans for Dole, Americans
for Kemp and Americans for Bush. All were special projects of three different Politi-
cal Action Committees that used the services of the same private fund-raising firm,
Response Dynamics and its affiliated companies. During the presidential primary
season, the mailboxes of conservatives were blitzed with mailings from these organi-
zations. A sample from the letter from L. Brent Bozell III of the Conservative Victo-
ry Committee asking for money for its special project, Americans for Kemp:

" . . . And you and Jack Kemp have two things in common. First, you are
both Conservatives. Second, you and Jack Kemp have always supported Presi-
dent Reagan.

"And for that reason, I have authorized the release of this exclusive informa-
tion about Jack Kemp . . .

"Today I need you to stand proudly with Jack Kemp for a national defense
second to none. I need you to stand proudly with the one man in Washington
with the courage to lead America forward . . .

"As National Chairman of Americans for Kemp, I am turning to you for help
now as I fight this nationwide battle. Just as you can count on Jack Kemp, I am
counting on you. I am counting on your commitment to your Conservative be-
liefs and your unwavering love for America . . .

"To pay for the critical radio, television or print communications Jack Kemp
needs, I must hear from you today. The battles and liberal attacks Jack Kemp
faces in the coming months will be staggering. And if he is to survive these
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early attacks, I must have your help now. Your help is absolutely critical to
victory. "On behalf of Jack Kemp, I ask you to please help today."

When this mailing arrived, in December, 1987, Jack Kemp was in a life-and-death
struggle for. funds to pay for broadcast time and to fund a primary campaign. And
in this letter, Bozell-a total outsider-is pleading for money "to pay for the critical
radio, television or print communications that Jack Kemp needs."

Kemp's campaign received not one nickel from Bozell's group. Bozell paid for no
radio, no TV, no print to help Jack Kemp's candidacy. The only one to profit from
this effort (apart from the Response Dynamics family of companies) was Bozell him-
self who personally took $1,000 a month from the Conservative Victory Committee.

Following the primary, when George Bush was the Republican candidate, the Re-
sponse Dynamics companies and Americans for Bush went into action. It mailed
millions of fund raising efforts to conservatives. If you examine the Federal Election
Commission reports, y6u will see that the overwhelming majority of the donors are
senior citizens: retired, handicapped, housewives, living in nursing homes; many-if
not most-believed they were giving to the real George Bush campaign. Americans
for Bush raised $10,277,264-more money than any other Political Action Commit-
tee In 1988. Not one nickel of this $10-1/4 million went to the George Bush cam-
paign. As of the beginning of October, the amount of money paid to-or earmarked
for-the Response Dynamics family companies was 69.1% of the revenues.

As it stands now, any organization can use the name of a candidate or incumbent
to raise money in that candidate's name. "Americans for Moynihan." . . . "Friends
of Heinz" . . . "Citizens for Foley . . . " Under Federal Election Commission rules
and under the First Amendment, these committees can make fund-raising mailings
and telephone calls; the net effect Is that they are siphoning money away from the
legitimate campaign and influencing the outcome of the election.

I would like to make available to the committee a complete research on this sad
chapter of the 1988 election if there is interest in pursuing this. I would hope that
the Congress would pass legislation that forbids an organization from raising money
using the name of a candidate or incumbent without explicit written permission.
There are two reasons for this legislation; preservation of the American political
system as we know it. and preservation of the individual proprietorship of your
name and my name, which-as the law stands now-can be taken away from us.

Thank you,
Attachments.

i
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from the frontpage of
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You CA It Junk,
But Denison Hatch
Sees Gold in It

# 0 0

Export Collects Junk Mail,
Compiles It and Creates It;
The Benefits of Fine Print

By CThnIIA CacsM
SWIjto~e MOMi...1 WAU..tUOJT00WAt,ST1AMF'ORD. Conn. - Imagin agI'y
who sits 10 his basemnt 12 horse 4 "a,
prlng over junk mail the way Frank Per'
due scrutinizes cldens. That's Denison
Hatch.

To Mr. Hatch, Junk mail is boh pro.
fesion uid obsesslor. He has been crest.
lag It nines 116. collecting It since 110 and
publishing Who's Mailing Whal, a
monthly newietter about it. since IN4.
The bottom of Mr. Hatch's split.level he
In Stainford Is a shrine to Junk mall, with
more than 8,000 peces rammed Into ev.
ery drawer and basket.

"This Is the kind of stuff that's never
been gathered before." says Mr. Hatch,
who estimates that he reads about 1,000
pieces of Junk mall a week. "Nobody's
ever been crazy enough "
Pity M Postman

in (act, for many people. Just having to
lug all those smoked'ham cataloLs, sweep-
stakes teasers and fund-raising appeals
from mailbox to wastebasket Is annoying
enough. Last year, almost 62 billion pieces
or sich third-class mail found their way
Into American homes, more t double
the 263 billion pieces 10 years earlier. ac-
cording to the Direct Marketing Assocta,
tin. an Industry trade group. In a IS"
study. the U.S. Postal Service found that
the average American household was r&.
celving about 10 pieces of junk mall a
week, and that those housholds definitely
wouldn't respond to some 05. of the dl.
rect'mall adveriloing they received.

Mr, Ilatch believes that however Much
'oltle carp about junk mall, mlost couldn't

live without It. "People are basically
Lonely," he says. "and no one likes an
emply mailbox. The mail is your private
check that the system Is working." Fur.
thermore, by the year 2000 Mr. Hatch ar
sue.- "the entire country will be indlvld'
usis sitting In their Individual rooms look-
log at their lndlvldual televinon sets. Dle
real mall w1ll cabhIn on that isolation.".

Perhaps the only one as addicted to
Junk mall as Mr. Hatch is Axel Anderason.
a semiretired owner, oorrf s aone
schools in Europe whooften spends days at
the Ubrary of Cost studying the the'
ory and practice of junk mail. "Di1red
mall glvesyou extraordinary InsIght into
human nature." says Mr. Andersnn, to
whom Mr. Hatch sends his surplus every
month. "You change onellttle headline.
and you may have lin More response."

Filling a Vacuum
Until Mr. Hatch set up shop aselfappointed archivst. criic and watchdg of

unnk mall, the grass'roots Industry was
argely uncatalord, Although the people

who sent It knew I It was working, no one
else was keeping track. There was no cen-
tral library of direct mall. nor were there
any computerized data about It. "We're
the only organization trying to tame what's
basically secret." he Says.

Now, thanks to Mr. Hatch's archive and
his research about various mailings, a per'
so can quickly find out such esoterica as
how many collectibles companies Included
sweepstakes In their direct-mall offers In
the past year. as well as the se of the
envelopes used. Thin Informallon, which
Mr. llatch ells to the public for a motdlt
fee, is free to tho I,0 or so subscribers
who pay 116 a year to get his newsletter.,

To keep the archive up to date. Mr.
Hatch relies o 20 unpaid correspondents
across the country, ranging from Industry
Insiders to Mr. Hatch's brolherln-law, a
New Jersey lawyer named Ralph Nelbart
Mr. Nelbart rentemero once dellverlrig a
bag of his Junk mall by hand to Mr.
Hatch's house. "it was like taking him a
great preseut-his eyes lit up. and lie went
ofi to look at It." Mr. Nelbart recalls. "I
don't ever expect to have the enthusiasm
for It that he does. but I know enough not
to call It Junk anymore."

Mr. Hatch employs three part-time
helpers to open, measure, count and code
each piece, When these tasks are done, he
reads it all himself.

Mr. Hatch estimates that a direct-mail
package has about four seconds to capture
someone's attention before It hits the gar
bage can. That's why mailines that look
like checks or telegrams, or that Incorpo-
rate tabs to pull or cards to tear part, are
so successful. People also respond to pack.
age that require the customer to insert
disks Into slos. "It's Freudian," Mr.
Hatch opines.

As for what makes a piece of junk mall
"bad." Mr. Hatch says the sole criterion
Is ttat it falls to make a sale. Dut the Mys
tery behind that allure is one reason Mr.
latch loves Junk mail so: It's bot mau
matically precise results of a calling can
be measured to the hundredth of a percent
age point) and completely unpredictable.

When Historical Times Co. was sliclt.
Ing customers, In a socalled dry test, for
Civil War-related products that didn'yet
exist, the company's lawyers Insisted that
the package Include a microscopic line not-
ing that the ofler was contingent on recelv.
lng enough orders. That line, the only dif.
ference between the new mailing and er.
Iler ones, Increased response by 15%.
From then on. the company put the im on
all Its offers.

Of course, the uspredltabllity of Junk
mal sometimes works the other way. Mr.
latch. who created dlrect'mall offerings I4

a variety of Jobs and still does freelanee
week, devised a package for the mutual.
fund glant Fidelity Investments that hit
mailboxes on Oct. I, IN. "The mailing
got one letter," he Says.

Mr. Hatch believes the writing In direct'
mall packages is the best being done In
English today. "You have to put yourself
Inside the head of the person who going
to get the mailing and figure out all the
reason why he Isn't going to buy the prod.
uet." says Mr. Latch. "Four weeks inter,
soteoe's going to get this thing, which
they've forgotten they ordered, and you
damn well better resell it. Then you've got
to figAre out why this guy Isn't going to
mall his check. You have to think so mn
step ahead, It's like a good novel."

Mr. Hatch acknowledges that there Is
some deception In junk mall-decorating
the envelopes to make people believe they
are receiving overnight mall or inltrllen
envelopes, for example. lven he is ocea
slonally tricked Into opening something un'
ter false pretenses. "I jot a letter fret
Isaac Asimov," he says. *Now, I've never
met Isue AsImov, bt people occasionally
write to me, ... I opened It, and It was a
pitch for Ipublic television I Channel 13. I
was Itickd of Iat being duped."

14r. latch also says It goes Into terri.
ble unaks when he sees the scams that
coito In dlrect'mall packages. He hands
over 30 1040 such tailings every month to
the local postal Inspector. Recently, he has
been a tzed by the raft Of graphic fund.
raising sollclitatlos from annlal-righs
groups.

Last April, using the pseudonyM George
Ilaskls, he sent letters to some 60 animal'
rights group, saying that IdI great aunt
had recently died and left him In charge of
distributing a large bequest to groups like
theirs. On reviewing their financial state-
ments, Mr. Hatch says he found that some
were stuffing an "unconscionable" amount
of revenue back Into the bank instead of
paying for programs. Others were raising
money without having any programs In
place, simply plowing the money back Into
more direct-mall efforts.

"Utile old ladles are throwlite money at
sonic of those guys." lie says. "These guys
have discovered that women, children and
anitials make money."

Nevertheless, Mr. Latch believes that,
t Its best, Junk Inall can ben force for the

good. It's a mall on your stelf, he says. es-
pecially good for two-llcome couples wilh
tN) ime to Sare. III fact. two-career cos.
lea figure protnluetly In his favorite
JnsknAll fantasy.

"it's a mailing to a two-ncome fain.
lly." he says. "After dinner, when the kids
are In bed. the wife comes In to her hus'
bind and says. 'Darling, I g"t tie most
Interesting mailing today, andI want to sit
down and talk to ym about I,' " Mr. Hatch
pauses briefly, then adds. "I don't think
that has ever happened."

A'rprlnfettb Ier,ln,,n ofRflte(l. Tft, lk-osirllalI
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Hatch 2

UNITED STATES SENATOR
Cor nei WASHINGTON. 0. 20069.1034

Congoressiona

USenate Dear Fellow Conservative,
Je" Halo
N& ,orA As a U.S. Senator, X have taken the bold step
sovaSr" today of sending you the first page of President
idI Reagan's vital defense budget for our strong America.
Poi Tibia
Wk - As a U.S. Senator and a fellow Conservative, I am

seol asking you to endorse our President's defense budget
prestauve5 with your signature and return it to me today.

Cali 6alng
ob = I urgently need your defense budget endorsement

Hab t 8*1~ right away to trigger two crucial national security
W" events.

"Iow First, X will tell Congress, the national news
1* a" media, and the American people that you support our
Alb"Sm- President's defense budget 100%.
jarme A CouN
NO Jff6y And second, I will bring your signature into the
Jack 04* Halls of the U.S. Senate.

l DI want to personally show my fellow Senators that
NOaWS you stand behind President Reagan and his vital budget
Tom DoLay for America's national defense.

Roboa K. Oww With the liberals attacking President Reagan's
C89O defense budget right now, it is urgent that I take
DOea these crucial steps right away.

NOM GlNfh And it is vital to America's national security
00 that I hear from you within ten days or less.

Ulm Right now, America faces the greatest military
Wy* crisis of the century.

oecan HWt Right now, the Soviet Union is pumping billions of
CooVB dollars into the most massive military buildup of all
Donald E (uz)Lwui* time.

5iMcCoum And right now, the anti-defense liberals are
Fb0da preparing to slash President Reagan's budget for our
oDm &no strong defense.

8 abars W"Mch Your support for President Reagan and his defense
Nevado

Paid I,,, by Via COnoaVOWW M(MY COoviI"a
NNl a.A*Ufd by wvy Cs.k~a or Cmixd~sts Osownlis . rian ,Va1 ~

c&eiOWUM MM Ml do*X"4 At clWil*~ Co*SO S lo ItNI oas A ap
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budget is the ammunition I need today to help atop the
liberals from destroying America's national security.

And I must be blunt with you, my friend.

This will be the toughest Conservative defense battle you
and I have ever fought against the anti-defense liberals.

The anti-defense liberals who control the U.S. Congress
want to cut President Reagan's defense budget in the face of
the massive Soviet military build-up.

The Soviets are right now building a new, advanced nuclear
attack-submarine.

Yet every day, I hear the anti-defense liberals shouting
to out funding for the Trident Submarine.

The Soviets' new fighter planes continue to roll off the
Soviet assembly line.

Yet every day, I hear the special-interest liberals
demanding more cutbacks in funding for the B-1 Bomber.

The Soviets are aiming more nuclear warheads at America.

Yet every day, I hear the anti-defense liberals calling to
cut funding for the MX and Midgetman Missiles.

If you and I do not stop the liberals right now from
destroying our President's defense budget, America will never
be able to stand up to the awesome Soviet war machine.

Just look at how the massive Soviet war machine towers
over America's military.

The Soviet Union and its allies have more than 176 combat
divisions. America and our allies have only 93.

The Soviet Union and its allies have more than 50,000
tanks. America and our allies have less than 25,000.

Right now the Soviet Union has 6,250 combat aircraft.

America has only half that number.

As a U.S. Senator, I must warn you today that America has
never faced a greater or more dangerous military crisis.

The Soviet Union has 6,400 intercontinental ballistic
missile warheads while America has only 2,100.

Still the liberals want to severely cut funding for the MX
missile and Midgetman ICBM.

The Soviet Union is right now developing a new killer-
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submarine that will stalk American ships virtually undetected.

Still the anti-defense Congress wants to make drastic
cutbacks in America's Trident Submarine.

The Soviet Union has 450 long-range nuclear bombers compared
to America's 350.

Yet still the liberals want to out the B-1 Bomber.

The liberals are oblivious to how their defense cuts will
critically damage America's national defense.

The crucial facts are before them, my friend, but the
liberals refuse to open their eyes to see the crisis.

Every day in the U.S. Senate, I battle the liberals to save
President Reagan's defense budget.

Every day in the Senate Budget Committee, I go head-to-head
against ultra-liberals to fight for America's strong defense.

And every day, our Conservative battle grows more difficult.

The sheer majority of anti-defense liberals in the U.S.
Congress is overwhelming.

But it is crucial to America's national security that you
and I not allow ourselves to be overwhelmed.

For the toughest and most critical battle for President
Reagan's defense budget is raging right now.

Everything is on the line, my friend.

The MX missile.. .the Midgetman ICB... the B-1 Bomber...the
Trident Submarine... the Strategic Defense Initiative.

If you and I let the anti-defense liberals destroy these
critical defense programs, America's hope for a secure future
will be doomed forever.

For the sake of America's national defense, I need yo to
take two urgent steps immediately, my friend.

First, I need you to endorse President Reagan's defense
budget with your signature and return it to me today.

And second, I need you to send your maximum, emergency
contribution to the Congressional Majority Committee right away.

The Congressional Majority Committee is fighting shoulder-
to-shoulder along with me and our Commander-in-Chief to save
President Reagan's defense budget.

I cannot stress enough how vital it is to America's security
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that the Congressional Majority Committee and I hear from you
immediately.

I need your signature on President Reagan's defense budget
right away to help me convince my liberal colleagues in the
U.S. Congress to save America's vital defenses.

And I urgently need your check for $25, $50, $100, $500 or
more today to bring our crucial battle for President Reagan's
defense budget before the American people.

You and I have very little time to blanket the national
news media with th -vital facts America must know.

You and I have only a few days to flood the Senate
chambers with your endorsement of President Reagan's defense
budget.

And you and I must right now wage our toughest battle ever
to counter the anti-defense liberals' massive assault against
our strong America.

In this darkest crisis for America's military, the
Congressional Majority Committee and I need your cheok for
$25, $50, $100, $500 or more right away.

Please, my fellow Conservative, for President Reagan and
our strong America, I must hear from you today.

United States Senator
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UNITED STATES SENATOR
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20069-1034 -

Dear Senator Hatch,

To help you and President Reagan save America's
strong future from liberal destruction, I have signed
the President's defense budget and am sending it to
you with my contribution of:

[ ]$25

[ ]$500

[ ] $50 [ J$100
[ ]other $_

Please return this page with your contribution to:
CONGRESSIONAL MAJORITY COMMITTEE

Washington, D.C. 20069-1034

(Please print information below)

Name

Address

iCity St - Zip

Telephone # ) -

Te Fedecaleon e C otom o sts ftt we ask-

Ocajpebc -v yw
Corprat ccntutrins ca be accepted They shor be made payabl to -CMC State Fund" and wi be use incorwcic wt t state and loca faces wher operate cont*Wuon aft pelled Conulrt ons or gifts toNa or g niaol are not as charitle cori I&tlot f t" tx uro&
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President Reagan's Budget for
America's National Defense

NATIONAL OUISI

* mtllM i dto t14tm ii ou ii
III a* a& hi "M d 00)

BUDGET AUTHOWiTYDestetof Oim.Mltu,

M ia .0 . . ................................... 63.... 67,7 72 74.203 ,,430 76,119ton am....... .. . 77,8 74,851 85,713 9 0 97281On ........... ................ ............ 96.842 92,.611 9.77 102,400 112,030
Rasi (kdwmodevIoa* on.... 31,27 33,730 41,930 42,108 41,303mtay . .............. 5,517 5,281 6,743 8.99 8,982FI i ..... . ..... ......... I 2,90 2,801 3.396 4,076 4,515kofMt funsn d.....d........ 5,18 2,123 1,270 1',707 1,637MSS- mIOWA

Exlflla .................... -532 -713 -843 -840 -873ktmmm~ ~ ....... . ..... ..... .............. ............... .o= l. . ....................... ...............
.. .b.. ......... ........ .....~........ 716 1,732 2,766

r. . s .................... 2.611 5,929 9,664
DIN (proImed) ........................... 50 -77 -32 74

suoal 0ar~ t Odn-Uty ......... 286.802 278,412 311,600 332,400 353,500
Atomic eu ot e. attu........................ ,,,7,325 7,232 8,230 8,720 9.300

Ose-ud lAft wl .......................................... 528 471 510 452 429

Toa budn .... ...... ... 294,66.. 2 ,16 3I 2 0,4 341,572 36,
OUTLAYS

Mitar pnd............................................ 67,842 71,438 73610 74,842 75, 548
A nd mWOt a .............................I............ 72,348 74,137 872 81,023 87,163

Proum t ....................................... .... .... . 70,381 75,702 76708 81,243 88,881
Roserd, devhoPd, test and emotion ................ 27,103 28,702 31 618 36,649 38,447
MiaY ..................................................... 4,260 4,545 4592 5,473 6,590
Family . ........ ...... ........ 2,642 2,446 2,491 3,010 3 506
Reolvn funds and ......................... 1,325 2,143 1 847 1,851 1,852

S law...... . ......... .-................ 532 -713 -843 -840 -873
Prop o k&tiM ................ . . . ......... 0 ....

Aklu M MMl pay aIs.. and bene.s ..... .. ... ... 2,568 5,873 91600

oft kg uaton (osed) ....................... ................. -2 -92 -83
.S Ditol dmo t of Defemn* tm ............. 245.371 258,425 274,265 290,700 313,300

Atn* w defes cus ............................. 7,098 7,152 7,708 8,400 9,000

E~f til aw...... ................................................... 279 250 515 29 -18ipml e l ............. .- 8 ................ ....... ................. .
................... 2 .

SobolD famnl dale tihvte ..................... 279 250 265 29 -18

TOW.ta ............aI........ ...... ................. 252748 2,

Dear Senator Hatch,

By my signature below, I hereby endorse President Reagan's
budget for America's strong national defense.

Signature Date,

t
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WH'S MAIUNS WHAT!
The Monthly Newsletter, Analysis and Record of The Direct Marketing Archive

P.O. Box 818. San*rd Conne0Cicut 0W6
(203) 32919H

DBISON HATCH

Biography

Denison Hatch, editor and publisher of WHO'S MAILING WHATI,
is a direct mail consultant, designer and copywriter. In 1984,
he launched WHO'S MAILING WHATI, the monthly newsletter and
archive service based on his massive library of some 8,000
mailings in nearly 200 categories--consumer, business, fund-
raising, financial services, publications and catalogs. To
create the newsletter, Hatch personally reads 4,000 to 5,000
mailings every month.

Hatch is also editor and publisher of the directory, Who's
Who in Direct Marketing Creative Services--1989-1990, and co-
publisher of the 1990 Directory of MaJor Mailers and What They
Mail containing detailed information on more than 4,00 mailers
and-some 16,000 mailings over the 12 month period from July 1988
through June 1989. He writes the "Catalog Critic" column for
AdWeek's Marketing Week. His background includes stints as a
book club director forMacmillan and Meredith and 3-1/2 years as
a copywriter for the Weintz Company.

Hatch is a frequent speaker at direct marketing conferences
and has lectured at the Asian Direct Marketing Symposium in Hong
Kong and at New York University; he was profiled in a page one
story in The Wall Street Journal (9/25/89) and has been quoted in
Forbes and Business Week. He is the author of three published
nov-ir.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KENNETH M. HEARST

Mr. Chairman, I am Kenneth M. Hearst, Assistant Chief Postal Inspector for
Criminal Investigations. I am pleased to appear here today to assist your efforts to
protect the elderly from misleading solicitations, We share your concern and have,
for several years considered schemes to mislead or defraud the elderly as among our
highest investigative priorities.

Since the early days of our Nation, the Postmaster General had statutory respon-
sibility for detecting and investigating crimes against the Postal Service and crimes
involving use of the mails. After postal reorganization in 1971, that function re-
mained with the Postal Service, along with responsibility for auditing postal fi-
nances and operations. Today, these functions are delegated to the Postal Inspection
Service. As Assistant Chief Inspector for criminal investigations, I oversee investiga-
tive and enforcement efforts which include programs to prevent violations of postal
statutes and to protect the Postal Service, its employees, and the mails from attack
and abuse.

Our investigative responsibilities include such offenses as: armed robberies;
murder of, or assaults upon, our employees; burglaries; theft of- mail; mailings of
obscene matter, bombs, drugs; and, use of the mails to swindle the public. During
our.last fiscal year, postal inspectors completed over 17,000 criminal investigations
and made over 11,500 arrests. At the close of our fiscal year, over 18,000 criminal
investigations were open. The Chief Postal Inspector also serves as the Inspector
General of the Postal Service, with enhanced responsibility and authority to prevent
fraud, waste and abuse against the Postal Service.
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To meet these responsibilities, we employ approximately 2000 postal inspectors,
1600 postal police officers, and about 800 professional, technical, and support em-
ployees. among our inspectors are lawyers, certified public accountants, statisti-
cians, economists, criminologists and members of other professional disciplines.

Among other duties, I am responsible for the development and national imple-
mentation of the efforts of the Postal Inspection Service to enforce one of the Feder-
al Government's oldest consumer protection laws-the Mail Fraud Act of 1872. The
criminal provisions of this law are now codified as section 1341 of title 18, and civil-
administrative provisions, known as the "postal false representations statute," are
codified as section 3005 of title 39.

The mail fraud statute makes it a felony to use the mails as an integral part of an
intentional scheme to defraud. In the postal fiscal year that ended September 30,
postal inspectors completed 2054 mail fraud investigations which led to 1593 arrests.
As with all criminal matters, mail fraud prosecutions are conducted by the Depart-
ment of Justice. Our role is to investigate possible violations and present our find-
ings to the Department of Justice. They, in turn, decide whether to initiate prosecu-
tion. Fraud violations are among the most complex and time-consuming matters we
investigate, often requiring the examination and analysis of voluminous documents
and testimony gathered by grand juries. During the course of these often prolonged
investigations, a violator can continue to receive the fruits of his scheme. Where the
scheme involves attempts to receive money or property by mail, the postal false rep-
resentation statute and a companion injunction statute, 39 U.S.C. § 3007, can be
used to prevent public loss of this kind. Upon a showing of probable cause that the
violator is conducting a false representation scheme in violation of § 3005, a district
court judge may issue an order to detain mail in response to the scheme until the
conclusion of the administrative proceedings authorized by the statute.

The false representation statute permits the Postal Service, under procedures
which comply with the Administrative Procedure Act, to impose administrative
sanctions against persons who seek to obtain money or property through the mails
through false representation of material facts. The sanctions authorized by the stat-
ute include orders directing a false advertiser's Postmaster to return to senders all
mail in reply to -the false advertisement and to refuse to pay postal money orders
sent in response to that advertisement. In addition, the Postal Service may order
the advertiser to cease and desist from continuing or resuming the false representa-
tions scheme. Violations of these cease and desist orders are subject to civil penal-
ties of up to $10,000 per day pursuant to 39 U.S.C. 3012. In our last fiscal year, the
Postal Service initiated 599 formal false representations cases, which resulted in 493
consent agreements under which the advertisers agreed to discontinue the scheme
and accept the entry of a cease and desist order. Including litigated cases, a total of
555 cease and desist orders were issued against those involved in the schemes. In
addition, postal inspectors obtained written agreements from 7372 promoters of
minor false representation schemes to voluntarily discontinue their promotions.

The mailing practices which are the concern of this hearing are typically more
cognizable under the false representations statute than the mail fraud statute be-
cause of the difficulty in these kinds of cases of proving intent to defraud beyond a
reasonable doubt as would be required in a criminal mail fraud prosecution. But,
often, these practices also do not meet the legal standards applicable to the postal
false representations statue. Many mailings which may confuse some postal custom-
ers into believing that they originated with or had the approval of the Social Securi-
ty Administration or some other agency of the United States Government cannot be
successfully challenged under either statute. To prevail under the false representa-
tions statute, we must be able to show more than the fact that the solicitation is
confusing. We must show that it misrepresents a material fact. Under our case law,
to determine whether an advertisement makes a representation, the Administrative
Law Judge must review the advertising in its entirety and determine how it would
be interpreted by the average recipient. He must then determine if the representa-
tion is false, and, if so, if it is a representation which the average person would take
into consideration in deciding whether or not to remit money or property through
the mail.

The so-called "look-alike" envelope which is designed to give the appearance of
originating with a government agency has become an all too familiar source of com-
plaints from our customers. In fact, the Senate is currently considering S. 273, legis-
lation which would restrict the mailing of such solicitations. "Look-alike" envelopes
often are of a color similar to that used by the government and almost always bear
a trade name that sounds somewhat like a government agency and a Washington,
D.C. mail drop's address. Frequently, the illusion of government origin is enhanced
by the use of printed matter urging the purchase of savings bonds, purported in-
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structions to Postmasters on how to handle the mail, or some claim to be "official
business." Another common device involves the use of emblems, such as an eagle,
which are similar to official emblems of government agencies.

Standing alone, envelopes designed in this manner and used to market a product
or solicit funds on behalf of a private organization, would be actionable under the
false representations statute. But, typically, once the addressee has opened the enve-
lope, the contents make it reasonably clear that the mailing did not originate with
the government. Those who use this marketing gimmick recognize, but defend, its
deceptive nature by asserting that it is an effective technique for causing the ad-
dressee to open advertising mail rather than simply discard it unread. For purposes
of the postal false representations statue, if the true origin of the mailing is made
clear to the theoretical "average recipient," under our case law, the deceptive enve-
lope is not actionable. This is not to say that some of our customers are not confused
by such mailings and, indeed, misled. Based upon the complaints we have received
over the past few years it is clear that this mailing technique has confused and
misled some people, including senior citizens. In the recent past, the Congress found
it appropriate to expand the reach of the postal false representations statue to in-
clude a confusing practice that could not successfully be challenged under the exist-
ing statute. A popular marketing technique of the 1960's involved the mailing of so-
licitations to subscribe to various trade publications and directories. Instead of a
forthright description of the product with an invitation to purchase, these solicita-
tions were designed to look like bills for a previous subscription. If the business ad-
dressee who received these "look alike bills" carefully read the document and con-
sulted his records, he would have known that there was no existing obligation. But
the mailers correctly assumed that many businesses would simply believe that the
relatively minor sum was owing and pay it without further inquiry. Embarrassing-
ly, we became aware of cases where postmasters paid such look-alike bills. When we
moved against some of these schemes we found it surprisingly difficult to prove that
the addressee had been the victim of a false representations scheme and were frus-
trated by the fact that there was no clear legal standard for what constituted a bill,
just as there currently is no clear legal standard for what constitutes the accepted
design of a government envelope. The Congress responded to public confusion and
complaints about this practice in a manner very similar to that proposed in S. 273.
Section 3001(d) of title 39 was enacted to require prominent disclosure on the face of
such documents of their true nature and section 3005 was amended to provide that
failure to provide the disclosure would constitute prima facie evidence that the false
representations statute had been violated. While we still encounter these mailings
from time to time, primarily from foreign mailers, the legislation appears to have
had a significant impact. In recent years we have investigated many promotions
which gave an appearance of government affiliation. We frequently encounter ad-
vertising that uses a false facade of government origin or approval to market medal-
lions under a false impress ion that they are coins minted by the United States
Mint. Similarly, the technique is often used to solicit funds, allegedly for medical
research, under a false impression that the funds are sought by an organization af-
filiated with or approved by the National Institutes of Health. And, from time to
time, the technique is used to solicit fees for alleged advantageous information, such
as that which would be useful for participation in mineral leasing programs con-
ducted by the department of the interior, or for an alleged opportunity to gain some
special advantage in the purchase of surplus government property from the general
services administration or the Department of Defense, or for obtaining a social secu-
rity number for a dependent child. I would like briefly to summarize some examples
of cases of this type which we have initiated in recent years:

* An individual trading as "Home Owner Services Administration, Department of
Homestead Assistance," and using a Sacramento, CA. mailing address, concocted a
mailing which gave the appearance of coming from the State government and of-
fered for a fee to provide a filing service for a "homestead exemption" from judg-
ment liens. The promoter agreed to cease and desist from this practice and make
refunds to those who had responded to his mailing.

* Three individuals trading as "S.S.A.O" mailed thousands of postcards that ap-
peared to have originated with the Social Security Administration. The cards were

poiently stamped "important notice" and admonished the addressee to promptly
obanSocial Security cards for his children. The necessary forms would be fur-

nished for $10. They are, of course, obtainable without charge from the Social Secu-
rity Administration. We obtained a district court order allowing us to detain mail
addressed to this promoter. Ultimately a consent agreement was accepted including
a cease and desist order.
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* In a similar scheme, individuals using the name "Federal Social Security
Center" and a Washington, D.C. mailing address used an envelope which resembled
a government envelope, even to the point of including the phrase "official business."
The solicitation stated that official records indicated that the addressee had children
who had not obtained Social Security cards and offered to provide the necessary
forms for $11. The promoters agreed to cease and desist from this scheme and to
make refunds to their victims.

e A promoter in Ohio, using the name "Department of Unclaimed Funds," and
envelopes and symbols which resembled those used by the government, offered for a
fee of $19.00 to "verify" the addressee's entitlement to unclaimed funds. In fact, the
victims of this scheme received a publication discussing possible sources of un-
claimed funds throughout the country. Following extensive hearings, the Postal
Service issued an order requiring the return to senders of mail in response to the
scheme and directing the promoter to cease and desist from continuing the scheme.
The Postal Service orders were subsequently upheld upon judicial review and the
Supreme Court denied certiorari.

The most prominent examples of this practice over the past few years have in-
volved solicitations for funds to lobby the Congress to protect Social Security bene-
fits and offers to sell services or information obtainable without charge from the
Social Security Administration. We have participated in several hearings before
House and Senate committees concerned about these practices. In my opinion, these
hearings have generated publicity which resulted either in a reduction in these
kinds of mailings or greater public awareness of the practice and consequent reduc-
tion of confusion. In any event, we are seeing fewer complaints regarding this prac-
tice than we were seeing a couple of years ago. I don't, however, want to be misun-
derstood as saying that this practice has ended. We have seen time and again that,
although the public will eventually become aware of the true nature of most decep-
tive mailing schemes, if the scheme yielded a profit, it is sure to return in a few
years to prey upon a new generation of victims. Even though the Social Security
mailing schemes seem to have died down, I commend you for your interest in this
subject and we continue to support the enactment of legislation that can be used to
prevent or respond more effectively to a new outbreak of the problem.

Many of the mailings that are the concern of this hearing are made by allegedly
nonprofit organizations soliciting funds for a charitable or lobbying purpose. Public
complaints about questionable solicitations have increased substantially in recent
years, and the elderly are among the more generous contributors to charitable
causes. In-the past two postal fiscal years postal inspectors conducted 141 investiga-
tions involving possibly false or fraudulent appeals for funds by mail.

The investigation of possibly false or fraudulent appeals for funds by ostensibly
nonprofit organizations is one of the most difficult challenges our inspectors encoun-
ter. Whether an organization is using the funds the public contributes for the pur-
poses described in its solicitation usually can only be determined by examination of
the organization's financial books and records. Only by careful study of the organi-
zation s finances can it be determined whether, and to what extent, contributions
actually find their way to the ostensible beneficiaries of the appeal. Our ability to
acquire access to this type of information is very limited.

While such information may be acquired by a grand jury during a criminal inves-
tigation, as previously noted, such proceedings may be protracted and public injury
may continue unless we obtain injunctive relief under 39 U.S.C. § 3007. However,
our ability to obtain such relief is hampered in these kinds of cases because we have
no authority under the false representations statute to demand access to such
records prior to initiating proceedings. Because our Administrative Law Judges lack
contempt powers, they have limited ability to compel access to such materials.

The most critical need for such knowledge exists before we initiate proceedings. It
is at the very beginning of a questionable fund raising campaign, when initial com-
plaints from the public suggest that further inquiry is warranted, that ability to ex-
amine the organization's use of funds is most desirable. The longer legal action is
deferred, the greater the public's loss. Conversely, an examination which reveals
that the money is being spent as represented would obviate the need for a length-
ened investigation, saving time and effort for both the inspection service and the
organization involved.

We cannot initiate proceedings based upon hunches or mere suspicion in the hope
that during the proceedings we will develop some evidence. The Postal Service, like
other Federal agencies, is subject to the equal access to justice act (5 U.S.C. 504; 29
U.S.C.'2412), which allows the public to recover from the Federal agency attorneys'
fees and other expenses incurred in defense of an action initiated by the agency
without substantial justification. Where an agency initiates an action based upon
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scanty evidence in the hope of being able to obtain adequate evidence through post-
complaint discovery, conflict with the requirements of the equal access to justice
act-not to mention basic concepts of fairness-is likely.

Accordingly, lack of investigative authority to obtain necessary information prior
to filing of an action typically means that we usually are unable to use the civil
false representations statute in cases where the ultimate use-or misuse-of contri-
butions is the focus of concern.

Often, our cases involving charitable solicitations involve misuse of funds by indi-
viduals having management responsibilities in the organization. Several years ago
we investigated a mail fraud case involving an individual who diverted to his own
use funds solicited by the palatine missions. More recently, we participated with
other agencies in a task force, supervised by the Department of Justice, which re-
sulted in the convictions of Jim Bakker and others for misuse of funds solicited by
the PTL organization.

Notwithstanding the limitations of our civil misrepresentation statute in cases in-
volving misuse of contributions, it has been used successfully against organizations
claiming to be charities.

In the summer of 1987, we obtained a temporary restraining order, and subse-
quently final agency mail stop and cease and desist orders, against the league of St.
Anthony, an organization in Cleveland, Ohio purporting to consist of Romarn Catho-
lic friars engaged in service to the public. The nationwide solicitations requested
money for repairs to the friary and to enable

Continuation of good works. in fact, the league consisted of a rock-and-roll singer
and some of his friends. The "friary" was a house in which he and his friends had
lived before it was sold to his brother. The contributions he received were devoted to
advancing his recording career and paying his college tuition. After pleading guilty
to a mail fraud indictment this past summer, "Brother Anthony" was sentenced to
a three-year jail term.

Last year we concluded civil litigation against an individual who claimed to repre-
sent Senator Phil Gramm and solicited campaign funds on his behalf without Sena-
tor Gramm's consent and against his objections. While the courts upheld the Postal
Service's determination of false representations, we ultimately lost this case on ju-
risdictional grounds, the court concluding that the Federal Election Coimmission had
exclusive jurisdiction over practices of this type, particularly with respect .to re-
quirements for disclaimers of affiliation with candidates or their committees.

During the past few years we brought several misrepresentation cases against
promoters from Florida who stage circuses or other shows in conjunction with fra-
ternal or charitable organizations. They sold tickets by telephone, representing that
for every so many dollars in tickets sold, a handicapped or underprivileged child
will attend the show. In these cases, there is no real correlation between the
amounts received for tickets and the number of children who attend the perform-
ance. Very few, if any, such children typically attend the performances, as tickets
are generally sent unsolicited to homes and institutions a short time before the per-
formance, leaving little time for the homes or institutions to make arrangements for
transportation, escorts, etc. typically, little of the proceeds collected go to the "spon-
sor" organization, the greater portion being allocated to fundraising and show pro-
duction costs-bothi activities being controlled by the same promoter. the relatively
small portion of the funds that actually reach the "sponsor" amount to little more
than a license fee for the use of their name and good will.

With respect to direct mail solicitations, most recently, we concluded civil pro-
ceedings against Pacific West Cancer Fund, Robert R. Stone, and the Watson and
Hughey Company. The proceedings concerned a solicitation in the name of Pacific
West that purported to, be a prize award notification from an attorney, Robert R.
Stone. In fact the "prize" most recipients received was a check for approximately
ten cents. Our action against this and other organizations focused on alleged misrel-
resentations concerning the size and awarding of the prize, the use of a participant s
name, and the allocation of the funds raised for the espoused charitable purposes
and, as well as an illegal lottery.

In these proceedings we initially obtained a temporary restraining order against
the delivery of the mail in response to the attorney notification type solicitation
that was being delivered in Topeka, Kansas. Following this action, we entered into
settlement discussions which embraced solicitations conducted by Watson &,Hughey
on behalf of Pacific West Cancer Fund, Cancer Fund of America, Cancer Association
of Tennessee, and the Walker Cancer Research Institute. On June 20, consent agree-
ments were filed pursuant to which these organizations and Watson and Hughey
agreed to cease and desist from using an attorney's name in connection with any
sweepstakes unless the solicitation has been approved by the Postal Service. In any
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future sweepstakes they must disclose that no payment is necessary to enter. They
must also disclose the value of the prizes, the odds of winning, and when and how
prize awards are determined.

The agreement also provides that the organizations must cease and desist from
falsely representing that they use funds raised through the solicitation primarily for
the stated charitable purposes. The organizations agreed to notify all persons whose
response to the attorney notification letter was detained as a consequence of the in-
junction of the actual uses to which donated funds have been put and offer to
refund their contribution, pursuant to section 3012 of title 39, failure to comply with
a cease and desist order can result in the imposition of civil penalties of up to
$10,000 for each day the violation continues.

While this hearing focuses on schemes aimed at the elderly, in our experience, no
inference is warranted that the elderly are more gullible than the general popula-
tion. The schemes we have talked about today victimize a wide cross section of the
population. The elderly are the targets, however, of particular types of promotions
such as supplemental health coverage schemes, deceptive life insurance schemes,
quack medical promotions, schemes involving the alleged need to preserve Social Se-
curity benefits, and appeals for funds to cure diseases that particularly affect older
persons.

Because of normal changes in human vision that occur with aging, fine print dis-
claimers buried in the text of solicitation letters are unlikely to be read carefully, or
even noticed by elderly recipients. It probably is no accident that the operators of
the kinds of schemes we have been talking about will typically use a name in bold
type that implies government connection, or a legitimate medical research purpose,
and then disclaim away the intended implications in fine print disclaimers obscure-
ly located in the solicitation.

That concludes my prepared remarks. I would be pleased to.try and answer any
questions you may have.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARTHA A. MCSTEEN

Mr. Chairman, my name is Martha McSteen, and I am President of the five-mil-
lion member National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare.

Thank you, Mr. Chairmain, for the opportunity to present the facts concerning the
issue of educational mailings to senior citizens regardifig the Social Security system.
I also thank you on behalf of our membership for your leadership and commitment
to the Social Security System as well as other issues vital to our senior citizens.

As our name indicates, the preservation of a strong Social Security system is the
very reason for the existence of our grassroots membership organization.

Our organization was founded in 1982 by the son of President Franklin Roosevelt,
the architect of Social Security. Former Congressman James Roosevelt established
the Committee to preserve his father's most significant legacy to the American
people.

As you may know, Mr. Chairman, I have devoted thirty-nine years to working for
the Social Security and Medicare system in both Republican and Democratic admin-
istrations. During that time I was one of the first ten Regional Medicare Adminis-
trators and was the acting Social Security Commissioner for three years. This past
April, I was honored to assume the role of President of the National Committee to
Preserve Social Security and Medicare.

Mr. Chairman, I am aware of past criticism of our organization and indeed there
may have been misunderstandings concerning some of our communications. Grow-
ing an organization from a concept into a 5 million strong membership is difficult
and there will be mistakes. However, since I took over I believe our programs have,
and will continue to safeguard against even perceived misrepresentations.

The National Committee has been in the forefront of efforts to protect the integri-
ty of the Social Security and Medicare systems. My new position enables me to
translate my experience in government to grassroots action on behalf of older Amer-
icans.

We understand that both the House and the Senate Governmental Affairs Com-
mittees are working 6n Deceptive Mailings Prevention legislation. The National
Committee has applauded these past legislative efforts. The National Committee has
conscientiously complied with requirements incorporated in past legislation. As long
as an organization is serving its members, such requirements will have no adverse
impact.
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Now the charge has been made, Mr. Chairman, that some of our educational mail-
ings to the membership have been misleading and they may undercut the confi-
dence Americans have in the Social Security system.

Mr. Chairman, it is not our educational materials that erode people's confidence
in the Social Security system. The elimination of student benefits, taxing of social
security benefits, and now the use of thi trust to hide the government's budget defi-
cits; these are the things that erode confidence in the system.

It is this continual tinkering with the system that has concerned the American
people and made the recent battle over catastrophic health care so important.

It was an Act that did not address seniors' major concerns. It duplicated some of
those services seniors already had. And its financial structure violated the basic.
social insurance concept set down by the Congress 50 years ago.

We don't ask veterans to pay the entire cost for VA hospitals. We don't ask par-
ents to pay the entire cost of our public school system. We don't ask farmers to bear
the full burden of farm price supports. Nor should we. Yet this piece of legislation
was financed by saddling only seniors with extra taxes.

From the beginning of consideration of this issue, our membership was concerned
about the content of the legislation. Long before the Congress voted in 1988 for cata-
strophic coverage and long before Senate mail rooms were flooded with cards and
letters, our Committee was opposing the bill and informing Congress that our mem-
bership would not support it. The legislation simply did not address their real con-
cerns.

During the 100th Congress, the National Committee repeatedly sent letters to
each Member of Congress outlining the problems we had with the legislation. We
did urge support for the excellent bill crafted by the champion of the elderly, the
late Representative Claude Pepper. Unfortunately, Senator Pepper's legislation did
not prevail.

When the original bill was finally enacted, we continued to represent the views of
our members. We used the most cost-effective method available to alert our five-mil-
lion members. We used the mail. Nearly half of our membership responded. They
wrote, called or visited their Representative and Senators to register their concerns.
In the oldest American tradition, they petitioned their representatives.

Were the seniors and thousands who joined .them wrong? Not in our opinion, nor
in the opinion of the 360 Representatives who voted to repeal this law. And in the
Senate, after consulting with their constituents, Senator John McCain and others
have fashioned a compromise we support.

Now, Mr. Chairman, the charge has been made that we used "fear tactics" to en-
courage seniors to write their Members of Congress about the original legislation.
This is absolutely false.

* Were seniors legitimately concerned about the provisions and financing of this
law? Yes.

0 Were they fearful of a financial structure that put the burden of paying for du-
plicative benefits on the backs of the elderly? The answer is yes.

* Did our Committee give the facts to our membership? Yes.
Y And did they respond by writing letters to you and many on this Committee?

Yes.
The National Committee has been unjustly criticized for helping to educate its

members through the use of direct mail. In accusing the National Committee of mis-
leading seniors in the debate over catastrophic coverage, certain critics have pointed
to past headlines in some of our mailings. The fact is these headlines emphasized
legitimate concerns of our members. One may disagree with a particular headlin,
but that is a matter of opinion, not one of deception.

From the beginning, we made every effort to let our members know what the ben-
efit implications were and that the tax was placed on seniors only. We ran a chart
in our membership newspaper which related the surtax impact to various income
levels. We encourage our members to write if they felt concerned about the new
law.

Mr. Chairman, I know you have always been a staunch supporter of Social Securi-
ty and that your proposed legislation addresses many of our concerns. You are to be
applauded for your support.

On behalf of the National Committee's membership, it is my hope to continue to
work with you and your colleagues to improve and strengthen the Social Security
and Medicare Programs for millions of Americans.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Attachments.
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE To PRESERVE SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE,
Washington, DC, December 22, 1989.

Hon. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
US. Senate,
Washington, DC.
Re: National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare

Dear Senator Moynihan: On November 20, 1989, I testified before the Senate Com-
mittee on Finance, Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy, on behalf of
the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare ("National Com-
mittee"). At the hearing, I was invited to comment in writing on several questions.
The questions relate to (a) the origins of the National Committee; (b) the circum-
stances under which the National Committee paid money for a canceled mailing re-
lating to insurance; and (c) the current financial condition and expenditures of the
National Committee. This letter addresses these questions.

Let me note at the outset that, although I appreciated the opportunity to discuss
the National Committee with you and your Committee, I was concerned about the
tone of the hearing and, in particular, some of the comments and questions posed by
you and Senator Daschle. Many comments and questions seemed accusatory in tone
and content;1 they appeared to be based on the assumption, at least implicitly, that
the National Committee is something other than a legitimate organization. Along
with the other hard-working staff at the National Committee, I am deeply troubled
by any such suggestion.

I have spent 39 years of my life devoted to issues relating to seniors and to Social
Security and Medicare matters; the 59 people on the staff of the National Commit-
tee are similarly committed to strengthening and improving Social Security and
Medicare, and to other senior issues as well. I first became involved as a consultant
to the National Committee in 1987, when it was already five years old, after having
served for three years as Acting Commissioner of Social Security. I became the Na-
tional Committee's President in early 1989. I have committed myself to the National
Committee because I believe it is an organization that is not only dedicated to im-
portant senior issues, but is also in a unique position to listen to senior citizens, to
help to educate them, and to responsibly and effectively represent their views on
legislative and other matters that are of such vital concern to all seniors.

It is with this understanding of the National Committee that I look forward to
working with you and others in positions of leadership on these important issues. It
is also with this understanding that I hope in this letter to answer the questions
that were posed at the hearing.

1. Origins of the National Committee. I was asked specifically whether the Nation-
al Committee was James Roosevelt's idea in the first instance, or whether it was the
profit-motivated scheme of a direct mail vendor. I was not involved in the National
Committee at that time, and so, of course, hive no first-hand information about its
origins. Since the question was posed, however, we have contacted Mr. Roosevelt, as
well as others involved in the initial formation of the National Committee, includ-
ing Mr. William Wewer, Mr. Arhold Forde, and Mr. William Butcher.

Based on these contacts, it is my understanding that it was James Roosevelt who
first conceived the idea of a grassroots seniors organization dedicated to preserving
Social Security. In the late 1970's, Mr. Roosevelt and his wife Mary had specific dis-
cussions about such a grassroots organization. Mr. Roosevelt was concerned about

I One example which particularly concerned me is reflected on page 88 of the reporter's tran-
script of the hearing, wherein Senator Daschle commented: "I guess the question I have relating
to the facts is whether you gave all the facts. That is the question. I have one of the mailings
here." Displaying a mailing from the National Committee, and appearing to read therefrom,
Senator Daschle continued: "In 1989, income tax for millions of seniors will increase $1600, $800
for singles. It is a tax on seniors only and it must be stopped."

The Senator then pointed out that not all seniors would have been subject to the tax, or to the
maximum levels of taxation. This fact, however, was accurately conveyed in the National Com-
mittee mailing which Senator Daschle had displayed. (After the hearing, Senator Daschle's staff
provided the enclosed reduced size photocopy of the mailing from which Senator Daschle ap-
peared to read at the hearing.) The Senator s remarks suggested that the National Committee's
statement was misleading. But the Senator misread the National Committee's statement. In
fact, as shown on the enclosed copy of the mailing, the first sentence actually reads: "1989
income taxes for millions of seniors will increase by up to $1600 ($800 for singles)-It's a tax on
seniors-only and it must be stopped" (emphasis added).

The underlined words, "by up to," omitted by Senator Daschle, significantly qualify that sen-
tence. Moreover, the mailing goes on to explain in somewhat greater detail how the tax would
be calculated. Unfortunately, these aspects of the mailing, which appear to address Senator
Daschle's concern, were not discussed.
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threats to the existence of Social Security posed by inflation and other budget-relat-
ed issues. He wanted to preserve what is perhaps his father's, and to be sure
Frances Perkins', greatest legacy to this country. At the time of these discussions,
however, Mr. Roosevelt, who had his own private consulting firm, possessed neither
the resources nor the expertise to begin such a grassroots seniors organization.

In early 1982, Butcher-Forde Consulting ("BFC"), a partnership with expertise in
direct mail, retained Mr. Roosevelt for advice relating to BFC's involvement in sev-
eral local political matters in California. The principals of BFC were Mr. Arnold
Forde and Mr. William Butcher. The consulting relationship between Mr. Roosevelt
and BFC arose, not in connection with the formation of the National Committee,
but prior to, and independent of, the formation of the National Committee,

It was in the course of this consulting relationship, in the summer of 1982, that
Mr. Roosevelt discussed his idea of a grassroots organization with Mr. Butcher and
Mr. Forde. Mr. Roosevelt had, through this relationship, come to appreciate BFC's
knowledge and abilities regarding direct mail and he had become enthused about
the possibility of actually beginning a grassroots organization dedicated to the pres-
ervation of Social Security and to other seniors' issues.

Whatever may have motivated Mr. Butcher and Mr. Forde, it was at all times Mr.
Roosevelt's idea to form an effective, influential, non-profit, grassroots, seniors orga-
nization. Because Mr. Roosevelt had no resources or expertise in building a national
membership organization, he turned to BFC, which was willing and able to become
involved in the project. In the late summer of 1982, Mr. Roosevelt met and hired an
attorney, Mr. William Wewer, based on the recommendation of BFC. Mr. Wewer as-
sisted Mr. Roosevelt in connection with the formation of the National Committee.
Mr. Wewer later served the National Committee as a member of the Board of Direc-
tors, an officer, and its general counsel.

The National Committee was incorporated in the District of Columbia on Novem-
ber 18, 1982, and was recognized by the Internal Revenue Service as a non-profit
organization operating in accordance with § 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code.
The original name of the National Committee was "National Committee to Preserve
Social Security." Effective October 2, 1989, the organization's name was officially
changed to the "National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare. 2

The first organizational meeting of the National Committee occurred on Decem-
ber 20, 1982. Mr. Roosevelt was chosen as Chairman of the Board of Directors, a
position that he has maintained since that time. The other two members of the
Board were Mr. Wewer and Mr. Wewer's law partner, Lloyd P. Goldenberg.

At the first organizational meeting, Mr. Roosevelt presented a proposed contract
with BFC for the rendition of consulting, production, management, procurement
and other necessary, related services in connection with the National Committee's
public relations, direct mail, and media activities. This contract was accepted by the

ational Committee Board of Directors and was accordingly signed by Mr. Roose-
velt on December 21, 1982.3

In 1988, BFC sold its business, including its contract with the National Commit-
tee, to a newly formed company, National Direct Marketing Corp. ("NDMC"), owned
principally by Mr. Miles Rubin.4

One provision of the contract between the National Committee and BFC (and
BFC's successor, NDMC), permitted the direct mail vendor at its sole discretion to
advance funds necessary to provide for the vendor's services (including subcontrac-
tors' services). The advances were to be repaid by the National Committee as soon
as possible. This provision was necessary and appropriate because, at the time of its
founding, the National Committee had no funds. The establishment of a grassroots
organization- that utilizes mail to recruit and communicate with members is an ex-
pensive process. BFC agreed to advance the necessary funds, and to seek repayment
of these funds from the National Committee at a later time. In fact, through 1987,
funds were advanced regularly by BFC, pursuant to this contractual provision, in
order to enable the National Committee to finance maj r mailings.

2 In 1983, Mr. Roosevelt established a § 501(cX3) organization with this name; it was to engage
in scholarly research and education dealing with topics relating to ,Social Security and Medi-
care. The organization was never activated, however, and was formally dissolved in 1987.

3 The contract initially called for payment to BFC of a 10 cent fee per mail piece, plus a com-
mission on National Committee payments to subcontractors. Effective January 1, 1985, the per-
piece mailing fee was reduced by mutual agreement to five cents.

4Many terms of the contract were renegotiated voluntarily by NDMC in 1988. The economic
terms and expiration date of the contract remained the same, at NDMC's insistence. There were
a number of other changes in the contract, however all to the benefit and advantage of the
National Co-mittee membership.
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE To PRESERVE SOCIAL SECURITY AND MEDICARE,
Washington, DC, December 22, 1989.

Hon. DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.
Re: National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare

Dear Senator Moynihan: On November 20, 1989, I testified before the Senate Com-
mittee on Finance, Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy, on behalf of
the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare ("National Com-
mittee"). At the hearing, I was Invited to comment in writing on several questions.
The questions relate to (a) the origins of the National Committee; (b) the circum-
stances under which the National Committee paid money for a canceled mailing re-
lating to insurance; and (c) the current financial condition and expenditures of the
National Committee. This letter addresses these questions.

Let me note at the outset that, although I appreciated the opportunity to discuss
the National Committee with you and your Committee, I was concerned about the
ton of the hearing and, in particular, some of the comments and questions posed by
you, and Senator Daschle. bMiany comments and questions seemed accusatory in tone
and content;' they appeared to be based on the assumption, at least implicitly, that
theNational Committee is something other than a legitimate organization. Along
With the other hard-working staff at the National Committee, 1 am deeply troubled
by any such suggestion.

I have spent 89 years of my life devoted to issues relating to seniors and to Social
Security and Medicare matters; the 59 people on the staff of the National Commit-
tee are similarly committed to strengthening and improving Social Security and
Medicare, and to other senior issues as well. I-first became involved as a consultant
to the National Committee in 1987, when it was already five years old, after having
served for three years as Acting Commissioner of Social Security. I became the Na-
tional Committee's President in early 1989. I have committed myself to the National
Committee because I believe it is an organization that is not Only dedicated to im-

or itan en io issues ti a n a uniq e position to listen to senior citizens, to
hel to Ieducate them, and to responsible an effectively represent their views on

I is with this unrstd in of the nation CommitteetthatIIolooktforward to
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that were posed at the hearing.

1. Origins of the National Committee. I was asked specifically whether the Nation-
al Committee was James Roosevelt's idea in the first instance, or whether it was the
profit-motivated scheme of a direct mail vendor. I was not involved in the National
Committee at that time, and so, of course, hiv nfis-hand, inomtnabuis
ori ins. Since the question was posed, however, we have contacted Mr. Roosevelt, as
well as others involved in the initial formation of the National Committee, includ-
i ng Mr. William Wewer, Mr. Arnold Forde, and Mr. William Butcher.

Based on these contacts, it is my understanding that it wa's James Roosevelt who
firstconceived the idea of a grassroots seniors organization dedicated to preserving
Social Security. In the late 1970's, Mr. Roosevelt and his Wife Mary had specific dis-
cussions about such a grassroots organization. Mr. Roosevelt was concerned about

itOne example which particularly concerned me is reflected on page 88 of the reporter's tran-
script of the hearing, wherein Senator Daschle commented: I guess the question I have relating
to the facts is whether you gave all the facts. That is the question. I have one of the mailings
here." Diwplaying a mailing from the National Committee, and'appearing to read therefrom,
Senator Daschte continued: "In 1989, income tax for millions of senors will-innrease $1600, $800
for singles. It is a tax on seniors only and it must be stopped."

The Sen ator then pointed out that not all seniors would have been subject to the tax, or to the
maximum levels of tax~ation. This fact, however, was accurately conveyed in the National Com-
mittee mailing which Senator Daschle had displayed. (After the hearing, Senator Daschle's staff
provided the enclosed reduced size photocopy of the mailing from which Senato Daschle a
peared, to read at the hearing.) The Snator s remarks suggested that the National Committee s
statement was mi sleading. But the Senator misread the National Committee's statement. In
fact, as shown on the enclosed copy of the mailing, the first sentence actually -reads: "1989
income- taxes for millions of seniors will increase by up to $1600 ($800 for single)-It's a tax on'
senlors-only and'it must be stopped!" (emphasis added).

The underlined words, "by up to," omitted by Senator Daschle, significantly qualify that sen-
tence. Moreover, the mailing goes on to explain in somewhat greater detail how the tax would
be calculated. Unfortunately, these aspects of the mailing, which appear to address Senator
IDashle's concern, were not discussed.
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I have enclosed with this letter a copy of the first audited financial statement of
the National Committee. While I am not now able to report the amount of money
that was advanced under the contractual provision with BFC at any one time, there
was a continuing balance that varied from time to time. When BFC sold its business
to NDMC in 1988, independent auditors for both BFC and the National Committee
conducted an audit of all past accounts and both the National Committee and BFC
agreed upon an amount that the National Committee owed to BFC. This amount
has been paid in full by the National Committee.

As the foregoing indicates, it is my understanding that Mr. Roosevelt first con-
ceived the idea of the National Committee. In any event, the indisputable fact is
that, from the beginning, Mr. Roosevelt devoted himself vigorously and wholeheart-
edly to the formation of an effective, legitimate, grassroots organization. Mr. Roose-
velt established the purpose and parameters of the National Committee, and set its
educational, social, and political agenda. It was Mr. Roosevelt and the National
Committee who utilized the knowledge, talent, and resources of BFC-not the other
way around. The National Committee is, and always has been, a legitimate, non-
profit organization dedicated to listening to seniors, helping to educate them, and
attempting responsibly to represent their views on important legislative and other
issues. The National Committee's relationship with its direct mail consultant, then
BFC and now NDMC, is, and always has been, an arms-length relationship that is
defined solely by a written contract.

2. Canceled Mailing. I was also asked at the-hearing about the National Commit-
tee's payment for a canceled mailing relating to insurance. Again, this took place
prior to my association with the National Committee. It is my understanding, how-
ever, that for a variety of reasons, the Board of Directors voted in October 1986 to
terminate an agreement between the National Committee and an insurance compa-
ny under which the National Committee sponsored the issuance of "Medighp" insur-
ance policies to its members. There had been several complaints by members about
the quality of service provided by the insurance plan. More importantly, although
many other prominent senior citizens groups had sponsored and marketed insur-
ance plans and other commercial goods and services, the Board determined that it
was appropriate for a lea4iing group such as the National Committee to eschew in-
volvement in this sort-uf activity. The Board believedthat terminating the insur-
ance program would eliminate any xnisperception of the National Committee and
would allow it to devote its energies, t6 its primary mission-that of a grassroots
senior citizens organization dedicated to educating its members and advocating their
views. 6

At the time of the Board action terminating the insurance program, the National
Committee had already committed to a large mailing containing an insurance solici-
tation. These materials had already been printed and were scheduled for mailing
later in the month. Indeed, by that time, the National Committee had incurred ex-
penses in excess of one million dollars in computer work and printing for this mail-
ing. After considering the cost and consequences of completing the mailing (includ-
ing an additional $400,000 for postage), the Board believed it was in the National
Committee's best interest, in terms of both its policies and finances, to cancel this
mailing and accept the financial responsibility for, the computer, printingS. and
direct mail vendor charges that had already been incurred. In taking this action,
the Board instructed its counsel to negotiate with BFC to obtain an advance of the
funds necessary to pay for these charges, or to reach an agreement with-the comput-
er and printing subcontractors to delay payment of this bill. A combination of these
two approaches was effected; money for the charges incurred as a result of this can-
-celed mailing was advanced by BFC, through a schedule of paymentsand was later
repaid in full by the National Committee.

3. Current Financial Condition. I was also asked at the'hearing to report on the
current financial condition of the National Committee and to identify, in particular,
the ways in which the National Committee spent the money it received in the last
fiscal year. In response to this question, I include with this letter a copy of the au-
dited financial statement and the IRS Form 990 filed by the National Committee for
its most recent fiscal year (which ended March 31, 1989). As you will see from the
balance sheet on the audited financial statement, the National Committee's finan-
cial position improved during the year from that of a net deficit to that of a moder-
ate positive net worth.

6 At the same time, the Board made provisions to protect those members who had already
purchased such policies.
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To further assist you, we have summarized in a table, also included with this
letter, the information that is reported on the National Committee's IRS Form 990
for the most recent fiscal year. This table groups the'National Committee's expenses
into two categories: "cost of communications with members" and "operations costs."
In each category we have then broken down the expenditures between various pr-
gram components of the National Committee-education, advocacy, fundraising, and
administration.

As-you can see, the National Committee's receipts for the past fiscal year total
$38,213,696. Of this amount, $29,252,952 was spent on communicating by mail to-the
National Committee's members and prospective members. It 's important to empha-
size that the bulk of these expenditures was for communications that were properly
characterized as either educational or advocacy (that is, advocating a specific legisla-
tive position). A number of the National Committee's mailings contain no request
for funds. None of the National Committee's mailings contain a request for funds;
all letters containing a request for funds also serve important program interests of
the organization, such as education, and may include advocative and administrative
material as well. Indeed, in accordance with generally accepted accounting princi-
ples, only $4,038,069 of the money spent on mailing was allocated to fundraising.

In addition, although the bulk of the "cost of operations" was allocated to admin-
istration, virtually allof these costs of operations involved the National Committee's
office and its staff of 59 people, all of whom devote their time to the program serv-
ices of the National Committee, or to the administrative support of those services. I
would also like to bring to your attention a few other points concerning the Nation-
al Committee's financial reports, and the National Committee's overall financial op..
eration:

-Since January 1989, the National Committee has had a Chief Financial Officer,
Mr. Jeffrey Galginaitis, who came to us from Price Waterhouse. The National
Committee has since brought all of its financial and accounting activities in-
house, and the accounting systems and procedures that Mr. Galginaitis has im-
plemented have greatly improved, and will continue to improve, the financial
information available to the National Committee. This improved financial infor-
mation represents a significant step forward in the National Committee's abili-
ty to monitor its financial performance, and thus illustrates the National Com-
mittee's continual, vigorous commitment to utilize its members' contributions in
the most efficient and effective manner possible.

-The financial results on- the IRS Form 990 differ from the financial results on
the audited financial statements because the tax return was prepared on a cash
basis, and the audited financial statements were prepared on an accrual basis.
The National Committee has historically prepared its tax return on a oesh
basis, in part because of the limitations of the accounting system in place. Be-
ginning with the current fiscal year, the tax return will be prepared on an-ac-
crual basis.

-Printing costs were paid to approximately one dozen different printers, none of
which, to the National Committee's knowledge, has a relationship with either
BFC or NDMC, apart from the vendor-vendee relationship.

-Payments to BFC and NDMC for their services in the most recent fiscal ear
jwqre approximately $A million. Thisrepresents 14% of the National Commit-
>teer s expenses, including additions to - es rves." It should be noted that while a

' ... substaitial part of NDMC's consulting assistance deals with communicationswith members that included a fundralsing appeal, NDMC also assists the Na-
tional Committee with its non-fundraising mailings. I therefore misspoke at the
hearing when I said that the National Committee paid approximately $5.4 mil-
lion toNDMC "for fundraising efforts!' Only a portion of NDMC's fee can be
said to have been paid in connection with fundraising.

,Most of the payments for the rental of mailing lists ($861 thousand) were paid
to Focus Marketing, which is a division of NDMC. However, Focus Marketing is
a broker of mailing lists, and it is the National Committee's understanding that
most of these payments were, in turn, passed through to the Outside owners of
the lists.

I trust that this letter answers the questions posed by the Committee at the hear-
ing on November 20, 1989. I want to emphasize that the National Committee wishes
to cooperate fully with you and your Committee in providing information on our
organization's activities. I firmly believe that the National Committee has an impor-
tant, continuing role to play in the current debate on Social Security and Medicare
issues. The National*Committee has taken, and will continue to take, strong-posi-
tions based on our members' interests in these matters. At the same time, we are
interested in improving our relationship with you and other Members of Congress.
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In that regard, I hope you will feel free to contact me with any additional questions
you may have regarding our organization and the issues of interest to our members.

inerely, 1 ,
MARTHA A. MCSTEEN, President.

Enclosures.

JAMES R1OOSEVELT
United States Congressman (Retired)

Chairman, National Committee to
Preserve Social Security at id Medicare

Washington. D.C.

HR. MANDUS B FRISTAD anoloedfind Oertlfled Petition
RR I BOX 2q '" NUMber8OSO9#q? H--qq9Zq9G sD01
LETCHER. SD S3S Please check your Petition to becertain that your 0ertiflcatin

Number is coeSt.

1es9 INCOM TAm3M OA MluOV1 OF luMzoMu W.DI OUU* y tP TO $1,e00.00
($800.00 VOl UNOU.U)- ITS A AX ON SUIMMO IaMINLY MD IT U S M"3I111I

DEAR HR. FRISTADI

A special tax on senior oIuenI Have you ever heard of aYthing so outragu In your life?

Well, believe me, you will know all about this unfair new tax Increase by the time you complete
your 1989 Federal Income Tax Retur

And If you pay more than $10.00 per year in federal income taxes, and you are age 88 or over,
or eligible for Medicare, you'll be paying this new taxi

The new tax rate, which starts out at $99.80 for every $180.00 of taxes you owe, goes up 87%4n -
1990 with further increases each year thereafter.

There Is a cap on the new tax but - you guessed it - the cap goes up each year as shown below:

Marriedt Couples Soo0 1 700 180 SOO0 20
SIngles 88 000 eoo M t 0 1

After 1993, the cap will continue to go up TO REFLJET RISING PROGRAM OSTS. You can Imagine
what that meanal

W this horrendous new escalating tax on seniors 88 or over?

Because the Congress has placed the full cost of the terribly flawed Medicare 'catastrophic cover-
age program on our backs.

How can It be fair to put this open-ended burden on seniors-only at the time In their lives when they
can I'ast afford It?

Why, even the very wealthiest taxpayers in America - people earning more than $200,000 per
year - had their tax rates toduo two years ago.

With all these new taxes you might think that the "catastrophlc care program would protect you
and other seniors from most cstastropho costs.

It doesn't - not by a long ahotl

In fact, It Is very unlikely that you will receive any benefits from the hospital pert of the program
because It only covers HOSPITAL stays of over 60 days. ONLY 396 OF S NIORS EVRR BPEND OVBR 80
DAYS IN TIl HOBPITALI

Most seniors who have serious long-term Wness lk Alshelmer'a dani spend long periods of time
in the hospital. They need skilled nures to help provide care at HOMl,

But the new 'catastrophlo care program provides only 80 hours of benefits for HOM CARE -

ONLY 80 HOURS, and then not until next year.

If you don't think you should be singled out for a big tax Increase to pay for a progrMa which
(please turn page)
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contains little or no benefits for you - we are in total agreement.

But. our sIeeng I not enough

We must convince our elected representatives In Washington to replace the senior citizen's tax
Increase with a financing pln that spreads the cost fairly among all Amerlcans -just aa senior pay
school taxee.. ,

We must rates our millions of voices and petition ourPresident and Congress to take thes meas-
ures NOW.

We have been LEADING THA CHARON on this Important issue while many other seniors' organize.
tions have tried to cover up the terrible flaws, the outrageous expense and the unfair financing of the
"catastrophi care" program.

Our loyal Members have mailed 2,000,000 lettare and post cards to Congres and hundreds of thou
sands of letters to the President urging reform of this Il-designed program

All this hard work Is paying off:

* Senator Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman of the powerful Senate Finance Committee, on April 24, 198:
said, "The t4hnicans made a mistake in the catastrophicc' estimate and I believe it must be
rectified.

* The influential TIa.Street Jourl recently said:

"The National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare, a group with 8.8
million members that has been leading efforts to revise the catastropho-illness law,
has a plan to halve the cook to seniore by requiring all workers to pay for catastrophic
coverage, while adding some long-term care provisions. The group's pressure could
force Congress to confront the long.term-care issue thin year."

Unfortunately, the catastrophic tax is only one of many problems which threaten the health care
and security of older Americans.

Never in the 84 years since my father, Franklin Delano Roosevelt, started the Social Security Sys.
tem have there been such threate to our Social Security. and Medicate benefits as the decade of the sos.

Just consider these facts:

1. November 22, 1988. George Bush received "ome blunt advice from former President Oerald
R. Ford and Jimmy Carter who urged him to 'face reality' by raising taxes, slowing annual
Social Security increases and cutting spending ...." From the EaallngWn Jst.

2. March 2, 1988, Alan Oreenspan, Chairman of the Federal R .rve Board and often called the
second most powerful man in the country, encouraged Congres to out Social Security and
Medicare In order to help balance the federal budget.

3. In January 1988, the Medicare Part B premium Jumped 38.8% - nine times the increase in
the 1988 OOL& - and it went un another 2.69 this year - seven times the Social Security
COLA increase for 19891

4. There is still no law to prevent the Administration from using our Social Security Trust Funds
to free up money for other government bills. They did it in 1988 and 75,000 NatlonSl Commit-
tee Members demanded the Funds be restored with Interest - they were. We are working to
stop this forever - bi law.

The deficit problem is huge and the enemies of Social Security and Medicare will continue in
their efforts to balance the federal budget at the expense of older Americans.

These misguided politicians, newspapers and corporate ohiefe seem to believe that our country's
financial problems can only be solved at the expense of Soclal Seurity and Medicae.

ALL OF US, RIOHT NOW, MUST JOIN TOGETHER TO PEAK OUT IN DEFNSQFSOCIAL 8ECURIYM

(next page please)

I
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AND MEDICARE.

I urge you to spend 45 seconds right now, to stop the unfair new tax on senior citizens only and to
protect Social Security and Medicare. Here's how:

Sign and return the enclosed Certified Petition. It's addressed to your U.S. Senators and
Congressman.

Our representative in Congress will listen to us if we speak together.

We simply must not let the politicians break the solemn commitments to those who worked so hard
and paid their fair share Into Social Security and Medicare.

It will not happen If you Join with me, and millions of other Americans - right now. We must take
action by mounting a mass Petition drive and by forming a huge organization to protect Social Security
and Medicare.

It is my goal to deliver more than 5,000,000 Petitions to the Congress of the United Stae this year
alone.

These Petitions demand the preservation and improvement of Social Security and Medicare by keep-
ing the solemn commitment they represent for our people.

Over 50 years ago, I was working for my father in the White House as Serettary to the President.

Then I served for 11 years as a Member of the United States Congress.

So I know, as well as anyone, how powerful is our Constitutional right 'to Petition the government
for a redress of grievances."

So please, right now, sign and mail me your Petition. It has never been so necessary, so urgent,
that you take action. If yotrdo not, then the benefit-cuttere will speak for you.

At the same time, please oonsiderJoining the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and
Medicare.

The National Committee is a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization, comprised solely of concerned
Americans, like you, who have invested a small amount to help block those who would harm Social Secu-
rity and Medicare. We have no source of income other than the Membership Dues and voluntary contri-
butions of ordinary Americans who want our nation to keep its commitment to the Social Security and
Medicare programs.

Every day our staff of 49 trained professionals works for us in Washington to defend and improve
your benefits.

As a Member, your Annual Dues are only $10. If at any time during the ours of your Member-
ihip you become unhappy with the National Committee, your Membership Dues will be refunded to you
mmedlately - no questions asked.

And as a Member, your personal Membership Card which I've enclosed will be activated, and you
will receive our regular newspaper, *Saving Social Security," which includes vital information on how
-our Senators and Congressman vote on Social Security and Medicare issues and on government actions,
uoh as the proposals to hide the budget deficit through cuts in the COLA, or the fights to win fair pro-
vtion of older Americans against the financial ruin of catastrophic Illness.

Your -Saving Social Seourity" newspaper carries stories about Social Security, Medicare and other
3nefits for which you may qualify - such as the hospice and home health care benefits.

In addition, as a Member, you will be enrolled in our Legislative Alert Service which will mme-
ately advise you of fast-breaking developments in Washington involving Social Security and Medicare
mnefits.

Our Legislative Alert Service workel We've already helped defeat numerous attempts to cut Social
curity and Medicare benefits by flooding Congress with letters, post cards, mallgrams and petitions.

And, most importantly, you will be helping to make it possible to continue our work here in the

continue on..-
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CpIta with many leaders In Congress to protect defend and improve the 0oa Security and Medioareprograms.

With yoursppW we Will lobb Congres to atp the unfair taix Increase which only burdens senwrcitizens, an to hae Americans pa their fair hare for catastrophic health care.
Remember, My father founded ociWalfrt 4 yar egO. NOW I need your help to protect SocialSecurit and Medicare,
So, plTe a ac today. Sgn ano d W retu to me your Petition to your U.S. Senators and your Con.remain, Tade lelato ma or may not agree with our program - so we must let them knowwhere you stand:

SENATOR T10CfAS A. DASCHLE
SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER
COHfGRESSHtAft TZI JCHNSOft

And please join the National Committee to preserve Soia Security and Meicoare at the sametime - but in any 0s, pls today. I have enclosed a special return envelope to speed your reply.
Urgently awaiting your reply, I am,

Most sin6M yours.

James Roosevelt
United States Congressman, (Retired)
Charm, National Committee
to Preserve Social Security
and Medlor

P.S. MR. FRISTAD"

Thousands of ordinary Americans, people like you, have invsted $10 of their hard-earned moneyto send you the enclosed Petition. Naturally, they hope you wtl as Join Ihem as a Member in the move-ment to Protec Social Security and Medicare and atop the unfair tax incr"se On senior citizens.' So,please return your signed Petition to me. And, If yours Is among the flrdl (0 Membership Applicationsreceived from your eate, YOU will receive free, the slim, desktop oaloulato pictured on the flap oftheenclosed return envelope. a f .

If you fail to at least return your Petition, the Investment Of so many Americans wil go to waste.At the same time, I will be very disappointed if you don't Join, because we must oontinue to collect Peti-tions and fund our work with Congress. So plea , Join your fellow Americans, as a Member, If youpossibly can. ~,,

Prepared and mailed by the National Committee to Preserve social Security, a nonproft, tax-exemptOrge nization, 2000 X S, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.
The Natl Oommittee Is totally h I d of Congress, every government adenc,, and all politicalpartes.

ContrIbutionis or gifts to the National Committee are nct tax deductible. You need make no special contribu-tion other than annual dus.

The National Committee spends its budget in approximately the following way: legislative advocacy 30%,-atlonal actIvIties 2^, fund raising 1 administration . Detaled financial reports ae availablefthe National Committee and the charitable solioltatlona department of most eate.": ., ;', ,., , .. e ~ r m0 sta-e.

- I- . "
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SENRIAOR IHOFIIS A, DAS(HLE HR. IIIHNDUS B FRISIAD5 EfLTOR R PRESSLIER 1111IIII,.i11114t,

' O...215SS1f/0 11H JOHNSON 0508 7 N--qqB429, S(10

' EWhREAS, tes of millions o(Americans rely on Social Security and Medicare; and
WHEREAS, these Americans have paid Into the Sodal Secuity System for many years; and
WHEREAS, there will be no end to attacks on Social Security until it is removed from the budget and

I political process; and
WHEREAS, adequate and affordable health care is not being provided under Medicare;
.WIERM, the new tax on senior citizens passed by Congress s a method of financing the 'cataetrophic"
ear program Is grossly unfair, and the program will provide few benefits to the vast majority of seniors.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that ! (we) denumd that every commitment to Americans who

I' quali& for local Security and Medicare 6e kept; and
BE IT RESOLVED that the senior citizens' tax Increase not be allowed to take effect this year as planned;
and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that fair Social Security benefits must be restored to all Americans born In
the"Notch Years' after 1915, and
SE IT FINALLY RESOLVED that I (we) urge the Congress of the United States to take no action, such
as limiting or abolishing annual COLAs or eipanding taation of Social Security benefits which would be
destructive to the Social Security and Medicais benefits which have been promised to our people.
As further evidence four determination to protect our vital Social Security and Medicare programs, I (we)
have become Membersofthe NaUnal Committee to Preserve Soial Seurity and edicare. ,- ....

PUHOUT THE MiR. esAPIUS a FRIST5B Date
CA.CUtATOR Date

TOKFN Dat
ANM PASTE HERE. The names of ur Senators and ConS vumnan appear on this PetitionI ~ ~~~bemouse it W diected to them [g: tht cosle~~.N ndorooment o

the National Committee to Presere Social Secuety and Medicare by these

Members of Congress is intended or implied.'
9 9Ii .9l ,,,,gh 0I,, .9I,'Jlk'g9,. iev(o v,--- -

I James Roosevelt, Chairman ' •
National Committee to Preserve HR. HANDUS B FRISIRD

Moclal eeurlty and Medicare RR I BOX q
2000 KSN.w. LEI[HER. S 57359
Wahington, D.C. 0O

Dear Chairman Roosevelt:0 Yes,I (we) want to the National Committee to Peserve Social Security and Madir. Pea activate my
j Membership Card, = bgfn sending me my Saving ocial Security' newspaper and ensl m in the Legisative

I Plee make your chk able to NCPSSM (or Natiora Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medicare).

0 No, I (we)can't offeS 10 to help protect Social Security and Medicare benefits, but I (we)heve enclosed our
Petition.

4, Return all your correandene to me so that I can take a mountain of Petitions back to Congress thi year.

Contributions org ft to the National Committee are not tax deductble.

AE &A ;icas, 99 I"' l 11)011 BEOSOa'VA L AB--qLiiEqa CtOO

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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ii-.
If yours is among the first 50
membership application
received from your slate,
you will receive absolutely
free, this easy-to.use desktoo calculator.,

DESK TOP CALCULATOR
11harhonsome, boill peqrote de*site

colcjlat Is easierto use because Its keysowe
dknAle ~ Ms.. even ligires

aecnlgsnd squarertoohs
Ycu mw act pronpt

Deach Yo keffe.Crdbeow ad can I Yok Noio'w orrotdC NfOcolttdor corottoet
you oftlor prm Oficil Mwerft% vod wtn nrtdOnd ciutOof our elected officials S'tecA tze

oh iaedy ekoV u r*wrbrf pk ottr dut t*lCot C tivktteQin1 evervishWostiogion
h~pen &eceo*.gSOCtet SOCUOYltad Medcoca

@MTOAL OMI AD UMOICAIRSSOCA1,SIJ11fIA OcIAoSron"iMUrgCcte

sMRti LIWf Ppks~at:~. C/O it9 SM11 MICEt oWsILDING
Ilit~lt b.C. 80610

kAW' MR0S)N2NT9a2
MOSOLM splt"1. -M CMSbV c1 MORS

CAM~~~~ KoddceMc"o,~ #PI A / OWo MEIT

(Check oil applicoble ACt
boxos before moiling) sIVAMP
I J Soclol Security ond HER

Medicare Petition
Enclosed

LI Mer1bershIlpAppil.
coton Fnclosed

NNU1I(NAL , M N;)II 1 II:I 1 I 1K II 1l.1l|Vl
SOC(:l 1, 81111:1 lT'lVA N,1I) hiMIC(AI|.

200 K Street, N.W., )pl. 1705
I'.O. Box 37255

Washington, D.C. 20013-7255
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PRICE WATERHOUSE,
Newport Beach, CA, August 8, 1985.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SOCIAL SECURITY REPORT AND FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS-DECEMBER 31, 1983

BOARD OF DIRECTORS,
National Committee to Preserve Social Security

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet (accrual basis) and the related
statements of loss and fund deficit (accrual basis) and of changes in financial posi-
tion (accrual basis) present fairly the financial position of the National Committee
to Preserve Social Security at December 31, 1983, and the results of its operations
and the changes in its financial position for the year then ended, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles consistently applied. Our examinations of
these statements were made in accordance with generally accepted auditing stand-
ards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

We have also examined the accompanying statement of assets and liabilities (cash
basis) of the National Committee to Preserve Social Security as of December 31,
1983 and the related statement of revenue collected and expenses paid (cash basis)
and change in fund balance for the year then ended. Our examinations of these
statements were made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other audit-
ing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

As described in Note 1, the Committee's policy is to prepare its financial state-
ments identified in the second paragraph of this report on the basis of cash receipts
and disbursements; consequently certain revenue and the related assets are recog-
nized when received rather than when earned, and certain expenses are recognized
when paid rather than when the obligation is incurred. Accordingly, the accompany-
ing financial statements (cash basis) are not intended to present the financial posi-
tion and results of operations in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.

In our opinion, the financial statements (cash basis) referred to above present
fairly the assets and liabilities arising from cash transactions of the National Com-
mittee to Preserve Social Security as of December 31, 1983, and the revenue collect-
ed and expenses paid during the year then ended, on the basis of accounting de-
scribed in Note 1, consistentl applied.

Our examination was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic
financial statements taken as a whole. The schedule of functional expenses (cash
basis) is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of
the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing
procedures applied in the examination of the basic financial statements and, in our
opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial
statements taken as a whole.

PRICE WATERHOUSE.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SOCIAL SECURITY-BALANCE
SHEET (ACCRUAL BASIS) AND STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
(CASH BASIS) AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1983

Accrual Cash Basis

Basis

ASSETS
Cash .......................................................................................................... . . .... $40,421 $40,421

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE
Payable to public relations firm (Notes 1 & 4) ...................................... ... $517,374
Payable to direct m ail firm s ........................................................................... 399,064
A ccounts payable ........................................................................................... ... 6,923
N ote payable (N ote 3) .............................................. r ....................................... 25,386 $25,386

Total liabilities .......................................................................................... 948,747 25,386
Fund balance (deficit) ....................................................................................... (908,326) 15,035

$ 40.421 $40,421
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STATEMENT OF LOSS AND FUND DEFICIT (ACCRUAL BASIS) AND STATE-

MENT OF REVENUE COLLECTED AND EXPENSES PAID (CASH BASIS) AND
CHANGE IN FUND BALANCE FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1983

Accrual
Basis Cash Basis

Revenue:
Membership dues and public donations ................................................ $1,707,535 $1,707,535

Operation expenses:
Direct m ail costs ........................................................................................ 1 ,5 87,285 927,925
Postage .................................................................................... ................. 9 45,818 688,740
Professional fees ..................................................................... 78 ( 71,441
Other adm inistrative costs ...................................................................... 4,394 4,394

2,615,861 1,692,500
Excess of revenues (expenses) ......................................................................... (908,326) 15,035
Fund balance at beginning of year ................................................................ -0-

Fund balance (deficit) at end of year ..................................................... $(908,326) $15,035

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION (ACCRUAL BASIS) AND
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN ASSETS AND LIABILITIES (CASH BASIS)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1983

Accrual Cash Basis
Basis

Cash provided (used) by:
Operations-

Excess of revenues (expenses) ......................................................... ($908,326) $15,035
Add (deduct) items not affecting cash in the period:

Payable to public relations firm ............................................. 517,374
Payable to direct mail firms ................................................... 399,064
Accounts payable ....................................................................... 6,923
N otes payable .............................................................................. 25,386 25,386

Cash at the end of year provided by operations ......................................... $40,421 $40,421

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO PRESERVE SOCIAL SECURITY (A DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA NONPROFIT CORPORATION)

NOTES To FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 1.-NATURE OF OPERATIONS AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Nature of operations
The -National Committee to Preserve Social Security (the Committee) is a tax

exempt organization deriving its revenue Principally from annual membership dues.
The Committee was Oganized to provide a system of support and education to
heighten the public's awareness of the need for the continuation of America's Social
Security program. *
Signifwant accounting policies /

Basis of accounting
The general accounting records of the Committee are maintained on the cash

basis of accounting. Accrual adjustments necessary to conform to generally accepted
accounting principles have been given effect in preparation of the financial state-
ments-accrual basis. The Committee also prepares financial statements on the
basis of cash receipts and disbursements, consequently certain revenue and the re-
lated assets are recognized when received rather than when earned, and certain ex-
penses ar recognized when paid rather than when the obligation is incurred. The
fmiancial statements-.-cash basis are not intended to present the financial position,
and results of operations in conformity with generally accepted accounting princi-
Pte difference between net income accrual basis and net income.-tax basis for
the year ended December 31 1988 is as follows:
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ui ss- accrual basis .................................................................................................................... $(908,326)
Less-expenses accrued at yearend for:

Public relations firm ......................................... 517,874
D irect m ail firm s ............................................................................................................... 399,064
O ther accounts payable ..................................................................................................... 6,923

N et incom e -cash basis ............................................................................................................. $15,035

Income taxes
The Internal Revenue Service has determined that the Committee qualifies for

tax exempt status under Section 501(cX4) of the Internal Revenue Code as a publicly
supported organization, Accordingly, no provision for income taxes has been reflect-
ed: in the financial Statements.

Membership dues _
Membership dues are recognized as revenue when received and are renewable on

an annual basis.
NOTE 2.-RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

During the year, certain officers provided legal, accounting and other administra-
tive services to the Committee through businesses owned by these individuals.

The following summarizes, by area, fees paid to related parties.
Accrual Cash Basis

Basis

Legal expenses ................................................................................................... $66,970 $66,461

Accounting expenses ........................................................................................ 159,647 159,647
O ther .................................................................................................................... 8,237 1,830

$234,854 $227,938

NOTE 3.-NOTE PAYABLE

The Committee has an unsecured note payable due its public relations consulting
firm in the amount of $25,386. The loan is non-interest bearing, unsecured, and of
indefinite term. Management intends to repay the entire amount when the Commit-
tee's working capital is considered sufficient to maintain operations which is expect-
ed to occur during 1984.

NOTE 4.-LONG TERM COMMITMENTS

The Committee has entered into a 19-year agreement with a public relations firm
which will provide consulting, production management procurement, and other re-
lated services in connection with the Committee's public relations direct mailing,
and media activities. Under the terms of the agreement, the Committee will pay a
management fee of 17.5% of the value of services rendered by outside suppliers to
the public relations firm for activities related to the Committee.

NOTE 5.-SUBSEQUENT EVENT

During the first quarter of 1984 the Committee collected sufficient membership
dues to pay the liabilities accrued as of December 31, 1983.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION SCHEDULE OF FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

CASH BASIS

Operation Expenses
Program services:

E ducation .................................................................................................... $696,394
Legislation .................................................................................................. 435,971
Research .................. ................................... .................. 30,652

$1,163,017
Fund rai ing ....................................................................................................... 411,728
General and adm inistrative ............................................................................ 117,765

Total operation expenses ......................................................................... $1,692,500
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PRICE WATERHOUSE,

June 23, 1989.
BOARD OF DIRcTORS,
National Committee to Preserve Social Security
Report and Financial Statements, March 31, 1989 and 1988

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheets and the related statements of
revenue, expenses and changes in fund balance and of cash flows present fairly, in
all material respects, the financial position of the Nation | Committee to Preserve
Social Security at March 31, 1989 -and 1988 and the results of its operations and its
cash flows for the years then endei in conformity with generally accepted account-
ing principles. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Organiza-
tion's management; our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audits. We conducted our audits of these statements in ac-
cordance with generally accepted auditing standards which require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial
statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a
test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial state-
ments, assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, and evaluating the overall financial statement presentation, We be-
lieve that our audits provide a reasonable basis for the opinion expressed above.

PRICE WATERHOUSE.

BALANCE SHEETS
March 31,

1989 1988

ASSETS

C ash ..................................................................................................................... $3,899,634 $673,722
A ccounts receivable .......................................................................................... 145,396
Prepaid expenses ............................................................................................... 199,222 99,479

Total current assets .................................... 4,244,252 773,201
Receivable from related party ........................................................................ 708,789 705,593
Fixed assets, net ................................................................................................ 327,367 305,332
O ther assets ........................................................................................................ 1,600 1,600

Total assets ................................................................................................. $5,282,008 $1,785,726

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCE (DEFICIT)

Payable to direct m ail agency ....................................................................... $1,178,462 $1,272,144
Other accounts payable and accrued liabilities .......................................... 2,182,344 1,380,375

Total current liabilities ........................................................................ .. 3,360,806 2,652,519
C om m itm ent ..................................................................................................
Fund balance (deficit) ....................................................................................... 1,921,202 (866,793)

Total liabilities and fund balance ......................................................... $5,282,008 $1,785,726

STATEMENTS OF REVENUE, EXPENSES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
March 31,

1989 1988

Revenue:
Membership dues and contributions ...................... $38,655,741 $32,554,75?
Advertising incom e.................................................................................. 786,148 610,795
Investm ent incom e ................................................................................... 96,309 64,074
O ther incom e ............................................................................................. i ,514 30,170

Total revenue ................. .................................. .................... 39,366,712 33,259,791

Expenses:
Program services: ....................................
Education ................................................................................... ..... 8,880,880 7,5A 3,375
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March 31,

1989 1988

Legislation ........................................................................................... 18,818,162 11,204,072

Total program services ................................................................. 22,699,042 18,787,447
Supporting services:

Fund-raising ........................................................................................ 4,173,982 3,993,063
Professional services ......................................................................... 782,409 903,178
Salaries, wages and benefits........................................................... 526,309 368,618
Other administrative costs ............................................................... 8,596,975 9,020,552

Total supporting services ............................................................. 14,079.675 14,285,411

Total expenses ................................................................................ 36,778,717 33,072,858

Excess of revenue over expenses ................................................................... 2,787,995 186,933
Fund deficit at beginning of period ............................................................... (866,793) (1,053,726)

Fund balance (deficit) at end of period ......................................................... $1,921,202 $(866,793)

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
Year Ended March 31,

1989 1988

Cash flows from operating activities:
Excess of revenue over expenses ............................................................ $2,787,995 $186,933

Adjustments to reconcile excess of revenue over expenses to net
cash provided by operating activities:

D epreciation ............................................................................................... 83,133 56,441
Increase in accounts receivable .............................................................. (49,113) (195,664)
Increase in other assets ............................................................................ (199,222) (232)
Decrease in payable to direct mail agency ..................... (93,682) (544,583)
Increase (decrease) in other accounts payable and accrued ex-

penses ....................................................................................................... 801,969 (358,337)
Decrease in refundable contributions ............................................................................. (83,701)

Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities ................................... 3,331,080 (939,143)
Cash flows from investing activities: Purchase of fixed assets ................ (105,168) (197,391)
Cash flows from financing activities: Payment on long-term payable

to direct m ail agency ....................................................................................................... (734,700)

Net increase (decrease) in cash ...................................................................... 3,225,912 (1,871,234)
Cash at beginning of year ............................................................................... 673,722 2,544,956

Cash at end of year ........................................................................................... $3,899,634 $673,722

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

NOTE 1.-NATURE OF OPERATIONS AND SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The National Committee to Preserve Social Security (the National Committee) is
a District of Columbia non-profit corporation founded in 1982, deriving its revenue
principally from membership dues and unrestricted contributions. The National
Committee was organized to provide a system of support and education to heighten
the public's awareness of proposed legislation and Federal Government activities
which impact America's Social Security program.
Significant Accounting Policies 8

Basis of accounting (7
The financial statements~re prepared on the accrual basis of accounting. Cer-
tain amounts from the prior year have been reclassified for comparative purses.
/ Allocation of direct mailing costs
The National Committee allocates the expenses incurred for direct mailing
among education, legislation, fund-raising and administrative services based
upon the percentage of material in each mailing related to the particular serv-
ice as determined by content analysis.
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Income taxes
The National Committee is exempt from Federal income tax under Section 501
(c4) of the Internal Revenue Code as a publicly supported organization. The
revenue derived from the sale of advertising during the years ended Mar~h 31,
1989 and 1988, which is considered taxable as unrelated business income, was
offset by related expenses incurred. Accordingly, no provision for income taxes
has been reflected in the financial statements.

Yxed assets
Fixed assets are recorded at cost. Depreciation is provided using the straight-
line method over an estimated useful life of seven years for furniture and five
yeafs for equipment, leasehold Improvements and automobiles.

Statements of cash flows
In November, 1987 Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 95, State-
ment of Cash Flows, was issued. The Statement requires that a cash flow state-
ment be presented in place of the statement of changes/in financial position.
The National Committee adopted this Statement in fiscal year 1989 and restat-
ed fiscal year 1988 for comparability.

NOTE 2.-FIXED ASSETS

Fixed assets consists of the following:
March 31,

1989, 1988

Furniture ............................................................................................................ $207,617 $195,230
Equipm ent ......................................................................................................... 274,774 185,427
A utom obile ............................................................................................... ........ 12,039 12,039
Leasehold im provem ents ................................................................................. 7,680 4,246

502,110 396,942
Less accum ulated depreciation ....................................................................... 174,743 91,610

$327,367 $305,332

NOTE 3.-RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

The National Committee to Preserve Social Security Political Action Committee
(the PAC) is a separate segregated fund of the National Committee which is admin-
istered by the National Committee directors and employees. The National Commit-
tee paid administrative expenses of $370,366 and $276,335 on behalf of the PAC'in
fiscal 1989 and 1988, respectively. Although the PAC is not required to reimburse
the National Committee for these payments, its intention is to do go out of excess
funds as approved by the PAC's Board of Directors. At March 31, 1989 and 1988,
receivables of $708,789 and $765,593, respectively, were due from the PAC.

NOTE 4.-PAYABLE TO DIRECT MAIL AGENCY

During fiscal year 1987, costs of $979,600 were incurred related to a mailing which
was planned but cancelled prior to mailing. In settlement of costs related to this
matter incurred by the direct mail agency, the National Committee agreed to
assume a promissory note obligation of the agency. Such note was paid in full
during fiscal year 1989.

NOTE 5.-ALLOCATION OF JOINT COSTS

The National Committee has incurred certain costs for informational materials
that included fund-raising appeals. These costs were allocated to the following pro-
grams and services:

Year ended March 31,

1989 1988
Education ............................................................................................................ $6,547,213 $5,874,718
Legislation .......................................................................................................... 10,780,165 7,832,182
Fund-raising ....................................................................................................... 4,173 ,982 3,993,063
Other adm inistrative costs .............................................................................. 3,986,883 2,475,639



Yearended March 31,

1989 1988

$25,488,243 $20,175,602

NOTE 6.-COMMITMENT

The National Committee leases office space under an operating lease. The follow-
ing is a schedule of future minimum rental payments.

Year ending March 31

1990 ............................................................................................... $731,035
1991 .... .................................................. ..................................... 731,035
1992 ................................................................................................ 731,035
1993 ................................................................................................ 767,941
1994 ................................................................................................ 767,941
T hereafter ..................................................................................... 2,303,823

$6,032,810

NOTE 7.-RETIREMENT PLAN

The National Committee has a noncontributory, defined contribution retirement
plan which covers all employees meeting certain minimum employment require-
ments. Contributions to the plan, which are funded annually, are determined by the
Board of Directors and are limited to a maximum of 5% of eligible employees'
annual earnings. Pension expense was $31,805 and $9,604 in fiscal 1989 and 1988,
respectively.

NOTE 8.-OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

Other administrative costs include the costs of mailings allocated to administra-
tion, the costs of advertising in the National Committee's newspaper and the non-
wage and salary related costs of the National Committee's Washington office. These
costs are as follows for the year ended March 31, 1989:

Costs of mailings allocated to administration ....................................................................... $4,957,986
C osts of advertising ..................................................................................................................... 1,446,376

Washington operations costs:
Public Affairs Departm ent ............................................................................................... $380,230
Administration and Human Resources Department .................................................... 457,899
P resident's O ffi ce ................................................................................................................. 103,728

Member Relations/Grassroots Department .................................................................... 66,286
Governm ent Relations Departm ent ................................................................................. 31,493
Policy and Research Departm ent ..................................................................................... 15,304
Board of Directors and Outside Treasurer ..................................................................... 475,159
R ent and other ..................................................................................................................... 662,514

2,192,613

Total other administrative costs ...... ..................................... $8,596,975

NOTE 9.-SUBSEQUENT EVENT

Subsequent to year-end the Board of Directors voted to change the formal name of
he organization to the National Committee to Preserve Social Security and Medi-

28-713 0 - 90 - 5
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Statement of Asa .emscmeaso() osss()(iadOaertae omssclsfunctional Estpenses SO loosesXlelntsclgr
A 1.do fines

I
it poe Mi NoX~ ()P~er

22 Orafts and allocations (attach schedule),.
23 Specific assistance to indduals . .....
24 Senefts paid too for members . . .
25 ComenrationOf officers. dinretors. etc.
26 Oth maria les ndwee...........
27 PenSIlh snpaontributloft ........
21 Otheornple6yeebneft .t . ...........
29 Payroll taxes ..... .............
30 eofessl snl fndralsoleoft ..........
31 Accountirgfees. . ..........
32 Legal fees .............
33 suppies.. ..............
[34 Telophoe ..............
3S Postae andp ,.........
36 Occupancy .......... ....... ..
37 qupmentrenta and maintenance . . .
38 printing and stiblratons. .. . ....
39 Travel. . . . . . . . . . .
40 Conferences. conventisnt, and meetitrg
41 Interest. . ...............
42 Oseuatiom. depletion. etc. (attach "cfte<le).
43 Other expenses (itemize): a.............

b ...................... ..........

c.....................................
. ................. ............ ....

. .4 4 m
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-7 H
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.MdJA~ 4 + ~ 4

+ 4
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* Program Service Revenue aold Other Revenue (State nature.)
ow. 3

a .ees .fr ...g ..r ..ent .gen. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ... .......... ..........................................

d ..;............... .................... ....: .......... :........ .. .. .. . ......

SToW p m e rvu (erhre aonn).......................
* Totlolhurramafantu" her.Adnsl It 11. . .

O- Ya4.c ?.et 0 r SIrea=tI

ado).areets. Cakmw (A) and~Smb *Eye mw70 be ______

.sets 689,420 3,862,831
4 ea-nht -iteebrW............... ... ... ____

46 SeinS endtensprulcesh kvm nts .......... ........... .. ..... . .
47 Accounts recefrade P.

44 Ptedgearecekeibe OP__________
minus aoweMnc for doubt iecunts I .....40 nust al- Me' .ob . on . . ...... ..... ..49 O,,entor e ............... . ............._________

50 Recevable. due from offers drecto. tnnteeu. and key
employee attachh schedule) .... . ... .......

51 O notSOfdoUbdW s - 688,423 716,997

S2 Inventorie for sale or' use . +

3 epuld d r....... ..... .. . .
54 1 m e t (attsh schedule) ..... ......

SS amuaem-hteddoe nds e 0.d (attach,... a +,,t),_ __ _

6 Investments-ott (attach Schedule) ........
57 UlA Wlilled ilaadumekdo b.

7 WANL s.atld df e :d -- , (Aw xM ) 305,334 327,367

58 Othessets 1,600 ,00.
S9 Total assets add ins 4. through 5) . ..8 4.. 68,79 .

Usbillitles
60 Accou nt payable Md accrued e p enses . . . . 3 ,2 49 ..........
I11 Grants pa"mbe .. .... . . . . . . . . .
62 Suppr taid rwvea desigated forfAurPW plu(attslaed Ule)_ _ _

63 Loans from officers, dkectors. tustees, and key emnpoAo
(attec schodtf) .- ............ ...............

64 M&tgageandothernotopyraMl(attach schedule) ...
65 Other ab eis *.
IN Total HAeue(add Mme.Ogirourth 65)..........3 ,249 0 _____

Fund B&0Saacor Net Worth
OnlMsloaUsUtatUsefund ammoutntn checlt 1r 3 and

complete lines 67 through 70 and Knes 74 and 75.
67A Current unrestricted fund . ........ . ..

b Current restricted fund . ... ............
68 Land. buMinp. and equpmrn fund ........
69 Endowment fund ...... ..............
70 Otherfunds (0.ibeO. )
Orgalsiatlten that d no Use fund accounting, check here S- .

and complete tines 71 through 75.
71 Capital stock or trust principal........... .
72 Paid.i or capital surplus. .............
73 Retamed eamingsor accumulated income .
74 Total furn balances or net wOrlh (lee instructionsl
7~5 !Ot 3i:',! n~$V , r ? -1 -. .

1,681.528 ~T~UW7~5 ____________________

I
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1i LI Lst of Officers. 6irectors, and ThiA st*$$ 11Is each one whetherf c oensted or Ii 4e nsrc

*", _111ssn 97,500 I40,288
W~d.J Ml.~..4~5 V tAfO ________ 106,376 6,047

.... iylIA J4.9M ......... :ir 133,115 _____ 1,95AM"I-I 560, 7,
76 Nat thseorgailation engaged Itrn" activtie Mu previously reported totise internalRome"u Sesicel ...it -yea.. attachs 6detawescription of tss. activities.
7 Hv n - bee OkS i f heoanw or gvering docuftSan tnot repor to IRM?........

It YOM" atah 4eonor c tpyoftsehaniea.
78 Ifft d ogntimhad ipow from bhuas ac*" . sum as MM a pW or, *W 9. and 10 (smoahodes)l bug

a Did the Orgaasifti are unrela buiness ro eof$1.O0 rornrdungWyescyer*dbyfti rn? X
b If "Yes." haveyou filed ataxu retuarnan Form gO. Exempt rgniation Susines incme Tax Return. fatthiyear?

79 Was Uwee a liquidation, dissolution. tertInaton. or Subsania Mcactowuing the y4,r? (See Instsuctons.) ... X
ifYe. atac a sttmntMas described Insthe Instructicons.

80 is the organization related otherr than by association with a statewide or nati de orgnito) ttf*h common
m&eftip. gverningbo . utees, officers. #qto hr M o T e Mat r Io Seeinsuctns.) ,
If "Yes." etrthe nameoftheorganzeion ~... . . . . . . . . .esr~5t , .. ....... .... ...................... ......

SoC al.SRauitL...... AC..............andCheck whether it Is X exempt OR D ooexeropt
81 * Ent amount of political expenifntres. director Indirect. as decrbed in the instructions I

b Oidyoufile Form 1120-POL U.S. incomeTaxRetumfoCertainPlitalOrganatios. forthis yar? ... ...... I X*
82 Did your organization ree donated sevces or the use of material. equipment, or facilities at no charge or at

substantlay les than fair renl Value? . ...................
I "Yes." you may indicate the value of these items here. Do not include this amount as support
In Part oras.An expense in Pat 1. Ste instructions for repoting in part " ....... I.

83 Secon 50(XS) or (6) orpazfons.-Od the orgnizatio spend any amounts in attempts to Influence public
opinion about legislative matters or referendum? (Ste instructions and Reglatons section 1.162.20(c).).
If "Yes." enter the total amount spent forthis purpose. .. ......... . . ..

84 Sacds 501(c)(7)()ortanirtions.-Enter a Initiation fensandcaeitcouaons include anfire 12.
b Gras receipts, included in line 12. for public use of dub facilities (See Instructions.).
c Os the club's goerming instrument Or any written polcy statement pvi for dscrlmination apginst say person

because of rwe. color. or religion? (See i )....... ...... . . ..........
83 Secton 51(cX2)ognizfios.-Enturnwunto.

a GrosOsC~ cr eceive from MensbersOr shsarehlsoders..... .. .. .. .. .. ...
b Gross incm received from oWer sources (do not net amounts due or paid to other sources

against amnsonts due orreceived from them) ...............
86 Abu interest aw finns.-Attach Information described In the instructions.
87 Ustthestateswithwhichacopyoftis returnIsfled .... S .Stt ..3 ................................
88 Ouring this tax year did you ?aintaln.ny srac r .tas records on a nmmputerized system?.

.89 -The books ae in care of 1. uosehMp <anso mT ,Locatedat . S] . :. R2'btt' ',- 9"2 ... "......... . . ....... ....... t ................,. ....... .............. .........
90 SeOn 4947(Xl) trusts fifing Form 990 in leu of Form 1041.-Enter the amount of tax-exempt interest received or

accrued during the tax year ...... . .. . .................. I.

Sign se, l.h,,r

Paid ii"uIm Joseph osom Accountancy Corp. 4-104i ",1 ' -
Preparer's ,,,, $,a.,s .N . .
UseOnly ,Ai way I'v.. ,,,in ,' e ,

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

65

31S

31
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61.1I274634

LINE 43-OThEI EXPEN E$
cAGM
1ATAPAOCESSM
.STA TLS

MW4 MUAIfON

80010(oEEPNO
ADYMM

T8~vOAARYHnP
T AXF.S&W

L83ISIATE

National Committee
Washington, D.C.
52-1274534

LOTAL. * O

1,304.967
1.149,603

661.290
10,540
23.221
23.504
62.109
30,861

122.204
210.893
73,486

1.073
2.760

14.470
50.507
10.252
43.310
18,572

1.693
4.113.74

900

,MDS LJ4A9 M . JJRSE.

908,464. 2865.314 101.179
764,083 236$29 158,691
664,064 177.434 118,892

19,640
23,221
23.504
82.100
30.861

122.294
144.239 46.300 30.354

73.466
1,073

2.759
14,470
60.507
10.252
43,310

18.572
1 693

2.393.081 i122.'77 195.11

to Preserve Social Security

Part VII -Line 87

Connecticut
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois
Maryland
Minnesota
New Mexico
North Carolina
Ohio
Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Washington, D.C.

990
3-31-89
Stmt. 3

I



SUPPLEMENTAL DEPRECIATION N.&M,lL,. C*4r-Ag 70 C G-cQc. SAEET 5
Year 31 91S STATEMENT 5 5
oj&.Vt t. c.C.. .
,SA. )4*,* Supplemnt to ,e j lw __Lr

F (Salvagle FEDERAL DEPRECIATION STATE DEPRECIATION
SA/ DESCRIPTION OF Oate s t SAM Pd -t I*50BAI AOJSTO BASS ~

ss PROPERTY Acum Other awi Prlot Yewsi-T cmt. AJ* T A, IS TO SI,.g.

(Lous L.,) S. A R.e>a. ."Oe,.c-w-Iz~ .. Deucio am s
3 ac~ 7-1 --- LZ

_ _ &S
4 t yl 2& tg&Z _V2 -w

5--- ? P,", , 3-9L - 62.i - - z,7-
,! _ ,. (COmp-.w) 1-m 2 -7 - -"

L9 g,- - II.. .! .OZ47- 9-I

I,-1TO .,- I___, h , ,

17 g-IJip. (N t- to -f i 22-__

up- ~ .7, __Id

st~ ~ ~ p~ocu sM€, .l !TMmm~i.T'I€

,O.occl,. "G .MA'lCC ZCaS OnncT Ma[-

,.OPCuV-U- s. atC CA".QW L-f• -c ,I Is. €,., ~ .sll ml.mo '

/at (

FEDERAL RECOVi'w
PROPeRTY TOTAl

IODERALNRTCOVERY
PROERTY TOTAL

STATE RECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL
STATE NORECOV t Y
PROPRTY TOTAL

00
00



SUPPLEMENTAL DEPRECIATION Nam /r'&L y ,7-/p .'ATEMENT ] 55
. .. - ,'STATEMENT 55

3m ... Sup9Ierrent to_______________

C (Salvage) FEDERAL DEPRECIATION STATE DEPRECIATION -

L F DESCRIPTION OF Date Costor AO STO BASIS A TOM S , SIS , Crtmr

P R O P E R T Y A cqu ired O ther B asis I; X Ye w o f

(Lou Land) 01 b ADJ - Deduction ,, e ein _

S 4 4 Rate. Se.I O IA" Vlm
1_. c77-,, .- -.- .'1. J-- -- - - ___

w,p. (cc-p. ) . g,, -,. __ i&z ha.- - _ _ _

- f IY - 77 1- -

: I ,i C' 5OZ7 i5 ' ?. - I-2. - 0" -7 -

f-j 6 S

" 1. ,t '-' , ? - . .. . .901 6 - . . . .....

) -7 9 -7 7'3 5 qu
t FF~LsJ~PS '(4 Lt -- qT)~2~I

uI~eOSCOOE Js47 I Z-4,S

•MITHOO coots
r'E as CO5lS5?"ON$ P)ST 1"80ACOUISM$5S

-- opCECCER$ ,N .

'ciAS .RCetSST*AtG m.SOf
FEDERAL RECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

FEDERAL NONRECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

STATE RECOVERY

PROPERTY TOTAL

STATE NIOt/IECOVERSY
PROPERTY TOTAL

I
14,,sl(64,711



SUPPLEMENTAL DEPRECIATION Na./4L SAENT 5
Year ST TM N 5* 5__________

g.M.SCM.Suppletment, to Pqe-pap 4..of

C Saag)- - FEDERAL DEPRECIT=fOI STAXEIPRMCS1OM _

L AF DESCRIPTION OF 0Om Cost or * AOX3 TO *SS ADLIOU*,SMS ,
No A s PROPERTY Aqie Other Bass &.f so_ Cueeea Lift I C

(Lou ac. I AYew R5 Vh _ _

S ftis*I ~ f Oemomes. Yw '' ans Svs Oew.,d, Yade=a Y

2 ____ _-__ - ~ - - _ _

- ~ e cl 9 q7~ -3 .1 -1->

________! '1 7Et 46_

A2 -~ 77 1La., -CZT 1041J 15 7 W -vv

12 11 I-97 '7a -

- Q 4 7'#WW&- <1~ -1

PM40 OOCOOEI

.,.cC *^,A".MCC C. 00A0.OM*v

.......4 -*- UM
W-- 9 CQsves.S sTACcrio

FPCORAL RECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAl.

FEDERAL NONACOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

17z.Sl

STATE RECOVERY
PROPERTYTOTAL

STATE NOe TICOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

0

I
I i .



SUPPLEMENTAL DEPRECIATION
Year_____ SS. . . ,, ,.

Supplarmat to, .. '

STATEMENTS 55

C FSva FEDERAL DEPRECIATIONt STEDO6PRCATM
A / DESCRIPTION OF Date- Cost or . IISog OMRE Ufl AOX96STS,

No A PROPERTY Acqwurod Othser Basis 1.11.0C OiWR Sd t

S tL __nd Sa.1 AOJ Ol"CsomOvdomhR OWWa vahmDoml

2_ -4 cs- - - _ _

7 7,gcest- -1- - U- - - -

F.-MA't 4 H f, OM 3-1 -l -A -7_ _

12~

I, -2JIt~cr LAS It I-qS ---- __ ___

awn -otz rn
1 "Lo r

FEDERAL RECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

FEDERAL NONRECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

STATE RECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

STATE NONRECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

40

Nwr*Ak r60,9~1105 iWaW&t*k-

M(TOO COOTS
.'s) COUI TST05 PS4AO'TOa
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YeaeI, ___________ s TATEMENT-M 55
A~C~Suppknwnt to PapP oE , L

FEDERAL RECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

FEDERAL NONRECOVERV
PROPERTY TOTAL

STATE RECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

STATE NO1AECOVERY
PROPERTY TOTAL

I
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SUPPLEMENTAL DEPRECIATIONsu Ct, r STATEMENT ED 5 5
sumb2smw 774 -w-L

M'T"aO~OU

* .oaa.~~C *ci~~l
~ ~C~OC' ~,Ain4Th~aVL'4

1"-717

FEDERUALk AECOVIVYMPgWE1Y TOTAL

rn-Am TO-AEPRO YR TOTAL

1113

STAIT RECOOWY
ROPfRTY TOTAL

PSCATYE notiOTalERVrwtyTOTAL

C _

L FEDEAL DEMaA1UMO. SE SIIEPECAIO __

L OESCRIPTMO OF Do Costor 'A tTO YW
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Exempt Organization Business Income Tax Return
(UlAde Soctlee 511 of lM. 4eteal Rtests Cod) 'Far M "W . i.es 1W tot a o ea'

UP ...... A,1 .), ....... .ee..11-h.31 .......... 19o9.

.. Imae lorss ntisa-es m,NaMtonL. Ccemnitt~e to Preserv Social Security
Please stre (er. bon d mod is net Oetnsrd to sut Adkiofts

Printer Y ou K Stret* NW., 8th FloorType nun or teM . ...a. code
I ,h~~ D.C. 20006

A Cmlte~es Identlcatwle number
(empasees° trust see fSWtrctio r stock A)
52 1274534
octerenelated bonfness sstlHY Code#from I1"e a utm thasleisons

7310 6355 1
Q Cllackbsif addresscfxaeud. . . . . . . 0 L I D EwntUndr setion 0' 501(C ) 4 ) OR 1
IawCr typa of oruniution go . :1OCMrprsUo 0 Trust 0 SK1100140l1s)tr"

if kmmdlld tade bnku IS 10,00 Wleao, cleaeln NyeNleIand Part Iii el lille 2, and ign Ut. relnre.401111111111111 .. N ampb part of tk f*M. (alcp F I Or.i 4) 0. nrwnst~w I n v m In€snn vow of $10,000.I UnNraIStOd f infh M1014nome(stAtouMr ................... )
I d (IncluIMng net operating loss) (omplt PIt i and It instead of lines 1, 2,3, and 4 If

40 mlm ba ou d ai moo $10,M ...... ..................... I . 2I $UneWatedkb u arablom before specfic deduction (subtract line 2 trm ) .. . .
I Unt bina tax" Income (Subtract line 4 from line 3 or ntr amount from line 33,

OW L ffM 4 i low m Kno . ,er the of a o r Osne 3.) ... ... ...... . .. -I Orpnlastione Taxable as corporations (se Instructions for tax computation)
G COoldMOumaMbr(ectOna 1561 and 15611)-Cseckxhers: C and:
a I(srymxr Owteaof go $110.000s6M $25.000Asble iwci rce tout~ ttre

(0 11 -- I J (k L . ... I I
b Int vowr sws of te dtil 155 tax (ne to oeed $11.750) Is ........1

Truats Taxable at Trust Rotea (see Instructions for tax computatlon)

S o2 ct( t ion) . .o.... 9b . ...... I . .....o C3,m mm mk~m [ Fo,,, jw ' ' ' I
[-] Por 346a U Form 6478 U] form 4765 r0 form eae5 8 ,6

4 di fodr proryea nimum tax (stch form 801) . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
10 Total 00 lnesno throulr 90) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I I Subtact line10 fromIN IorlineO8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

. 12I Roturttxo,0wkiffo: C3 ForM4955 C" F0 orm61 .. .. .. .. . .. 121I....... I_

1s4 Altatmamlnlmu mtax ....................... b Inironmental tax .................. 13c I I
14 TotalTaxWKddanll,12,and13c) .............. .. . . . .I 5 .| PWINtt a 1987 overpayment credited to 181....... ... . . g

a I ubteie (mddInelaand 5b) ..... . . ol . J1 c
d Taxdeposlwlitfoem7004orform 27H . ......... .
e Prlwopntlton-Taxp#-iowthhedatauce(siinstructlons)
f Otl? credit and pyments (M instuclos) ........

14 Total cMIt an payments (add lines 1..c through ISf)
17 Wtar anypoetaltyfor unraymentofstimated taLCheck 00 C3 if Form 2220 IS attah etl . ,
i Tax Douo-ilf Ototalof nliot 14 nd 17 Islargertla inOne 16, enter mount owed .... >0 ,, a
I Overpaymnt-If lne 16 Is larger than the total of lines 14 and 17 enter amount overpaid , it I

- 20 fie tin aals of 11ig 19 s waft Credited to 1969 estimated tax 0- 1 Refunded lo2

Siegn stJ~~ us i

PAid
Prprn l
U Fi t ,,t s ilan14d 0*5. ¥

go@ 1 W11 Ptssvr'ust Ocurl no,14 toe. 0 570: 54 : 5091
.jguer 11 .waUaan:I~t A~U nVP A".- .

3151 .irwav Ava r4-2 .Craota Mnma (,A
fr Peperweek 10duction Act Notice, see ple I o Instructlons,

[.1.55. ~ AUAiSAAAiA

1 uiPcoof. a % I

rs,. 990.T :owU

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

r990-T.
onsWwwd ele f u.t"

Wwv~ .n k~.

CUSS0 164s,00?

WIN 8
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l'.eil Unrelated Trade or Business income
Is Gross receipts or sales .................. b Less returns id allowances ................. Balance o
2 Cost of goods sold and/or operations (Schedule A) ..... ..................
3 Gross profit (subtract tine 2 from line Ic) ................. . . ...
4s Capital gain net income (attach separate Schedule 0) (see instructions) ...............
b Net gain (loss) from Part It, Form 4797 (attached) .... .. ..................
c Capital loss deduction for trusts ... ... ................

S Income (loss) from Partnerships (attach statement) ..................
6 Rent income (Schedule C) ...... ................ ...........
7 Unrelated debt-financed Income (Schedule E, line 2) .... ..................
8 Investment Income of a section S0I(cXT), (9). (17), or (20)organzation (Schedule F).. .......
* Interest, ennuities, royalties, and rents from coitrolled organizations (Schedule 0) .......

10 Exploited exempt activity Income (Schedule H) ...... ..................
I I Advertising income (Schedule I, Part It, Column A) ... .................
12 Other Income(ee instructions for line 12-attach schedule) ... ...............

_ I

IC

4c-r

-r
~10
A
.1L

13 TOTAL-Unrelated trade or business Income (add lines 3 through 12 ) . .......... . 113

14
1
16
17
15is
to
20
21
22
23
24s

b

25
26
2725
29
30
31
32
33

17,008

i

Deductions Not Taken EIaewhere (See lnstructlons for limitations on deductions.)
(uEceot for contributions. deductions must be directly connected with the unrelated business Income.

Compensation of officers, directors, and trustees (Schedule J) ... ...............
Salaries and wages. ........ ............................
Repairs (see Instructions) ........ ..........................
Sad debts (see Instructions) ....... ..........................
Interest (attach schedule) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Taxes ......... ..................................
Contributions (see Instructions) .............
Oepreciation (attach Form 4562) ......... .... . Q
Less depreclatlon claimed In Schedule A end elsewhere on return . . ,
Oepletion .. ........... . ..... ...................
Contributions to deferred compensation plans (see instructions) ... .............
Employee benefit programs (see instructions). . . ...................
Other deductions (attach schedule) ..... .. ......................
TOTAL DEOUCTIONS (add lines 14 through 25) .... ..................
Unrelated business texable Income before allowable advertising loss (subtract line 26 from line 13)
Advertising loss (Schedule I, Part Ill, Column B). ..... ..................
Unrelated business taxable Income before net operating loss deduction (subtract line 28 from line 27) .
Net operating loss deduction (see Instructions) ..................
Unrelated business taxable Income before swpeifc deduction (subtract line.30 from line 29).....
Specific deduction (see instructions for line 4 of pale 1) ... ................
Unrelated business taxable Income (subtract line 32 from line 31, If line 32 is greater than tine 31, enter
the loser of zero ort ine 3 1) Enter hereasdsnaea lineS ...............

14W
'M

20

Mi

23i41

33

Iflflfnl

17,008.A

Method of int vliuAtIon (SpItf. .
I Inventory at beginning of year . 6 Inventory at end of year ....
2 Purchases ......... .7 Cost of goods sold and/o operations.
3 Cost of labor ........ 3 Subtract line 6 from line S. (Enter
4& Additional section 263A costs here nd on line 2, PIrtl) . ...

(attach schedule) . ..... .8 .. o the rules of section 263A (with respect to IYetm
b Other costs (attach schedule) . 4 property produced or acquired for resole) apply to

I TOTAL-Add lines I through 4b, S the organization? .. ...... .....
MM M 3atements Regarding Certain Atiets esnd Oter Information

I Al any tima dril the i t year, did you have in Isterest le or a silalure or other authority oer a linanciil account in a foreign country (ssch is I
bask account, securities accaovl, v other financial account)? (Sue pap 0 s the instruction s lt c1asis and tiling r fremess tor t01F 9022.1.)
If 'Yes,* write In the name of the foreign country • .................................................

2 we yoa the gialtOl of, tf runlsro1, reign fruit which slsted during the Curent fI yuer, whatlbor sot yns had any beneficial Interest is it?
If "Yes," you may have to tile Forms 3520, 352O.A. or 926.

3 Enter the amount of tas~eremot interest received or accrued duriva the tas year •

inooyari~Orl .Joseph RanomasCPA rerhn esr~(714 546- 1040

IbHE.UUL[ llllldJU: l l lip IlLJIIIJN llJlLli IINII/IDII IlI |MII IIlNN IIII llllll lqlll+lllJll fill/ lillfl I IIIII 21

" i f I I I II I I . .. . . .I I' Anjo

I2 II2b I II I
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Ir'm 9w t1981 *,w 3

SCHEDULE C-RENT INCOME FROM REAL PROPERTY AND PERSONAL PROPERTY LEASED WITH REAL PROPERTY
(seo Instructions for Part i. line 6)

2. Plant ( n ce, 1 ofclen ,

-oP I9.

gq; j~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1 ismr ~n0 f S oosI n 1Mdtea noemn s "wdetan 10%IPAddNW*thWanWt

2N Total umn here ed o nlin, ar t es, o e 62. ....................... .

S ToAddlumn d)endoeend d$(€) in ine tlu ed e n o n fieS atrpl .. ... ,' "', -,'

SCHEDULED --UIV1ESTMENT FIIANCO ME ( 7), () (17, OR ()

4. ofuctv aveag Net A"q,'4W# -. I0. LkUP,--
s a.w Ceetone tee on 44 #wne (000" .4io 6w~ t aw o iclmn~e difpiS

Totl(enter hee nd n line . Prt ,. page 2) . ..,. . .. . . . . . . . .. ,

3 .Tot l ioi-e ciiv .... tof Inlue In column 81 It, -- . . .ll 1 , . .l .N . . l M -- le . . lmn .. N. tem a

SCHEDULE F-INVESTOMNNUIT E OF A SECTION S01()(7) (9),(17) OR (20) ORGANIZATION
(ii Inistructions for Pert I lia )

' Ttal(enter W eliiedon linell, Part 1.:ge 2) A , . . . . . , ",'" ' , ~i, ,--- ' :_

SCHEDULE G-INCOME (ANNUITIES, INTEREST, RENTS AND ROYALTIES) FROM CONTROLLED ORGANIZATIONS

3... . .. . ..e.. .,.. ... 4 r , t nn ,mind eeitt ocn
Gins ncome I| n t etrnn t "uin.A ttt) Ainnfi . t-

1, Namei e N eGO¢nftni , f en elhAiernts) iinm €csmr kIo O'e (uNnN h (a) UAnt4IeO fluitd $it Ihtct
origni onnsQ) iIStS linn~e nn'ouem, (.At) "A"e e is

ll~le )mC¢ ef~llm~ull ow 11))(Iet ¢

lu, 1, 11 ...r

6"rA lm ). MAM() counI Sowo)l
_________ Is bwe ...... (!L

() I_,__€C , ,.
, ....... ,,,, , , imm ,, ~a*mn(), , €0 (I) 0*¢ umn €) 4()WCeum S(€) ! (o~u n~me' ol~ 6
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SCHEDULE H-EXPLOITED EXEMPT ACTIVITY INCOME. OTHER THAN ADVERTISING INCOME
(sea Instructions for Part I. line 10)

0.. d

..... No 4. Net ncc .A 7. LEg ze-"S. Oewti4n ot gr/ t iwe ~tor~esU cre €onniiN tflottetl from 41aies *. br..s !t lC du IL Ni et*aub n. .tt b to *oniriao.rmnir. citoue (4otCmn,unmlattd MOWSolumn S uitfonmot( aa 8=.9 a wwfto 7)
tf&&e or Mwioss 000 W m I 3 c ..

ot nt, r here and online ,, Part 1. a )...... .. .. ...... .........
I-sym1IGICM ANn AD "ontgion or lart

ncome tor Pe odlca a a ted on a Conao dat .Iw, to l . .a .... ... .. No. I L i t

I. No" of 0"W A. " low ono 01'~a" ' 1

Liqle€. dros Woo IN. Do. hol w NLc l Itat1
Wtot a t" S. . atiea

Bayinct Socal and

Income From P riodical RO do i

Column A-AdvertIsIng Income Column 8-Advartlallng Loss (556,833)
(i En........C~owt"pno".

Enter total here and on lis. III Enter total here and on line 28,
Part Igl 2 . .- Advert. .nPart 11, psa 2 . . . . . .

I. hm. 311t Fol 4 CA~r tioen AtrI5

Tot (enter here and nline14 , e l . ..... n ) . ____,_ _.., _, , __ _ ., _,

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Fov" 990 t 11989) p o 4
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National Committee to
Washington, D.C.
52-1274534

Part II .Line 30

3-31-86
3-31-87

..3-31-88
3-31-89

Available 3-31-90

Preserve Social Security

Net Operating Lobs:

588,564
1,028,524

702,8215 39,82
2,859,734

The organization elects under IRC Section 172 to carry over net
operating losses to future .years.

990-T
3-31-89
Stut. 2
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Natdonl Conmltiss to Preeero TARNE I
Soctl sectwly od Maduae

&mwy of PY 1OO0 t eoeo" nd Epxre

Souroo: FY 160 Form 050

Legislative
Educltion AdvoSay Fund-alslng Administratlon Total
o.o.... . ......... ......... ......... . ... ..

36,20.6408TOTAL RMIPT

OOITSOF OOMMMI4CA"1,40TOMIMI100
(o TABLU II be olmeod coslo by " of
oommunwauon,)

Prdntng end Publsaton

Arm" pwd by NOMO
Postage

List Rontals

TOTALoOMMN1 TC o ONSTS

OOTSPO11PEATIC
COM"Motlon I* Ofmfor, oDreclors, oM.
Ote SalarIs oind Wagee
Pnmo Pt Conorbuon
Cer ImSoYo Senom
Payroll Tax"
Tewoary Nmo

Supplfles
Telephone
SN~ln and PtaWe
Ocoesnoy
Stilpmerll & MananMSe
Travel s SIO Fu00lea Trhoughoft he U.S,
Leal Trat tor U.S. Worm luildng
Cealncs and Conveon
Inltrest
Oopreolllon

Me"in" vth Odter Idus"oAdvocoy
Orgaitallolle

Irotilullonsl Advet and Advortising
len job Politfons

Tax" UonLa
Profeisoloal Oevolomen
Pr** Re,,oeo
SIondo to Monldie Congresmuoal and

Meda Acttivea
Truk Malnwranoe
Blnk dSvln COeo

3,7$4,660 5,064,06 21,030,600
1,$10,1319 1,111,17 740.411

11,663 1331 1,011
1,411,411 3.360,070 711106

$54,413 14,041 101,170
14,104 451,10 110,1901
110,413 $44,61 110,003

7,466,100 11,701,410 4,03,01#

11,107 111,307
703,307 703,107

47,543 47,543
40,131 40,131
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StMMM'rD BY SENATOR DA L PATRICK MOYNI

Citizens Against The Catastrophic Health Act Tax

C.A.T.C.HA,202 Lane Court
Sterling, VA 22170

Repeat the Act and replace It with a FAIR coverage program

CONGRESSMAN MARK D. SILTANDER
Frornict Mtht't.klect C omniwvv on Altilg

Subcommititt on Retlrenicne, Income and fmploynen
VlnftOSVales IHofuseaf Repreuntvilm

Dear Mr.

Please sign the enclosed PAtition far a PATR
Catastrophic. Health Act.

Citizens Against The Catastrophic Health Act
Tax (CATCHA) is conducting this national Petition
Drive to repeal the up to 9800 tax and the
Catastrophic Health Act. We want Congress to replace
it with a fair and honest coverage program for our
nation's senior citizens.

- Congress calls it a "supplemental Medicare
premium," but it's really a tax of up to $800 per
person on seniors since varyona eligible for
Medicare must pay it. Many seniors are already
calling it the "Medicare Tax"...

- The Catastrophic Health Act doesn't cover
one cent of long term nursing home coats;
one of the most crippling costs facing the elderly.

- Yet America's senior citizens will pay up
to $800 per year per person or $1,500 per-couple.
Next year this tax inCraaea by 10%.

- Many people who pay the tax will receive
NO benefits: Only 16% will be eligible for
prescription drug benefits and only 7% will be
eligible for certain other benefits.

If you think this bill is unfair, help us
show Congress they cannot get away with this new
tax. Help CATCHA flood Congress with petitions and
letters demanding immediate repeal.

Public support for a repeal is building as
people discover the details of this new tax. NOW
is the time to protest the bill and CATCHA has
organized this national petition drive so you can
register your demand for immediate repeal of the
Act and the Tax of up to $800 per person per year.

Our goal is to force a repeal of the bill by
Continued Over...

C.A.T.C.H.A.
IrFsU

=414

---- --

&E7NUEc

.J Ir
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the end of this year, and we can do that if you and enough
concerned people take a couple of minutes to help. Over
the next few weeks and months we plan to bombard Congress with
hundreds of thousands of protest letters and petitions.

As a first step CATCHA wants to deliver your signed
petition to the Senate leaders'from both parties. If enough
people sign the petitions our lobbyist can arrive at the
offices of these two influential Senators with hundreds of
sacks ot mail with millions of signed petitions.

The bottom line is this: Congress has passed a tax --
but they didn't give seniors the benefits so many need..

Which is why I need you to sign the enclosed petition
to Senate Majority Leader, gangan Mitabh11 and
Senate Minority Leader, Rober Dole.

The people at Citizens Against the Catastrophic Health
Act have made it easy for you. All you need do is sign your
petition and return it. CATCHA will do the rest; with enough
help we can swamp Congress with our demands.

It is extremely important that you also help CATCHA with
a contribution. We can enlist an army of 1,000,000 seniors and
show Congress that we will not stand for this tax hike and that
we demand fair Catastrophic coverage.

This will only happen if people give their financial help.
Please try and make a contribution of $15, $25 or more when you
return your petition. Your contribution will help CATCHA move
forward and contact 8,000,000 seniors, taxpayers and retired
people and ask them to join us in demanding that Congress pay
attention to their needs.

k .Si ander
frmerHMerl Select Committee on Aging:
t ubcomi e on Retirement, Income and Employment
Member of Congress
97th-99th Congress

P.S. You'll see CATCHA has a solid plan including this petition
drive to 8,000,000 seniors and taxpayers by year-end.

This petition drive targets the Senate leaders from both
parties. Help CATCHA swamp these key legislators with petitions.
Petitions like this stopped the 50% Congressional pay Faise,
they can force a repeal of this tax. With your help we can
build our army and keep the telephones on Capitol Hill ringing
off the hook and burythe Congress with letters, telegrams and
petitions. Please sign your petitions and make a contribution to
help us keep the pressure on Congress for a repeal of the tax.
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CONGRESSIONALMAJORITYCoMMirTEr
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20070-2040

Dear Friend,

-- Fraud. Deception. Lying. Extortion.

These are all crimes. Serious crimes.

If you or I committed any of these crimes, we would be arrested,
prosecuted, convicted, and sent to prison.

But a large group of powerful people are committing all of these
crimes S.1U MM -- and they're getting away with it!

In fact, there is absolutely no chance whatsoever that any of
them will be arrested or even prosecuted.

I'm not talking about organized crime, international drug
dealers, or insider trading on Wall Street.

I'm talking about the United States Congressl

That's right. What the liberals in Congress are doing hight now
with the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Program is nothing less than
an outright fraud!

And the victims of their outrageous crimes are -- as usual --
the American taxpayers, people like you and me.

Let me explain.

As you know, for the last several months the Congressional
Majority Committee has been leading the attack on the latest massive
liberal tax-and-spend scheme.

CMC's National Campaign to Repeal the Catastrophic Coverage Act
has mobilized tens of thousands of American taxpayers to send
postcards to Congressman Dan Rostenkowski, to call the White House,
and to sign petitions to President Bush.

Needless to say, this tremendous public outcry against the
Catastrophic Coverage Act's huge tax increase on America's senior
citizens has caused more than a few waves on Capitol Hill.

Pai 1w by V* Co*.es l Maoft Commiee.
Not austo1zed by any Catddate o Candide'as Commttee.
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Page Two

,_ I'm sure you know, the one thing every Congressman and
Senator really worries about is getting re-electedi

But at the same time, the liberals who control both houses of
Congress are determined to do everything they can to hang onto their
latest big government, tax-and-spend program.

So, in order to have their cake and eat it too, they've resorted

to the outright deception and extortion of the American people!

Here's what's happened since I last wrote to you:

First, the Senate killed another attempt by Senator John MoCain
of Arizona to delay for one year the outrageous surtax seniors have
been hit with -- a tax that pays for coverage most already have!

Just like before however, they refused to-take a clear out up-
or-down vote. McCain's proposal was blocked on a procedural vote.

That way they can still claim they actually support the idea of
delaying the surtax -- at the same time they voted against itt

But that's nothing compared to what the House Ways and Means
Committee just did.

Chairman Dan Rostenkowski, whose first arrogant response was
that senior citizens "are going to have to swallow and accept" the
huge tax hike, apparently is beginning to feel the heat.

But as I said, he and his liberal cronies are ready to try
anythingg rather than give up their favorite new tax-and-spend
Scheme.

So last month he orchestrated an amendment through his committee
which was billed as a "major modification" of the Catastrophic
Coverage Act designed to "solve the problem" of the surtax.

In reality, this amendment is nothing short of the deception and
extortion of America's senior citizens!

First, It cuts the size of the tax increase in half.

And to hear the liberals talk about it, we're supposed to
consider that a qift!

My response to Dan Rostenkowski and the liberals is the same as
that of conservative Congressman Harris Fawell of Illinois:

"The problem with the surtax is its EXISTENCE, not the amount*"

Second, and even more outrageous, the amendment allows seniors
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to "opt-out" of the Catastrophic Coverage Program -- but to do so

they must give up all of Medicare Part B.

In other words, if this passes, the only way out of'the
catastrophic surtax is to give uR all coverage of doctor bills!

As Congressman Fawell said, "... seniors recognize this as no

real choice. it is an offer most seniors can't accept and the
sponsors know it. It is a cruel hoax which seniors recognize. By
attaching the catastrophic package to Part B, the Ways and Means
Committee admits the program cannot stand on its own merits."

Or to be more blunt, this amounts to the extortion of America's
elderly by the U.S. Congress

If this amendment is passed, Dan Rostenkowski and the liberals
will claim they have "solved the problem" of the catastrophic surtax.

When in fact they will have made a bad situation worse.

To say nothing of having preserved their outrageous new big
government tax-and-spend scheme.

This amendment is attached to a bill that will probably be voted

on by the full House in mid-September.

That means the next two weeks are the most critical time yet
for our National Campaign to Repeal the Catastrophic Coverage Act.

We must go aU out to mobilize the opposition to this huge tax
hike on America's senior citizens.

That means more letters, more postcards, more phone calls ...
In short, maximum pressure on the liberals on Capitol Hilll

And it also means one more thing ...

Targeting for defeat the key liberal Congressmen and Senators
who are behind this "cruel hoax" on America's elderly -- starting
with Dan Rostenkowski himself

But we can't do any of this without you.

Your support in the past has brought us this far. We are now at
a "moment of truth".

I desperately need your help now to keep our campaign strong and
meet this liberal threat head on.
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If you could possibly contribute $100, $250, or even $500 to
CMC's National Campaign to Repeal the Catastrophic Coverage Act, it
would go a very long way.

If that's too much, $50, $25, $15, or anything at all would
still be a big help.

But please, send whatever you can today. Developments are
happening fast and there is no time to lose

Sincerely,

Ralph Galliano
National Chairman

REPLY TO RALPH GALLIANO

Dear Ralph,

- We can't let Dan Rostenkowski and the liberals in Congress get
away with the outright fraud, deception, and extortion of America's
senior citizens. The Catastrophic Coverage Act must be repealed
nowl

I'm returning this entire p to you right away with my maximum
contribution to CMC's National Campaign to Repeal the Catastrophic
Coverage Act:

$1000 ( ) $500 ( ) $250 ( ) $100

$50 ( ) $25 ( ) $15 ( ) $-(other)

Ralph, I am on a fixed income. I support your work and I am
behind you 100%. I realize that every dollar helps. The most
I can afford to contribute today is: $_ .

I've made my check payable to "CMC". I understand federal law
requires you to ask the following:

Occupation _ Employer

Corporate contributions can be accepted for this special project and
should be made payable to "CMC State Fund". Contributions or gifts
to CMC are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal
income-tax purposes.
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f7 The National -
Tax Limitation Committee

Lewis K. Uhler
President

June 2, 1989

Dear Mr

The catastrophic health surtax (the "Medicare Catastrophic
Coverage Act," or MCCA) has created a firestorm of angry protest
from concerned taxpayers across America.

One of our loyal NTLC members, Mrs. Julianna Meloche of
Michigan, sent me a letter recently that moved me deeply. Mrs.
Meloche authorized me to enclose a copy of her letter for you.
Please take just a moment now and read it.

Frankly, I've deliberated long and hard as to whether NTLC
ought to get involved in this particular fight. I'm persuaded
now that we must, because so many of you have written us letters
expressing concern similar to those of Mrs. Meloche.

It's clear that literally millions of American taxpayers are.
being victimized by a cruel and unfair tax that you and I should
work together, through NTLC, to change.

That's why -- with your help -- we are making a special
effort to reform the Medicare catastrophic tax. While the
principle of taxing those who receive benefits is fair, the way
this surtax is calculated is unfair.

We should not stand by when one group of taxpayers is
treated unfairly -- especially many of our senior taxpayers who
have already "paid their dues" and whose life savings are now
being threatened.

This year every senior who pays taxes will bear the surtax.
By 1993 nearly 25% of senior taxpayers will bear the maximum
surtax.

The simple fact is that the catastrophic surtax is an income
redistribution scam that threatens many of our senior citizens,
hitting hardest those who were the most conscientious about
preparing for retirement.

If you agree with me that this tax must be reformed, then

201 Massachuuts Avenuc. N.E.
Washington. D.C. 20002
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I'd like to ask you to do two things today.

First, please sign the petition I've enclosed for you
addressed to House ways and Means Committee Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski, urging him to hold hearings on the catastrophic
surtax. The Senate is holding hearings, but we have to force the
House to do so as well.'

Second, please send back a special contribution along with
your signed petition so that we can muster the forces necessary
to force Congress to address this issue now.

we need to generate thousands of signed petitions over the
next few weeks to make Congress realize the catastrophic surtax
must be reformed. As Chairman of the House Ways and Means
committee, Congressman Rostenkowski is the member of Congress who
needs to hear this message most forcefully. That's why our
petitions are addressed, and will be delivered, to him.

This special project is costly and was not planned for in
our budget this year. But I strongly believe we must raise the
money we need to begin lobbying to reform the MCCA. It is an
unfair tax and it must be changed!

When I receive your signed petition, I will make sure your
petition is delivered--t- Rel. Rostenkowski, so he will get on
with the hearings. And your generous contribution will enable us
to contact more Americans and generate more pressure on Congress
in the weeks ahead.

It's time we put our foot down against unfair taxes imposed
on narrow groups, especially our senior citizens. Please help us
in this fight by sending in your petition and your most generous
contribution today.

Sincerely,

' LeJ7K.Ul 9
President

P.S. I feel terrible when I think about our friends like Mrs.
Meloche, who are now being taxed so unfairly. Every day counts
in this effort. Please send back your signed petition and your
maximum contribution as soon as you possibly can.
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A MESSAGE FROM...

Lewis K. Uhler
President
The National Tax Limitation Committee

Dear Mr.

I believe that Congressman Tauke's bill, H.R. 1564,
represents the best way to reform the Catastrophic
Coverage tax that is so cruelly affecting millions of our
Nation's seniors. That's why I told him taht the NTLC
would do everything we could to help him pass H. R. 1564
through Congress this year.

I want to urge you to join me as a taxpayer
"Co-Sponsor" of H.R. 1564 by signing the facsimile of the
cover of the bill I've enclosed for you. Despite the
growing opposition to this tax, there are still powerful
forces, including some groups claiming to speak for
American seniors, who are fighting any attempts to reform
the Medicare Catastrophic Cove'rage Act. We must show the
leadership of the House that the American people demand a
change in this unfair tax.

I also urge you to commit yourself further to this
fight by making a special contribution to NTLC, hopefully
for as much as $25. As important as our efforts to
reform the Catastrophic Coverage tax are, the fact is
that we didn't anticipate becoming involved in this fight
when we put together our budget for the year. That means
that our resources right now are stretched to the limit.

In order for us to help Rep. Tauke and keep on track
with our Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment, NTLC
urgently needs to raise an additional $50,000 by
September 1st. I deeply hope you can help us reach that
goal.

Thank you again for your tremendous support of NTLC,
Mr.

201 Massachusetts Avenue, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002
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Congressinan Tom Tauke
Washington, D.C.

Member of Congress
2nd District, Iowa

Tuesday

Dear Mr.

I was really excited when Lew Uhler told me that the
National Tax Limitation Committee wanted to enter the
fight to reform the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
(MCCA)!

The fact that you agree with me that this Act, which
started as a good health bill but has ended up a bad tax
bill, needs to be overhauled is vitally important. Our
seniors deserve sound health and retirement.policy. With
the MCCA, they get neither.

I voted against the Catastrophic Coverage Act in
1988. I was in a small minority then.

But the firestorm of protest against the MCCA that
you and the NTLC have helped ignite now gives us a chance
to redo the wrong Congress committed last year.

That's why Congressman Peter DeFazio of Oregon and I
have introduced a bill, H.R. 1564, to repeal for one year
the income tax surcharge that has been levied since
January 1st.

If we're successful, our seniors will not be forced
to pay the surcharge (which in 1989 amounts to a whopping
15 percent of their total income tax bill[) when they pay
their 1989 income taxes.

Just as importantly, my bill will give Congress the
time it needs to re-think and reform the MCCAI

Lew Uhler supports my bill and what it is trying to
achieve. I hope you do, too.

If you want to help us pass H.R. 1564, there are two
critically important things I would like to ask you to do
today.
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First, will you sign on with me as a NTLC Momber
Co-Sponsor of H.R. 1564? I've included with my letter
a Co-Sponsor Resolution that I truly hope you will sign
and send back to me, care of Lew at NTLC, no later than
Labor Day, September 4th.

And second, will you back up your support of my
bill with a generous financial contribution to NTLC?

I'll be frank with you. I'm counting on you and
NTLC to help me move H.R. 1564 through Congress.

The first way is by having literally thousands of
NTLC members, like you, sign on as Co-Sponsors of my
bill, so that I can show my fellow members of Congress
just how much public support there is for this urgently
needed measure.

It is especially important for us to put maximum
pressure on Lloyd Bentsen, Chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, and Dan Rostenkowski, Chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee, who are both
strongly resisting any changes in this unfair tax bill.

And to make sure our seniors don't get stuck with
a gigantic tax boost next year, we need to pass H.R.
1564 through Congress this fall. That's why I urge you
to send back your Co-Sponsor Resolution by Labor Day.

Secondly, and just as importantly, I'm counting on
NTLC to help do the intense personal and grass-roots
lobbying down the road that will help us come up with a
fairer way of funding Medicare benefits after we scrap
the Catastrophic Care Tax.

Thanks in large part to the work of organizations
like NTLC, I believe the time is now ripe to delay the
Catastrophic Care Tax and begin reforming it radically.

But we still have much to do. I urgently need
your help, through the NTLC, to make sure this unfair
tax is not imposed on our seniors.

Thank you for your support of NTLC and this
vitally important project.

Since y,

ngr sman Tom Tauke

P.S. Please be sure to read Lew's note that I've
enclosed with my letter. And please be sure to sign on
as a NTLC Member Co-Sponsor of H.R. 1564 by Labor Day!
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The National Tax Limitation Committee

REPLY MEMO

To: Congressman Tom Tauke
Lewis K. Uhler

From:

I agree with you-it's time for Congress to reform the Medicare
Catastrophic Coverage Act. It's an unfair tax on our seniors, and I
support your efforts to delay it for one year while opening a
full-scale debate in Congress on developing a fair way to fund
Medicare benefits.

That's why I've agreed to Co-Sponsor H.R. 1564. I've signed my
Resolution Form and give you my permission to circulate it to as
many Members of Congress as possible.

And I've also enclosed a contribution, payable to the National Tax
Limitation Committee, in the amount marked below. I want to make
sure that NTLC has the resources it needs to carry out a major
lobbying effort for H.R. 1564 and also stay on track with building
support for our Tax Limitation/Balanced Budget Amendment.

My contribution is for:

E $25 EL $37 l $ - other

0139914-29 9K16

Contributions or gifts to NTLC are not deductible as
charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.

P.O. Box 96457
Washington, D.C. 20090-6457
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101ST CONGRESS
I ST SESSION H. R. 1564

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MARCHi 22. 1989

Mr. DEFAZIO (for himself and Mr. TAUKE) introduced the following bill; which
was referred jointly to the Committees on Ways and Means and Energy and
Commerce

A BILL
To amend title XVIfI of the Social Security Act and other

provisions of law to delay for one year the effective dates of
the supplemental Medicare premium and additional benefits

under part B of the Medicare Program, with the exception

of the spousal impoverishment benefit.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That this Act may be cited as the "Medicare Catastrophic

4 Coverage Revision Act of 1989".

28-713 0 - 90 - 6

. TO THE MEMBERS OF
THE UNITED STATES CONGRESS

I, the undersigned taxpayer, citizen and member of the National Tax
Limitation Committee, hereby signify my support of H.R. 1564 and urge
you to pass this urgently needed measure immediately.

5
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5 SEC. 2. PURPOSES.

6 It is the purpose of this Act-

1 (1) to provide Medicare beneficiaries with protec-

2 tion from the financial ravages of an illness that results

3 in a long-term hospitalization (provided for in the

4 Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988, already

5 implemented);

21 (4) to delay, for a year, implementation of all

22 other benefits provided for in the Medicare Catastro-

23 phic Coverage Act of 1988;

1 (5) to delay, for a year, implementation of the

2 supplemental premium provided for in the Medicare

3 Catastrophic Coverage Act of 1988;

4 (6) so Congress will be afforded the opportunity to

5 review the portions of the Act which this legislation

6 delays to determine whether it ought restructure the

7 Act to deal with the concerns of our nation's seniors.

8 Their concerns being that the Act includes some items

9 which are seen by the seniors as not truly catastrophic-

10 related, that the financing ought to be spread more

11 generally across the senior population, and that the

12 Act does not provide much in the way of protection

13 from the financial ravages of an illness requiring long-

14 term care services.
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VDue April 150 1990:

Your New Tax i
fo r up to $1 6. Vor

than you _, nore
O're Paying t0day.

('gampls

Dear Friend,

The Government of the United States has decided that you
have not done enough for your country.

They have decided that older Americans owe more taxes
than their younger counterparts.

You'll be seeing your "elderly surcharge" in April 1990.

This is no distant possibility -- no vague 'threat. This
is Federal Law.

I've enclosed a sample of what your new tax form -- due
April 15, 1990 -- might look like.

If you pay more than $150 per year in Federal taxes, and
if you'll be 65 or older in 1989, its time to start saving.

Because you're going to be paying for the new Medicare
Catastrophic Expansion Law.

.That word "catastrophic" just about says it all for loyal
Americans like you who have spent their lifetimes building
this nation, paying their taxes, doing their duty...

. . . and now, after you've planned and saved for years for
your retirement, the Congress has decided you should pick up
the tab for increased medical costs!

Maybe you heard about this new Bill on T.V., or read about
it in our newspaper. And maybe you weren't too concerned.

After all, the new law does improve some Medicare
benefits% And nobody mentioned the words "tax increase" -- though
you might have heard them say something about financing all this
with a "supplemental premium."

"Supplemental premium" is Washington double-talk for "tax

increase."

And this one is aimed squarely at you.

It is a tax on older Americans, pure and simple. And it
will be due with your regular tax return in 1990.

Americans 65 and over who have more than a minimal income
will pay anywhere from $160 to $1,696 in 1990 to pay for increased
Medicare benefits.

Talk about discrimination!

Congress says older Americans should pay for the increased
Medicare benefits, because we're the ones who use them.

But that's not quite the whole picture.--
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Disabled individuals of an age may qualify for Medicare.
That means young folks who've Feen crippled by accidents- . .
people with degenerative diseases like multiple sclerosis or Lou
Gehrig's disease. . . people with AIDS.

That's several million people -- well under the age of 65 --
who get Medicare benefits. . . but will all Americans be
required to pay these bills?

No, that privilege has been reserved for you and me.

And I'm fighting mad about it.

I say older Americans have spent a lifetime shouldering
their burdens. We've gone off to war for our country. We've
worked in the factories and on the farms. We've built businesses
and we've raised and taught our children.

we've created the most prosperous, affluent nation on earth.

And now, after we've carefully planned our retirement --
and when many of us are just getting by on those dollars we so
prudently saved -- we're being forced to foot the bill for
younger people's health care

Make no mistake about it. We haven't been given any choice
in the matter.

Even if you wanted to turn down Medicare benefits so you
could skip paying this new tax, you couldn't. You are required
by law to pay the enormous price tag, not only for your fellow
senior citizens, but for younger people as well.

My friend, ours is a generation that doesn't complain
much. We try to do what's best for America without a whole lot
of noise or fanfare. we don't expect special treatment, and we
certainly haven't received it.

But I believe it is time we stood up for ourselves.

Because -- believe me -- nobody else is going to do it!

Even the so-called "friends" of senior citizens in Congress
let this outrageous measure be passed!

Maybe they let certain special interest groups pull the wool
over their eyes.

or maybe they just weren't paying attention.

Whatever their reasons, they let this catastrophe of a Bill
get passed into Law.

And the onlv chance we have of revising it is to build a
loud and forceful coalition of Americans who say "No Wayl" to the
idea that -- just because we're 65 or over -- senior citizens
alone should be surcharged for America's rising medical costs!

That is why I am writing to you today.

I am hoping you will not sit idly by while this outrage
is perpetrated upon our generation. I know you're not the
protesting type. I'm not either. But enough is enough.

Please join our -- National Association for Uniformed
Services -- in an u national campaign to change
the Medicare Catastro--ic Expansion Law.
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Here are the steps you can take -- if you want to avoid
payin as much as $1,600 extra taxes on April 15, 1990:

1. I have enclosed three postcards for you to sign and send
to your Congressman and your Senators. They make it very clear
that you do not believe older Americans should be singled out to
bear the burden of health care costs for all Americans.

2. Please review the enclosed Sample Tax Bill. See where
you stand in relation to the new law. Will you have to pay $225,
680, $1,520 -- or $1,600? Decide if you believe you're being

penalized for having an income above the poverty line -- and for
your age.

Then make one more decision -- to support our Association's
all-out effort to turn this law around with a national campaign
contribution of $15.

If you can manage to send $20 or $25, so much the better.
With your help, we can alert other Americans to this scandalous
tax increase. . . work with government officials to turn it
around. . . and let our legislators know in no uncertain terms
that we won't stand for this miscarriage of justice!

Think of it this way: Your $15 contribution to our campaign
may save you hundreds, even thousands of dollars in the future!

With your support, our Association can speak for you in
Washington, protecting your interests. . . you might even say
protecting the savings you've so cautiously built up so that
you might enjoy some peace of mind in your retirement years.

I don't think that's too much to ask.

And neither do the 55,000 members of the National Association
for Uniformed Services. . . who stand together to preserve the
hard-earned rights and privileges of retired Americans like you!

NAUS started out as the voice of current and former members
of the uniformed services, veterans, their families and survivors
to fight for their hard earned entitlements. . . just the basic
necessities of life our veterans have coming to them!

But today -- in the face of an emergency like the Medicare
Catastrophic Expansion Law -- we are acting on behalf of all
retired Americans. . . and I hope that will include you.

If you want to do something about the tax increase Congress
has in store for you, act now. Send the postcards to your
legislators. And join NAUS's campaign to reverse this unjust tax
burden by sending your contribution of at least $15 today.

The 1989 tax year is right around the corner. We don't have
long to fight this battle. Please, let me hear from you today.

7.ncerel .

J C. ie ni 
Png

Major General, U.S. Army
Executive Vice President

(Retired)

P.S. Unless we do something to revise the Medicare Catastrophic
Expansion Bill, a retired couple 65 or older in 2005 may face an
extra tax burden of $8,000! And that's not a wild guess
on my part -- that figure comes from estimates made by the U.S.
Treasury! Take action today to prevent financial disaster
tomorrow. Please return the enclosed Enrollment Form right away.
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JAMES ROOSEVELT
United States Congressman (Retired)

Chairman, National Committee to
Preserve Social Security and Medicare

Washington, D.C.

--Dear National Committee Member:

Thank you for renewing your Membership in the
National Committee. Your gold-embossed, personal
Membership Card is enclosed. Please carry it with
pride.

Our efforts to preserve and protect our Social
Security and Medicare benefits are greater than ever
before -- so your continuing support is especially
important to me.

As a Member, your views on the projects and
activities of the National Committee are also very
important to me.

That is why I have enclosed a special Members'
Priority Survey which I hope you will complete and
return to me today.

I need your survey immediately to help me
determine which of our many important projects should
be given top priority during the next year.

We've won the victories listed below because we
focused our efforts:

NATIONAL
COMMITTEE

PROBLEM ACTION RESULTS

Congress passes unfair Members handwrote S-1i25 and HR-2547
catastrophic care bill millions of post cards introduced in Senate and
placing full cost on and letters to Congress House to repeal the tax
seniors-only. demanding fairness, increase.

A 2% permanent COLA The National Committee The proposal was
reduction proposal in delivered almost 8 withdrawn.
1987 would have cost million Petition signa-
the average retired tures from your fellow
worker $2064.00 over Members and others
five years protesting this proposal.

Administration proposed Members sent 250,000 Congress rejected cuts
cuts in Medicare benefits letters and 130,000 and reduced the rise in
in 1986 that would have Petitions to Congress our hospital deductible
cost the average benefi- and the President. from $572 to $520.
ciary $640 over 5 years.

I wish we could relax and enjoy these past
victories. But much remains to be done.

Your National Committee has developed programs in
four specific areas to promote your security and well
being.

We would like to devote 100% of our efforts to
each of these important programs. But since that is
not possible, I must depend upon you, as a loyal Member
of the National Committee, to help us rank the projects
in order of importance on the Members' Priority Survey
enclosed so that we focus our efforts properly.

CATASTROPHIC
SENIORS-ONLY
SURTAX
RECONSIDERED!

2% COLA
REDUCTION
STOPPED

$640.00-5 YEAR
BENEFIT CUT
STOPPED
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Here is a short description of our top four
projects:

PROJECT A - STOPPING THE "SENIORS-ONLY" CATASTROPHIC
CARE SURTAX

Congress passed a terribly flawed "catastrophic
care" bill which would raise income taxes on
senior couples by up to $1600 this year ($800 for
singles). Following a huge letter writing and
petition campaign by the National Committee,
legislation was introduced into Congress to repeal
the tax increase and finance catastrophic care by
closing a tax loophole for those who earn more
than $208,000 per year. We must pass these bills
this year to stop senior's taxes from being
dramatically raised.

PROJECT B - PROTECTING THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST
FUND

The Social Security Trust Fund is running a big
reserve -- but the rest of the government budget
is running an even larger deficit which is
partially masked by our reserve in the Trust
Funds# To protect our benefits, we must get
Social Security out of the budget once and for
all.

PROJECT C - RESTORING SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS TO
MILLIONS OF "NOTCH YEAR" AMERICANS

Under current law, Americans born between 1917 and
1926 receive up to 12% less in Social Security
benefits than those born before 1917. These'
"Notch Year" Americans receive an average of
$660.00 less in benefits each year, even though
they have paid an equal amount into the system as
those born before 1917. Your National Committee
is fighting for legislation which would eliminate
that inequity for "Notch Year" Americans.

PROJECT D - PREVENTING CHARGES BY DOCTORS ABOVE WHAT
MEDICARE PAYS

Thousands of doctors do not accept Medicare as
full payment for their services and they bill
senior patients for the difference. We support
legislation which would prohibit doctors from
charging Medicare patients more than the amount
approved by Medicare.

All of these projects are extremely important to
me ... and I would like to put our maximum efforts
behind each one of them.

But every organization must have its priorities.

- Please help'me set the priorities of the National
Committee for the next year, by returning your special
Members' Priority Survey to me, in the postage-free
envelope.

At the same time, I urge you to include a special
investment of $10, $15, or $25 to support our priority
projects.
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Your investment will help stop a huge, unfair
income tax increase on senior citizens and instead
finance the "catastrophic care" program by closing a
tax loophole which only favors the rich.

Your investment will help us promote legislation
to protect seniors from doctor bills not approved by
Medicare.

And your investment will support our efforts to
get the Social Security Trust Funds out of the budget
-- and free from political tampering.

Your investment of $10, $15, or $25 today will
enable your National Committee to continue to compile
victories worth thousands of dollars to you.

Thank you once again for renewing your Membership
in the National Committee to Preserve Social Security
and Medicare.

You will soon be receiving your next issue of your
"Saving Social Security" newspaper, and our Legislative
Alert Service will continue informing you about fast-
breaking developments in Washington which affect your
Social Security and Medicare benefits.

Please return your special Members' Priority
Survey. And, if you possibly can, include your
investment of $10, $15, or $25 immediately, so that
your National Committee will be more effective in
fighting to protect your benefits.

I look forward to working with you throughout the
next year to protect and improve Social Security and
Medicare.

Sincerely,

James Roosevelt, Chairman
National Committee to Preserve
Social Security and Medicare

P.S. Our National Committee projects can help preserve
your Social Security and Medicare programs. Your
investment of $10, $15, or $25 today will go far to
help guarantee the success of these important projects.

Prepared aid mailed by the National Committee to Preserve Social
Security, a nonprofit, tax-exempt organization, 2000 K Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

The National Committee is totally independent of Congress, every
government agency, and all political parties.

Contributions or gifts to the National Committee aro not tax-
deductible. You need make no special contributions other than
annual dues.

The National Committee spends its budget in approximately the
following way: legislative advocacy 36%, educational activities
25%, fund raising 13%, administration 26%. Detailed financial
reports are available from the National Committee and the
charitable solicitations department of most states.

,?,,t
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR DAVID PRYOR

Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you for scheduling this hearing. As chairman
of both the Senate's postal subcommittee and the Special Committee on Aging, I
have a particularly unique and compelling perspective from which to assess the
kind of unethical mailing practices on which today's session will focus.

There is a growing number of unscrupulous persons who make use of the mail as
they prey on the elderly, unsuspecting and desperate. They claim that, for a price,
they wiliget you a bigger Social Security check or that Social Security number the
tax law requires for your child. For a donation, they will make sure your congress-
man is aware of your views and they will lobby "Washington" on your behalf. Then,
there are the ones who will sell you that miracle cure for whatever ails you.

Whether it is a promise or a product, these charlatans are very sophisticated at
getting a foot in the door and they are always looking for new targets of opportuni-
ty. Unfortunately, the elderly appear to be disproportionately affected by such
schemes.

Mr. Chairman, we can not stand by while the U.S. mail, so integral a link in the
communications network of this nation, is used to take advantage of anyone; espe-
cially senior citizens, many of whom can ill-afford the wares of modern day snake-
oil salesmen.

Earlier this year, in an attempt to address one particularly troublesome aspect of
this problem, Senator Heinz and I introduced the Deceptive Mailing Prevention Act
of' 1989. This legislation, S. 273, is designed to stop those persons who hold them-
selves out as being associated with the government by deceptively using official
sounding names, seals, and insignias on their mailings; who attempt to mislead re-
cipients into opening and considering the contents of an envelope, because it ap-
pears to be from their government.

The bill declares unmailable any letter which could reasonably be construed to
imply a government connection where none exists. Unless such a letter includes,
both in its text and on the envelope, a conspicuous statement that makes it clear
that the mailer is in no way affiliated with that government, it will not be deliv-
ered.

Among the examples of government look-alike mail we examined during my sub-
committee's hearing on S. 273, were those of the Social Security Protection Bureau,
a for-profit entity owned by the principals of the Watson & Hughey direct mail firm.
I think it could pro erly be characterized as a classic!

For a fee of $7 the subscriber is told he will get "valuable benefits" including a
gold enilbossed Social Security card, a copy of his Social Security earnings record,
and-now get this-'-representation in Washington, D.C. to protect your social secu-
rity benefits." And, if that isn't enough, the subscriber is entered into the $50,000
Social Security Sweepstakes! Just what representation or protection is afforded, is
unclear. What is clear, however, is that the card is plastic; the record is simply a
copy of the government's own request form to be mailed to SSA by the individual;
and the fine print says that the grand prize in the sweepstakes is "up to the range
of $16,233." Winners, we were told, were lucky to get 25 cents.

Another example, provided by a constituent of mine, who happens to be a very
fine attorney, was an appeal for funds from a nonprofit organization. The appeal
arrived at his office in an envelope indicating that time-sensitive documents from
the Department of justice were enclosed.

The "important Justice Department request" turned out to be an unsolicited
letter sent to Justice by a member of the organization.

A more recent example of a very misleading mailing, and one which I believe de-
serves close scrutiny, comes from an organization known as CATCHA--Citizens
Against The Catastrophic Health Act Tax.

The CATCHA envelope was designed with one rather obvious intent: to mislead
the elderly recipient with respect to the source of the mailing and its contents!

You will find some familiar names at the top of the roster of this group: Richard
Viguerie, of direct mail fundraising renown, and Mark Siljander, a former Member
of the House who served on that body's Select Committee on Aging.

CATCHA, preying on the fears of the elderly over their ability to pay the Cata-
strophic surtax, promised much in exchange for a contribution. Interestingly, in
many cases, the contribution would have been more than the surtax the individual
would have had to pay.

CATCHA promised lobbying in Washington. However, neither CATCHA, nor its
parent organization-United Conservatives of America-nor its principals, including
Mr.$Sijader, whose name is on the letterhead and in the signature block of the
mailing is registered as a lobbyist.
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CATCHA contributions are not tax deductible. And, since all contributors are ad-
vised-and I would note incorrectly so-that F.E.C. rules require that they provide
certain information, it is quite likely thai the money -- derly contributors have been
frightened into giving will be used for purely political purposes.

Mr Chairman, I'm not sure whether CATCHA lobbied and did not register or
whether CATCHA promised and did not perform. Either way, CATCHA and Messrs.
Viguerie and Sibander appear to be opportunists who may have acted on the very
fringes of the law-and, at the expense of those for whom they claim concernI (Per-
haps we ought to have the postal inspectors and the F.E.C. or Justice ought to look
into this operation.)

The public will, I hope, be less likely to be taken in by government look-alike
mailings-such as those of CATCHA or the Social Security Protection Bureau-once
S. 273 is enacted. This, I expect, will take place early in the next session-once we
have resolved several outstanding issues on the matter of Postal Service enforce.
ment.

But what of mailings that are not caught in the net we cast with S. 273? Mr.
Chairman, I think public awareness is the key.

In this regard, I propose that you and Senator Heinz, and our colleagues on the
Aging Committee, and on the Social Security and postal subcommittees, join me in
an effort to explore the feasibility of establishing a mail fraud alert system; a kind
of clearinghouse, that would rely on existing consumer affairs networks at the state
and local level, to better inform the public of misleading and down right fraudulent
mail solicitations. I plan to pursue this proposal in discussions with the President's
consumer affairs advisor in the near future.

Again, I want to commend you for holding this hearing. I look forward to working
with you in this effort to protect our senior citizens, and the general public, from
those who seem to be more interested in the quick buck, than the well-being of the
individuals on whom they prey.
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NOTICE OF ATTEMPT 10 SERvE
WWARRANT

OF APPEARANCE
iOt' rO C.ANt CASH A0,24 Yf15CANOIS

~ THE FOUNTAINS
BUREAU OF

INWTATIONS

CA-NtrT INT UC10
Mr. a Mrs.

Yucaipa, CA Is"9

WE ARE ASSUMING YOU CAN USE
i1o,floo On AR, ANf A N1
1988 MAZDA 323 AUTOMOBILE

Dear Mr. & "ts.

We assume everyone in your city could use $10,000 and a now tars
but everyone in your city is not going to receive thia notification--
YOU HAVE.

Just Imagine driving up to your bank in your now Mazda and depositing
the entire $1O.,O0.00 into your account, and then spending your money...
any way you want.

My Job is tough. My job Is to offer families like your the oppor-
tunity to receive valuable cash and merchandise in exchange for a smell
amount of their leisure time. The enclosed Warrant of Appearance, which
is made out in your name, states your two sward claim numbers entitling
you to at least one award stated in this notification. These awards)
are offered to you In consideration for visiting our facility (driving
instructions and nap enclosed).

We distribute thousands of Items worth millions of dollars each yeat.
We realize we had to make it worth your while to persuade somea s
of your status to visit our facility. Hopefully. these itoee will be
enough to persuade you,

According to our rules, all advertised awards must be distributed.
The stated awerde remain unclaimed. You have the opportunity to c8am
your award(s), but it Is limited. You sat claim your 6we0d(6) within
14 days of receipt of this notice. After this time, we will ofter
these exact swsrds to some other family in Cslifotnia.

This offer is not for everyone. When you comply with the welss, yaw
are guaranteed to receive vour evrd(s).

Act today! There is no obligation te purahesr amythint Oatseive*
during your visit.

o1. AM APPOfNlIT IT TO ClAtM ToIM AMAUK() Is inM . PIZM CAL
I-So-828-0954 MROM loAM-Pm M Y YOU IOAY 00 SATiU V
FRO41 IOAM-2PM.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE FORTNEY PETE STARK

Senator Moynihan and Members of the Subcommittee: Although I am pleased to
appear today before the Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy, the
subject matter of my statement gives me no cause for pleasure. We are here because
we are concerned about the victimization of people, particularly senior, citizens, who
are being suckered and swindled by direct mail wizards.

As Members of Congress, we don't need to be told what direct mail looks like;
tear-out postcards and pre-printed letters have filled our mailboxes for years. I am
not, however, so concerned with the volume of this direct mail as I am concerned
about getting the answers to some more important questions: Who is really keeping
those cards and letters coming, and how much money is being bilked from postal
patrons because of often outright lies in those mailings?

The fury over the Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act has been both ironic and
instructive. It was far from a perfect bill and many amendments could be made to
it, but one aspect of Catastrophic was right on target: The need to silence the Medi-
gap hucksters that populate late-night television and fill seniors' minds with dooms-
day scenarios of long hospital stays and bankrupt Social Security Trust Funds. It is
no surprise that some of the direct mail opposition to Catastrophic was spearheaded
by Medi-gap companies and salesmen. I can only hope that this strategy will back-
fire: By mobilizing their direct mail armies, they have called our attention to the
half-truths and misrepresentations that are robbing seniors blind If and when Cata-
strophic is repealed, let us take the steps now to make certain that our nation's sen-
iors continue to be protected from these direct mail fast-buck artists.

We might want to start with the Golden Rule Insurance Company of Indianapolis,
Indiana. Golden Rule saw a gold mine in the repeal of Catastrophic: Not only could
they profit from the continuation of their Medi-gap business, but they could also
make a few extra bucks on the side by setting up their own direct mail operation to
lobby for repeal. The company bought a series of advertisements in major newspa-
pers such as the Wall Street Journal, asking seniors who were opposed to Cata-
strophic to call a "Seniors' Information Desk.' This call, in turn, entitled seniors to
receive mail from a group called "American Seniors, Inc." American Seniors' letter
of introduction contains the following statements:

We don't print pretty magazines, organize tours, give discounts on minor arti-
cles, or claim to be the representative of millions of older Americans.

We are a nonprofit organization, and since we don't peddle all sorts of prod-
ucts, we need financial support from those of you who find our way of analyzing
senior's issues to be helpful.

If... our work sounds right to you, we would appreciate your contributior of
$25. Checks should be made payable to American Seniors, Inc. and sent to the
address printed below.

If you guessed that American Seniors, Inc. is a front for Golden Rule Insurance,
give yourself a gold star. Although American Seniors claims that it does not "pro-
vide leads for the sale of insurance, a recent mailing from American Seniors fea-
tures a press release from Golden Rule that pitches their "Medigap-Plus" polic
This is the same company, according to Consumer Reports, which rejected 20 to K
percent of all Medi-gap applicants who were older than 65, and which rejected as
many as 50 percent of those who were 70. The 45,000 seniors in Ohio who were ap-
proved by Golden Rule saw the company try to raise rates by 85 percent last year.

hen the state insurance commissioner sought a public hearing, Golden Rule
threatened to cancel its policies and pull out of Ohio. This year, the company can-
celled major medical policies for 20,000 seniors in Florida.

Such senior citizens would apparently have little reason to oppose Catastrophic
but oppose it they did. They will be left with the same expensive, duplicative, and
often fraudulent Medi-gap policies that we had hoped to put an end to. The seniors
who will be hurt the most, however, are those who had no Medi-gap coverage and
who would have paid no supplemental premium under Catastrophic, but who were
gulled by shady misrepresentations and outright lies spread through direct mail
into~believing that they would be forced to pay the maximum surtax.

I Would add that a number of tax exempt bond salesmen and companies also ex-
ploited seniors in the past year with mailings saying that all seniors would owe the
maximum $800 supplemental premium, and that therefore they should switch their
investments to tax exempt bonds. In most cases, this was a doublelie.

Consider next the case of an 81 year-old widow living in Oakland, California. This
lady lives off of Social Security, and would not have paid a dime of supplemental
premium for Catastrophic coverage. She sent me a pre-printed postcard, which
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asked me' to repeal the Catastrophic Coverage tax, and which contained the follow-
ing words:

The Catastrophic Coverage tax is unfair and unconstitutional. It forces hus-
bands and wives over 65 to pay an extra $800 per year in taxes for "health in-
surance" which duplicates what is available far more economically in the pri-
vate sector.

My office received hundreds of postcards like the one we got from this lady. A
member of my staff selected a handful of these cards at random, and called the
people on the telephone: In no instance did we find one person who would have paid
the maximum $800. Most of the people we talked to, like this lady, would have paid
nothing.

Those postcards were lies, but the senior citizens who sent the cards shouldn't be
held responsible. In the case of this particular mailing, we were able to trace its
origins to Howard Phillips and the Conservative Caucus.

It's bad enough when Medi-gap companies and groups with a minimal record of
addressing the needs of senior citizens start soliciting money from their constituents
with vague promises of future benefit; it's much worse, however, when the direct
mail and the fund-raising letters come from chiselers who have absolutely no inter-
est in the well-being of senior citizens, but whose only goal is to take as much
money as they can from innocent senior citizens to fund their narrow, ideological
objectives,

Tn years ago, direct mail was the rage for the reactionary right, but their well
went bone dry. Looking for a new source of water, they followed the example of the
direct mail experts who helped Jim Bakker and the PTL Club raise millions of dol-
lars by timing their solicitations to coincide with the monthly distribution of. Social
Security checks; they drilled their new well on the fears and insecurities of senior
citizens.

As for the Roosevelt group, the National Committee to Preserve Social Security
and Medicare, they didn't tell any outright lies about the supplemental premium,
but they certainly did their best to make sure that most casual readers would be-
lieve that they owed the maximum amount. In my personal opinion, the National
Committee's "Repeal the Seniors-Only Tax" postcards of this past summer were the
straw that broke the back of the House on having anything to do with the law the
surtax or the benefits. The National Committee can certainly take credit for repeal
of the surtax; they should also take credit for repeal of the benefits. How much
money did all seniors pay to these organizations, so that a handful of seniors would
not have to pay, the maximum surtax? How much more will these seniors pay in the
future, as their Medi-gap premiums rise without any further expansion of benefits?

If we passed a law that would appropriate several million dollars a year from the
Social Security Trust Fund to finance direct mail flim-flams, we would be thrown
out of office and ridden out of town on a rail. Yet, if we continue to allow seniors to
be gypped out of their money by these modern-day carnival barkers, we are achiev-
ingthe same effect. Enough is enough, but where do we go from here?

The Postal Service lacks either the tools or the will to effectively address this
problem under current law. For the Postal Service to reach a finding of fraud, there
must be a complete misrepresentation of fact. If only one person had to pay the
maximum surtax under Catastrophic, it would not be fraud for a direct mail solici-
tation to say that all people must pay the maximum.

I'd like to enter in the record correspondence I've had with the Postal Service
about some outright lies being used by the National Rifle Association to drum up
money and opposition to legislation by Senators Metzenbaum and DeConcini, which
are similar to a bill that I have introduced In the House. As you can see from the
material, the NRA has not been afraid to use boldfaced lies to scare gun owners into
making contributions; by characterizing these lies as misrepresentations of law, not
fact, the Postal Service has found an excuse to avoid action on what is a simple
fund-raising fraud.

As another example of a clever misrepresentation, consider the recent mailing
from our friend Lee Atwater and the Republican National Committee. In an effort
to raise more money to stem the rising tide of Democratic victories, Mr. Atwater
sent a fundraising letter that contained the following language:

BefOre President Bush was elected, the Democrats in Congress passed legisla-
tion which just recently went into effect and placed a tax on senior citizens to
pay for catastrophic health insurance.

If you read carefully, you see that there is no outright lie there. The bill was passed
before President Bush was elected, Democrats in Congress did vote for it, and it did
place a tax on some senior citizens to help pay for catastrophic benefits for all.
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If it's not a lie, it's at least wrong and we need to put a stop to the devious logic
and the convoluted interpretations with which these direct mailers defend their
scams. There are a number of options available:

If we need to change the Postal Service's standard for false representations, let's
do it. If these sharpies complain that they are being deprived of First Amendment
rights, then let's remind them that the First Amendment has never protected the
right to lie, cheat, or steal; we'll see them in the Supreme Court and we'll see how
much protection the Constitution really gives them.

If we need to raise the standards by which direct mail outfits do their business,
let's do that, too. Let's make sure that when an organization represents itself (and
takes a tax exemption) as a non-profit organization that they are not just using the
cash to fund their next mass mailing.

I introduced a bill in the 100th Congress that I will be happy to re-introduce. It
requires certain charities which solicit money from the public to use at least half of
their gross revenues for charitable activities within a year after receipt. It would
also require these organizations to disclose certain information in their solicitations,
such as the intended use of the contribution and the estimated portion of contribu-
tions that will be used for charitable purposes.

If a group is not a charitable organization (even our own political parties), let's
require it to state how much it spent on its mailing expenses in the past year, how
much money it raised, what its profits were, and what the salaries of its key person-
nel were. Provisions could be made for new firms and organizations entering the
business. We need to expand the public's knowledge about what these groups really
do with their money. To expose these rackets as nothing more than a quick-and-
dirty way to make a whole lot of money would certainly dampen a lot of people's
enthusiasm to contribute.

As for the Medi-gap insurance companies, I think we should amend the Baucus
rules so as to prohibit and prevent the kind of front organization currently being
used by Golden Rule. One of the best reasons we had for enacting Catastrophic was
to put a lid on these Medi-gap rip-offs; let's make sure that that goal remains firm.

Most of all, let's do something. These crooks are doing a land office business with
senior citizens' money. Let's give the Postal Service a mail fraud law with some
teeth in it, and let's make sure that-even when the money is legitimately raised-
it's also legitimately spent.

The greatest tragedy of all of this is that the wave of cards and letters inspired by
the distorted language and outright lies of the direct mail houses and lobbying orga-
nizations is paralyzing the Congress' ability-and even its willingness-to consider
needed legislation. As for catastrophic health care, who will want to touch this tar
baby again? And this extends to long-term care as well: who will want to embrace a
$50 billion program, knowing that they will be deluged with mail that may or may
not lie about the financing and the benefits?
Attachments.
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FORTNEY H. .PtTt, STARK
018fte CM.AW..a WAYS AND MSANS

OISYNT01 OF COLUMSIA

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20515

April 18, 1989

Mr. Charles R. Clauson
Chief Postal Inspector
United States Postal Service
475 L'Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, DC 20260

Dear Mr. Clauson:

A recent direct mail solicitation from the National Rifle
Association appears to be a clear violation of 39 U.S.C 3005,
which states that violations occur "upon evidence satisfactory to
the Postal Service that any person is eng ged in conducting a
scheme or device forftaininI money or property -the'mail

niof false -eresentat ions....-

Based on complaints from my constituents, my colleagues in the
House of Representatives, and numerous other concerned citizens, I
believe an expedited and thorough Postal Service investigation is
warranted. The enclosed direct mail solicitation has been
received by an estimated 3 million households during the month of
April, 1989.

The National Rifle Association mailing is clearly a false
representation of my legislation, H.R. 1190, "The Semiautomatic
Assault Weapons Act of 1989," in an attempt to raise large
quantities of money. The mailing asks recipients to send in $150,
$100, $75, $50, $35, or $28.70 contributions. Further, I suspect
any investigation would show that the '1-900-446-2000'
telephone/mailgram program, which costs $5.95 for delivery of four
telegrams, also results in significant net revenues to the N.R.A.
and its officers.

The legislation would treat 11 specific types of semiautomatic
assault weapons in the same manner as current federal law for
fully automatic machine guns. The 11 types were recommended by
law enforcement advisors as weapons growing in use in crimes of
violence and drug trafficking crimes. Current owners will be
required to register their semiautomatic assault weapons with
the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (BATP) with no
background check, tax or fee, or any other step to be required of
current owners of the 11 types in my bill.

Therefore, the N.R.A. mailing violates 39 U.S.C. 3005 with several
clear and false representations, the most flagrant of which occurs
in the opening paragraph. The letter opens with the phrase "You
may be one of 30 million NRA members and semi-auto firearms owners
who will be forced to be fingerprinted, investigated by the FBI,

a $200 tax, and then beg your local law enforcement official
to allow you"to continue possessing a firearm that you currently
legally own." (emphasis added)

The N.R.A. mailing states that H.R. 1190 bans "most semi-auto
rifles, shotguns, and pistols." By reading the enclosed copy of
the legislation, you will find that 11 specific types of
semiautomatic assaul t weapons would be covered: versions of the
AK-47, the UZI, the MAC-10, the TEC-9, the Colt AR-15, the Ruger
Mini-14, the Beretta AR-70, the FN-FAL or FN-FAC, the Steyr
A.U.G., the USAS 12, and the 12-round shotgun known as the 'Street
Sweeper' or the 'Striker 12'.
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Under my bill, future importation and future domestic manufacture
of the 11 specific types would be prohibited. Future purchase of
the 11 types would be permitted, but under the same current steps
for purchase of fully automatic machine guns: undergo a local
background check and receive approval from a local law enforcement
official, payment of a $200 transfer tax (from the 1934 National
Firearms Act), and registration with the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms.

H.R. 1190 also provides for specific factoring criteria for the
Secretary of Treasury, through BATF, to consider in adding to the
list of covered semiautomatic assault weapons. Among the specific
factoring criteria to be taken into account are the following
factors: 1) in the case of a rifle or shotguns, whether pistol
grip facilitates firing the weapon from other than the shoulder
position, 2) in the case of a rifle or pistol, whether the
manufacturer of the weapon sells or distributes a magazine with a
capacity of 11 or more rounds of ammunition produced specifically
for use with the weapon, 3) whether the length of the'barrel is
less than 22 inches, 4) whether the weapon has a collapsible or
folding stock, and 5) whether the weapon is designed to accept a
bayonet, a barrel shroud, a flash suppressor (for night-time
shooting), or a silencer.

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms estimates that there
currently are between 2 and 3 million 'military-style'
semiautomatic weapons currently in domestic circulation, not t.e
30 million claimed by the N.R.A. Furthermore, B.R. 1190 clearly
states that any weapon which uses .22 caliber rimfire ammunition
(other than an :ntratec TEC 22 type firearm) would not be included
in the definition of a semiautomatic assault weapon.

To falsely tell law-abiding gun owners and collectors that they
will be assessed $200 for every semiautomatic rifle or shotgun in
their collection is a gross lie designed to frighten collectors,
hunters, and sportsmen into sending large contributions to the
N.R.A. for the benefit of the staff of that organization.

Telling collectors, hunters, or sportsmen that a S28 contribution
can prevent a $200 tax on currently-owned firearms would appear to
be a wise investment to any ordinary citizen. instead , it's
actually a new twist on a tested and proven fundraising scheme
used to exploit the vulnerable senior citizens of this nation.
Current postal regulations, including 39 U.S.C. 3C05 were
implemented to prohibit schemes and devices of this type that
misinform, lie, distort and incite for the explicit purposes of
raising money.

It would be most appropriate for the U.S. Postal Service to
investigate whether the National Rifle Association's Institute for
Legislative Affairs, in sending out the enclosed copy of the
recent direct mail solicitation to an estimated 3 million
households, intended to engage in conducting a scheme or device
for obtaining money orDproperty through t mai ! mea-ns-o-Mise
representations.

Given the importance of a thorough and expedited investigation, I
would appreciate your immediate attention to this matter. Should
you have any questions about this request, please do not hesitate
to contact me.

Pete Stark
Member of Congress
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CHIEF POSTAL INSPECTOR
Washington. DC 20260-2100

November 2, 1989

Honorable Pete Stark
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-0001

Dear Congressman Stark:

Based on your request that we reconsider our decision not to proceed under
Section 3005, Title 39 against the National Rifle Association (NRA) for
solicitations, we have reviewed the argument in your letter of September '5,
1989, and offer thWollowing comments.

As you pointed out, for Section 3005 to be violated, there must be a false
representation of fact. What is fact is what is important. What was stated
in the NRA material was an argumen-t of law and not fact. Law is often open
to many interpretations, and reasonable-Miterpretation of your bill is what
the NRA's solicitation materials stated. In your letter you analogize the
situation to expert opinions given in the medical area. Such opinions are
necessary to determine what is fact with respect to the current consensus of
medical opinion on the safety or effectiveness of medical devices,
substances, etc. In your case, the matter does not involve fact but rather
law.

The fact that your letter takes the form of a legal brief citing cases to
support your position clearly demonstrates that your proposed statute, is
subject to more than one interpretation, allowing therefore, the NRA to take
an opposing position and make a sound legal argument for it. In the law
there are often no right or wrong answers, and there is not usually a right
answer to a question; what matters is whether and how you support the answer
you give.

During a meeting with your staff this past Spring, my representatives
pointed out the ambiguities of the statute and suggested that the wording
should be changed to make your intent clearer. As many courts have noted,
in interpreting a statute they look at the plain language first. The best
way for the legislation to have its desired effect and not be subject to
several interpretations, is for it to be drafted in plain language that
conforms with your intent. As it was and stands now, your legislation
could be argued reasonably to say what the NRA alleges.

Our authority to act under 39 U.S.C. 3005 is limited to misrepresentations
of fact. Interpretations of the law, even when done to favor one side of
an argument, does not necessarily constitute a violation.

! trust my comments will be helpful.

Sincerely,

YC.. us AnO
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF L. BRENT BOZELL I1, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CONSERVATIVE
VICTORY COMMITTEE

I would like to thank Senator Moynihan for giving me the opportunity to insert
my testimony before the Social Security Subcommittee Hearing.

No responsible person can deny the potential for fraud and deception in the
direct-mail industry. Indeed, be it in political fundraising, charitable fundraising, or
simple business marketin, there are innumerable examples that highlight this
problem, and I applaud this Committee's efforts to investigate it. Though it is admi-
rable that some are attempting to shed light on the situation, it is the height of

- irresponsibility when one cites, as an example, an organization or individual who is
innocent. Moreover, when such testimony is given before a Congressional Commit-
tee and the author of that testimony knowingly misleads the Committee, he is
equally guilty of fraud and deception.

One witness before this Committee was Mr. Denison Hatch, Editor and Publisher
of WHO'S MAILING WHAT! In his testimony he gives recommendations to correct
the problems of direct mail fraud and deception. I agree with some points (i.e., that
organizations publish annual reports), though I seriously disagree that Congress
should legislate such activity.

Mr. Hatch's third recommendation states that "No PAC or special project of a
PAC should be allowed to raise money using a candidate's name without permission
of the candidate."

To illustrate how PACs have allegedly defrauded contributors by "using a candi-
date's name without permission of a candidate," Mr. Hatch quotes from a letter
signed by me for the Conservative Victory Committee asking for money for our spe-
cial project, Americans for Kemp, during the 1988 Campaign. After quoting from
the letter, Mr. Hatch testifies to the following:

"When this mailing arrived, in December 1987, Jack Kemp was in a life and
death struggle for funds to pay for broadcast time and to fund the primary cam-
paign. And in this letter Bozell-a total outsider-is pleading for money to 'pay
for the critical radio, television or print communications that Jack Kemp
needs.'

"Kemp's campaign received not one nickel from Bozell's group. Bozell paid
for no radio, no TV, no print to help Jack Kemp's candidacy. The only one to
profit from this effort . . . was Bozell himself who personally took $1,000 a
month from the Conservative Victory Committee."

These two paragraphs cannot go without a response:
1. The reason Kemp's campaign "received not one nickel from Bozell's group" is

very simple. It is illegal for an independent expenditure effort to co-ordinate activi-
ties with a candidate, including requesting the use of his name in fundraising ap-
peals. Given the laws regulating independent expenditures, for the CVC to have co-
ordinated its fundraising efforts to help the Kemp campaign would have been
against the law, as anyone familiar with the first rule of independent expenditures
knows.

2. Even if we could have given Mr. Kemp money, we didn't have it to give. The
totality of the "Americans for Kemp" presidential effort consisted of one test-mail-
ing to 50,000 individuals at a cost of $20,000 to test the feasibility of an dependent
expenditure campaign to help Kemp in his presidential effort. The results of the
test were favorable, by direct marketing standards, and technically justified a con-
tinuation of this project. Although the continuation m iht have been financially lu-
crative for the effort in the long-run, we made the decision to halt the program in-
stead when I concluded that:

(180)
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(a) We would not net enough immediate funds to provide a substantial enough
effort for this campaign and,

(b) the Kemp presidential effort looked doomed. In fact, after this decision was
made, four contributions we received from the test-totalling $3,000-were voluntar-
ily returned to the donors by us, which caused us to lose money on the test. Thus, we
"paid for no radio, no TV, no print" to help Jack Kemp's candidacy. I might also
add thqt this information is on the public record, in the files of the Federal Elec-
tions Commission, as Mr. Hatch knows.

3. While it is true that I was receiving a $1000 per month consulting fee, it is
equally true that every penny was donated voluntarily by me to charitable causes.
For the record, I did not realize one penny profit from this effort.

Were the statements made by Mr. Hatch a simple result of reckless research, I
would leave it at that. But there is more to this story. At the conclusion of his testi-
mony, Mr. Hatch states that "I would like to make available to the Committee my
complete research on this sad chapter of the 1988 election if there is interest in pur-
suing this." In fact, I would like to do this for him. I am enclosing, for the record, a
copy of his July/August 1988 edition of WHO'S MAILING WHAT! ("Wronging The
Right: Those Amazing PACmen and Their Incredible Perpetual Money Machine")
wherein these and a slew of other charges were first made. Too, I am enclosing for
the record a copy of my letter to Mr. Paul Smith, Attorney for Mr. Hatch, dated
October 11, 1988, in which all of these statements were corrected, one by one.

With this evidence in hand, I think it would be advisable for this Committee to
ask Mr. Hatch why he has knowingly misrepresented the facts, committing fraud
and deception before a Congressional Committee.

Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to respond.
Enclosure.
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Special Report Stamford, Connecticut July/August. 1988

Wronging The Right:
Those Amazing PACmen and Their

Incredible Perpetual Money Machine

The press has lately been lull of hand-wringing and unhappy accounts of congressmen
swilling like so many hogs at the rich troughs of Issue-oriented or Industry.sponsored
Political Action Committees (PACs). But WHO'S MAILING WHA rI has uncovered new and even
bigger abuses--new wrinkles on an old theme--a rampaging monster of such terribilty as to
rival Dr. Frankenstein's. ,

As a contributor to a political action committee,
you should have a reasonable expectation that your
money will reach the candidate or campaign in
whose name the money was solicited,

Right?
Wrong--If you contribute to certain Conser-

vative or Republican organizations.
After an Intensive investigation, WHO'S

MAILINO WHATI has discovered a hole in the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 and
Amendments of 1974 big enough to fly a fleet of
747s through, The result a series of Political
Action Committees where only a minuscule amount
of the money contributed in response to direct
mail and telemarketing efforts ever reaches the
candidates or campaigns to which restoonders think
they are contributing.

Instead, the money is plowed back into addi-
tional direct mail and telemarketing efforts to
raise more money... to make more mailings to raise
more money. What has been created is the
ultimate direct marketing profit scheme where you
promise everything, fulfill nothing, and use the
.money to make more mailings and fund-raising
telephone calls. And a cadre of direct marketing
wizards appear to be getting very, very rich.
These are the "Shadow PACs--$ fund-raising
daisy chain that give new meaning to the conceo
C t WHOI AJLINO WAV. $ C

of Infinity.
And the Federal Election Campaign Act not

only makes these Shadow PACs perfectly legal,
but actually encourages them.

How It All Began

What follows Is not so much a traditional mystery-
story but rather the story of the unraveling of a
mystery, It Is not a pretty story, so those of our
readers who recoil from sleaze, particularly In the
direct mail Industry, can stop reading now, If.
you are not repelled at what sometimes can be
seen when you turn over a rock, however, bear
with us while we turn over a tew rocks.

Over the past months, the Direct Marketing
Archive has been blitzed with right-wing fund-.
raising efforts from i legion of different or-
ganizations. The'mailing pieces are masterpieces
of the direct mail genre. They arrive in #10
window envelopes with such patriotic cornercards
as Office of the Chairman of the Reagan Political
Victory Fund,. Conservative Victory Committee...
Americans for Bush.., Americans for Dole..
Americans for Kemp,. Chic Hecht, United States
Senator... The Stop Kennedy Campaign... Official
:9SS Vice Presidential Poll Enclosed... or, simply,
r sketch .of the U.S. Capitol with the teaser
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"OPEN IMMEDIATELY." ganization to assist In following the money trail
Almost without exception the return address hidden In the microfilmed records of the Federal

for contributions is what the USPS calls a Unique Election Commission (FEC), It came as somewhat
Zip Code in Washington, DC, on a pre-printed of a surprise to discover that the three PACs
bar-coded Business Reply Envelope. On checking under our scrutiny were sharing the same direct
with the Washington post office, we learned that response agency. sponse Dynamics, Im, as well
all such letters were delIvere_.J2ALWaglshngton as its sister companies, e set, Inc. and
!stllligence Bureau--a ca nr seric in n[ t M a, Inc.--all
, 7inda bFeW Iany street addressor..PO. - s dress: 2070 Chain

.smber. Bridge Road, Vienna, Virginia.
7.uded In each effort is a 4-page letter (in From 1985 through the first quarter of 198g,

•..,n every paragraph Is a single sentence), a the three PACs we examined took in $5, 44-,'0419
seply form, and Business Reply Envelope with a contributions. Of that, S3,;31,122--oktt4.-"
Cheshire addressing label on the back, The copy was funneled Into the th;ee Response Dynamics
Is brill n. Each mailing addresses a single Issue: companies, with the balance going for printing,
the Nicaraguan Freedom Fighters... "Liberal Spend- envelopes, caging service(, computer work, office
Ing'...'The Most Dangerous Man in America' (Jesse expenses, 'donailonl"tbother'PAX ; I'tAe, the
Jackson)... 'Billions Cut from the Defense Budget,' first four months of 1988, A staggerlnA9g.2v of
Many of the letters reiterate the looming presence one political action committee's receip' erpaid
c' :he Soviet threat and the specter of godless to--or earmarked for--the Response Dynamics,
b r ,:I b arism. Inc. (RDI) companies.

Nc'" :mind that the letters are riddled with Amounts actually given to various federal
factual errors, out-of-date information, overuse of candidates whose nans were invoked in the
the imperative, mangled grammar, misapplied mailings: $g8,92g, or a pathetic 1.6% of the take.
punctuation and--above all--vague promises; every
effort represents sheer creative genius that invokes Who Are the Suckers?
patriotism, a nation In peril, and desperate need,
Every one of these mailings makes the wings of According to Federal Election Commission rules,
the eagle flutter, In terms of raw emotional appeal, all contributors of S200 or more must be listed by
they are the print 'embodiment of teass and name, address and occupation In each PAC's
mascara running down the cheeks of a weepy reports. A huge segment of the donors listed in
Tammy Faye Bakker. FEC records are senior citizens, retirees, house-

"Who Are Those Guys?'

'Who are those guys?" is what the movies' Butch
Cassidy and Sundance Kid ask each other as they
watch a posse of pursuers coming after them
relentlessly. We, too, can be excused for wonder-
ing who Is behind this unrelenting effort to scare
large sums of money out of Conservatives and
Republicans.

These are the new breed--the indomitable
Shadow PACmen of the 'g0s who have discovered
what Is tantamount to a perpetual money machine.
They are emphatically not part of any political
process; they are direct marketers, pure and
simple. " 1. ,.. ... . . , o-. d

It was Watergate's anonymous informant, 'Deep
Throt," who tipped Ilashington Post reporter Bob
Woodward in that deserted underground parking
garage to 'Just follow the money.'

Acrordingly. we isolated three PACs and
eng3ged an espcrienced Washington research or-

rji:'t ' .;J ',;:t ;.:.':', :r*JvZ =.

I Voila:l.1I
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wives and former military personnel. Some are
'pensioners residing in such places as the Ridge-
crest Retirement Village in Davenport, Iowa, or the
Vermont Baptist Home In Brattleboro, and who can
probably ill-atford to give. To these Americans
who are easily frightened at' the prospect of
change, the message is simple: *Don't let them
take it away from youl' It is delivered with an
air of extreme urgency in short, sharp staccato
sentence bursts reminiscent of machine-gun fire.

Imagine the heady electricity of an urgent long
distance personal call from Washington, DC, to
the resident of a sleepy old folks' home with a
desperate plia for money--any amountl--to save
the country from the Russian threat. The listings
of regular contributions of SIO. S25 and S50 is a
poignant testimonial to these donors' patriotism--
and the brilliance of Response Dynamics' direct
mail and telemarketing abilities.

Let's look at the three PACs:

American Citizens for Political Action
(a.k.a. Americans for Dole,

Reagan Political Victory Fund)

Xc cordlng to a statement of organization filed on
March 11, 1985, American Citizens for Political
Action's (ACPA) address was Suite 212,140 Little
Falls Street, Falls Church, Virginia. Its letterhead
showed the treasurer t6 be Randy Goodwin.
Richard C. Hahn was listed as director of Opera:
tons and Robert E. Dolan as Chairman.

.How would those early contributors feel
knowing that $30,O0.oL.thseir money went for an
Interest-free IThTR r .. and that, as
of March 30, 1988, Hahn was in arrears, with a
balance of $24,500 outstanding?

A cursory look at ACPA's current FEC reports
would indicate-that it is a hollow organization.
There are no salaried employees; it pays no rent;
there is not even the most rudimentary mechanism
to implement the promises--however vague--of its
solicitations.

A study of American Citizens for Political
Action's reports of receipts and disbursements
reveals some peculiar anomalies. In 1985, it
received $71,735.01 in contributions from indi-
viduals and disbursed S106,716.88 (that is, it
operated in the red) but gave not a single penny
to any campaign or candidate for federal office
despite reporting cash on hand at the end of that
year of $19,170.99.

'Prospectingo--i.e., pouring money into list
testing and list building is not uncornrns ir. the

Ct C6pe hl h11 WHOMAL N iN WeAT- tazt.

early phase of an organization or a marketing
campaign. What is so interesting about the PACs
we investigated is that 'prospecting' seems to
have become a way of life for them.

From 1985 through March 31, 1988, ACPA
received $3,561,469 in contributions. Of that,
Response Dynamics and related companies billed
$2,119,626--or 59.5%--for 'Creative, Delivery,
Postage, Typesetting, Paste-up, Photo, Oper.,
Telemarketing and List Rental.' As of March 31,'
1988, ACPA reported cash on hand of $77,409..

.How much went to federal candidates during. .
the four-year period? A total of$4l,800--0r only
1.2% of receipts--was actually contributed to
federal political candidates.

National Security Political Action Committee
(a.k.a. Americans for Bush,
1988 Senate Victory Fund)

The National Security Political Action Committee
(NSPAC), which began reporting to the Federal
Election Committee as of May I, 1986, operating
from Suite 420 at 3200 Morrison Street, NW,
Washington, DC appears to be another hollow
organization. Elizabeth i. Fediay, the only "
remunerated employee, was reported as being the
secretary/treasurer of this organiiation. Over the
first two years. NSPAC operated out of the
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Fedlay residence and paid no rent--a flat violation
of FEC regulations.

. From its Inception through April 30, 1988,
NSPAC reported receipts of SI,696,930. Of that,
$1,296,026--or 76.3%--was paid to or earmarked
for the Res__ Dyn mics companies, On April
30, I98GNSPAC reporie-h - o- n Efd of S9.942.
During that same period, a total of $41,600--or
only 2.5% of recelpts--was contributed to federal
political candidates.

One truly startling set of numbers: In the first
four months of 1988, NSPAC reported receipts of
$585,290 with S574,560--a whopping 98.2%.-paid
to or earmarked for the Response Dynamics com-
panies.

Conservailve Victory Committee
(a.k.a. Americans for Kemp)

The Conservative Victory Committee (CVC) began
reporting to the FEC in October of 19g7, with

a paid employee as treasurer.
-F iiceptin to the four months ended April
30, 1988, the CVC took In $386,553. Of that,
$115,469--or 29.9%--wa paid out to--or ear-
marked" for--the Response Dynamics companies.
Cash on hand 0 , : 5,175."
During Its existence, a total of $5,S28--or 1.4%--
was contributed to federal p9litlcaI candidates.

The PACmen's Ultlmate Act of
Duplicity, Cynicism and Greed

The reason for homing in on these three PACs
was the result of receiving a series of mailing#on
behalf of Republican presidential candidates--
efforts looking, and sounding very much alike--
during the first three months of 1988. On a
letter from the organization calling itself "Ameri-
cans for Dole,' we found the following notation:

Arnericots for Dole is a special project of
and has been paid for by American "Citi:ens
f.r P

5nihical Action. Not authored by any

50tev, v. .f -6 K. : ;wKU WHAT. Statfte Cr

candidate or ondidoe's committee. A copy
of our annual repor. is availablC from the
Federal Election Committee. Contributions
or gifts tO this organization are not
deductible as charitable contributions for
Federal Income-tax purposes."
A similar letter from "Americans for Bush'.

bore a notation Indicating that It was a special
project of and had been paid for by the National
Security Political Action Committee.

And 'Americans for Kemp' turned out to be 'a
project of and was paid for by the Conservative
Victory Committee.' The footnote to the OAmeri-
cans for Kemp' letter added that it was 'Not
authorized by any Candidate or Candidate's
committee.' "

This then was the ultimate act of duplicity,
cynicism and greed by the Shadow PACmen. The
bogus efforts for Bush, Kemp and Dole--all
created by Response Dyamics and fronted by
three PACs with which RDI had the coziest of
relationships--were perfectly timed to cash in on
the massive publicity generated by the fierce
primary contests. These mailings flooded Republr
ican and Conservative households precisely when
the three candidates were in a desperate life-and-
death struggle for primary funds. They were
pointedly designed to confuse the electorate. For
example, compare the envelope cornercards of
'Americans for Bush" and Bush For President--
blue boxes with red lines and white type reversed
out.

Which wv^x the genuine campaign?) Which was
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a phony PAC? If donors gave money to "Ameri-
cans for Bush," would they respond to an appeal
from George Bush for President a week later? It's
highly doubtful.

None of the people we contacted in Jack
Kemp's congressional- office nor in his Genuine
PAC--Campaign for a New Majority--knew of
'Americans for Kemp.'

But George Bush's campaign well knew "Ameri-
cans for Bush.' Research director, Tony Lopez.
told us:

"I've shown this stuff to our lawyers and
there's nothing they can do. These guys are
stealing money front our campaign.'
This was confirmed by John P. Maxwell.

Consulting Director for Bob Dole's PAC, Campaign
America"

*1 got a telemarketing call from Americans
for Bush. They were trying to make people
think they were giving to the Bush cam-
paign. Finally it dawned on me that this
4a% ,not George Bush's campaign. I said to
him, 'You're not affiliated with the George
Bush campaign.' He said. 'Oh. yes, we are.'
I called the Bush campaign counsel the next
day and he expressed exasperation that they
tried lots of different ways to get It stopped
and were pretty well halted every whichway,. wa soinene
Maxwell was so incensed that he sent an

affidavit detailing the phone call to the George
Bush campaign for use in any legal action against
'Americans for Bush."

Bob Dole Campaign Counsel Scott Morgan said,
point-blank, "These are not good folks., Then he
chuckled, 'I shouldn't say that. i've never met
them. Maybe they are lovely people." He added
the 'Americans for Dole' telemarketing campaign
wa particularly brazen.

'The telemarketing people caused big
problems. They would hit up our big donors
who we don't normally telemarket--people
who had maxed out or didn't want to give
any more for other reasons. No. these were
people we were trying to stop.*

What's Going On Here?

A money-raising campaign in the name of a candi-
date but not authorized by that candidate? Under
Federal Election Commission rules, these "special
projects' are not required to register as PACS.
Their funds and disbursements are merged with
those of the 'parent" PACs. and their activities are

CCoov'4V t W4 CI 5IA!'..,!"-;' KAI . ,-.I,- €, I.t¢ V I;".,,,' r ¢ 0,4

cloaked by those reported by the *parent" P kCs,
The rule Of the game have been laid down in

Title II of the Code of Federal Regulations,
which governs the operations of the Federal
Election Commission. For some reason known
only to the framers of this Title, provision was
made for what are called 'Independent Expendi-
tures' (lEs) by political action committees.

An independent expenditure is defined s
"... an expenditure for a communication
(emphasis ours) expressly advocating the
election or defeat of a clearly identified
candidate that is not made with the
cooperation or prior r consent of, or in
consultation with. or at the request or
suggestion of. any candidate or his/her
authorized committees or agents'
As a consequence, any political action commit- .

tee can plow contributions from individuals back
into additional solicitations for contributions in
which a candidate is attacked or supported. And
even though little or no money may ever teach a
so-called 'supported' candidate, that candidate's
name can be invoked--as in the case of 'Amerl-
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cans for Dole," "Americans for Bush" or "Ameri-
cans for Kemp'-- to solicit money. The solicitation
Is worded ambiguously but the implication is that
the monies contributed will indeed reach that
candidate's campaign. This impression is strongly
reinforced by instructions to recipients of the
mailings to make their checks payable to 'Ameri-
cans for Bush,* 'Americans for Dole' or 'Ameri-
cans for Kemp,*

American Citizens for Political Action was
responsible for "Americans for Dole' mailings. A
search of its reports to the FEC showed that
during the time Senator Robert Dole was actively
campaigning for the presidential nod from the
Republican party, the ACPA contributed SS,000 to
him. the maximum amount permitted. But it also
contributed a like amount to Orrin Hatch, the

-junior Senator from Utah.
T Conservative Victor ommittee's'Ameri-

cans for Kemp" mai ings were signed by L. Brent
Bozell, Ill. A well-known name in Conservatve
ctrCtttef"(e is the son of William F. Buckley's
sister, Patricia), Bozell receives a thousand-dollar
monthly consulting fee from the CVC.

Donors to 'Americans for Kemp' were asked to

AmCAN$FoR KEMP

' , t,, t S, 1.M
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endorse a.'Special Reply to Mr. Brent Bozell,'
headed "Dear Brent." Surely responders had every
reason to believe that their signature on the
messaite. ;rtint. ! :m proud to stand with you

today and affirm my support to Americans for
Kemp' meant that Jack Kemp would benefit from
their contribution. Instead Kemp and the Kemp
primary campaign got zip,'zilch, nothing, not a
penny. True, his name was invoked in 'Indepen-
dent Expenditure' mailings from the CVC costing
S21,640 and designed to raise more money--for
more mailings--to raise more money for more
mailings. But the CVC spent more than three
times that amount, S75,316, on similar fund
raising letters Inveighing agolnst Jesse Jackson,
Michael Dukakis and Howard Metzenbaum. Obvi-
ously you can scare more dollars out of Conser-
vatives using Democratic bogeymen than you can
wheedle from them for a staunch Conservative
like Jack Kemp.

The NationafSecurity Political Action Commit-
tee, the parent -of -Americans-for,.Bush,1.,gave
S4,000 to the George Bush campaign. Interesting-
ly, NSPAC contributed less money to Bush than to
Chic Hecht, the junior Senator from Nevada, thus
making a mockery of the label, 'Americans for
Bush.'

A Blatant Conflict of Interest

Because Response Dynamics created these ersatz
Bush, Dole and Kemp mailings, here was a blatant
conflict of interest. Can you imagine one agenoy-
handling the GM, Ford and Chrysler accounts
simultaneously? What's more, RDI took in the
lion's share of the money, creating an extraordi-
nary situation--a probable first in American
politics: money that loyal supporters sent into
'Americans for Bush' was then funneled Into Re-
sponse Dynamics, a private company creating
mailings for Bush's arch rivals, Dole and Kemp.
And vice-versa. And versa-vice.

RDI's marketing strategy was clear bet on
every horse in the race; whichever was the pri-
mary winner, a Shadow PAC--and a thoroughly
tested mailing--would be in place to immediately
start siphoning off cash from the presidential
campaign.

And the strategy worked. According to The
Washington Post, once George Bush had amassed
enough delegate votes to clinch the nomination,
'Americans for Bush' announced a SO million
drive for Bush--a preposterous undertaking,'
considering that $5,000 is the legal limitrany PAC
can contribute to a federal campaign. From July
5 - July 10, NSPAC spent S79,g60 with Cable
News Network for 45 'Americans for Bush* TV
commercials in prime time, narrated by Retired
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Vronging the Right - -cont'4

Admiral C. A. 'Mark* Hill, Jr. Only an extremely
knowledgeable viewer would catch on that this
was a counterfeit campaign. What's more, the RDI
commercials give Vice President Bush a macho
Image designed to'appeal to white males: this is
precisely counter to the strategy of the real Bush
campaign that Is desperate to win Jemale and
minority voters, With a razor-thin plurality
predicted In the general election, the Shadow
PACmen could very likely cost Bush the election.
Bush has filed a formal complaint with the FEC,
accusing the NSPAC of fraud, manipulative
practices and of Intentionally disregarding. the
Commission's reporting obligations.

Why doesn't George Bush for President go
public and announce that 'Americtns for Bush* is
a counterfeit campaign? Probably because If word
got out nationally that there were two campaigns--
one genuine and one bogus--potential contributors
would be confused, and funds would dry up
completely. . I •

Clearly, here is a badly written (and, arguably,
unconstitutional) law--the Federal Election
Campaign Act of 1971 with the 1974 Amendments.
As interpreted by the Shadow PACmen, a federal
office seeker is denied sole proprietorship of his
or her own name... As a result the Shadow
PACmen--whether by intent or not--sabotaged the
fund-raising efforts of their very own Republican
and Conservative candidates with surgical precision
and near invisibility -in a scheme reminiscent of
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the Nixon White House. As a result of these
confusing mailings (and now television efforts).
the public is being misled and our entire political
system is being savaged as obscene amounts of
money are being diverted from a legitimate
campaign into the coffersof the ShadowPACmen.

And under the law as currently written, the
entire caper--s Independent Expenditures--i
perfectly legal.

Walt There's Morel

These are three PACs In bed with Response
Dynamics. There are others. The Congressional
Majority Committee is another PAC where the
lion's share of the take goes to the Response
Dynamics companies'" And,.&A.legiaOf.mfther.
organizations not registered with the FEC bear

\the fingerprints of the Shadow PACmen of
Response Dynamics, They all use the same scare
tactics in highly-charged, staccato prose and mlike
the same kinds of vague promises. Among them
are: American Conservative Union, American
Defense Institute, Center forea Fre .eeety.
Council for Inter- Freedom
Funtelligence Foundation, Selous
Foundation, and--believe it or not--Robertson in
'88', which made two January mailings.

Incidentally, along with Brent Bozelt and
Admiral Hill, among the national personalities who
have been snookered Into signing fund-raising
letters for--or lending their names as Advisors
to--the Shadow PACs of RDI that are fleecing the
geriatric set: Senators Orrin' Hatch, Jesse Helms,
Chic Hecht, Steve Syrms, Paul Trible; former
Senator Jeremiah Denton; U.S. Representatives
Cass Ballenger; Herbert H. Bateman, Jack Butch-
ner, Sonny Callahan, James A. Courter, Jack
Davis, Hal Daub, Tom DeLay, Robert K. Dornan,
David Dreler, Newt Gingrich, Jamed V. Hansen,
Wally Herger, Duncan Hunter, Donald E. (Buz)
Lukens, Bill McCollum, Denny Smith, Barbara
Vucanovich and Geroge W,. tley; retired Admirals
Thomas Moorer and Gerald E. Miller.

The Federal Election Commission records list
more than 4,000 PACs. Hundreds more fail to
register and go undetected.

What can be done to stop the Shadow PAC-
men? Quite simply a major overhaul of the
Federal Election Campaign Act is needed; other-
wise Congress should repeal it altogether and let
a political free market take over.

To see where the money went. please turn page...

E11,11"A 1 *31 --fil
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Where the Money Went

Compiled from Reports to the Federal Election Commission

To
To To American Total Spent with Total Donated to

Gross Response Best +Telemktg RDI Companies Federal Candidates
Year Reeipts Dynamics List Co. Ground S (%) S (%/M

American Citizens for Polltical Action
(a.k.a. Americans for Dole)
From 1/85 through 3/30/88

1985 $ 71,735 S 20,115 S 7,418 $ 4,004 $ 31,S37 (44.0%) $ 0 (0%)

1986 1,092,619 427,441' 139,309 69,547 636,297 (58.2%) 600 (0.05%)

1987 1,770,355 857,344 246,502 51,858 1,155,704 (65.3%) 21,300 (1.2%)

98 626.760 232.485 19496 44107 296,088 (47.2%1,-. 19,900., ,3.2%)

Total $3,561,469 $1,537,385 $ 412,725 $ 169,S16 $2,119,626 (59.5%) $41,800 (1.2%)

National Security Political Action Committee
(a.k.a. Americans for Bush)

From formation 5186 through 4/30/88

1986 S 291,765 $ 91,365 $ 9,617 $ 64,932 $ 165,914 (56.9%) S 0 (0%)

1987 819,876 292,612 68,363 194,579 555,554 (67.8%) 21,600 (2.6%)
1988 585 289 293858 235 254 65.447 574559 (98.2% 20.000 (340k)

Total $1,696,930 S 677,835 $ 293,234 S 324,958 S1,296,027 (76.4%) $41,600 (2.5%)

.. ':- .. C onservatise Victory Committee

(aka. Americans for Kemp)
" .From formation 10/87 through 4/30/88

1997 .$ 93,167 $ 8,280 S 2,630 S 0 S 10,910 (11.7%) S 0 (0%)

1988 293 388 40.557 30 144 33,858 104,559 (35.6%) 5528 (1.9%1 _

Total $ 386,555 $ 48,837 S 32,774 $ 33,858 $ 115,469 (29.9%) S 5,528 (1.4%)
Grand ":"

Total SS,644.954 2264.057 $ 738,733 S528.332 $3.531.122 (62.6%3 $88928 (16-0/

* Am,1.,citt,,UfurP1I~s,4,Osajot(ijl .50,5,hLobn DC 20037.
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Conservative Victory Committee

October 11, 1988

Paul Smith, Esq.
Onek, Klein and Farr
2550 M. Street, NW
Suite 350
Washington, DC 20037

Dear Paul:

I appreciate the time you took to discuss the very serious
matter concerning the Who's Mailing What! Special Report
(July/August, 1988). As you requested, I am sending along an
explanation for our tremendous anger.

According to the newsletter, those of us who ran "Americans
for Kemp" created "the ultimate, direct-marketing profit scheme,
where you promise everything, fulfill nothing, and use the money
to make more mailings and fundraising telephone calls." Our
"bogus efforts for ... Kemp... [were] all created by Response
Dynamics." In fact, I "have been snookered into signing
fundraising letters for...the shadow PACs of RDI that are fleecing
the geriatric set."

The newsletter contends we are part of "the new breed--the
indominable shadow PAC-men of the 80's who have discovered what
is tantamount to a perpetual money machine. [We] are emphatically
not part of any political process. [We] are direct marketers pure
and simple.. .a cadre of direct-marketing wizards who appear to be
getting very, very rich." -

Further, our efforts are "pointedly designed to confuse the
electorate... riddled with factual errors, out-of-date information
[and] above all--vague promises.' That "Americans for Kemp"
turned out to be "a project that was paid for by the Conservative
Victory Committee (was) the ultimate act of duplicity, cynicism
and greed by the shadow PAC-men."

How dishonest have we been? "Surely responders had every
reason to believe that their signature on the message, 'Brent, I'm
proud to stand with you today and affirm my support to Americans
for Kemp'l meant that Jack Kemp would benefit from their
contribution. Instead, Kemp in the primary campaign got zip,
zilch, nothing, not a penny." Therefore, "as a result the shadow
PAC-men--whether'by intent or not--sabotaged the fundraising
efforts of their very own Republican and conservative candidates
with surgical precision and near invisibility in a scheme
reminiscent of the Nixon White House."

And where does the money go? "As a contributor to a
political action committee you should have a reasonable expectation
that your money will reach the candidate or campaign in whose
name the money was solicited. Right? Wrong--if you contribute
to certain conservative or Republican organizations. ... The result:
a series of political action committees, where only a minuscule
amount of money contributed in response to direct mail and
telemarketing efforts ever reaches the candidates or campaigns to
which responders think they a're contributing. ... Prom its inception
to the four months entered April 30, 198S, the CVC took in
$386,553.00. Of that $i15,469.00--or 29.9%--was paid out to--or

I
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earmarked for--the Response Dynamics Companies. .... During its
.existence, a total of $5,528.00--or 1.4% was contributed to
Federal, political candidates."

Now, all of the above was determined when Who's Mailinq
Whatf "isolated three PACs and engaged an experienced Washington
research organization to assist in following the money trail
hidden in the microfilmed records of the Federal Election
Commission." How this "experienced Washington research
organization"--which is unnamed--could have made so many mistakes
is immediate grounds for suspicion. And-why neither this unnamed
"experienced Washington research organization" nor the editors of
Who's Mailing What! bothered-to place one single phone call to us
to confront us with any of these charges shows a serious disregard
for ethics.

So let me do some enlightening here:

1. The Conservative Victory Committee was formed in the
fall of 1987. Its purpose was and is to support conservative
candidates and causes nationwide. The CVC raises money through
direct mail, telemarketing, high-dollar solicitation, and special
events. While the CVC retains the services of consultants and
part-time staff members when the need arises, there is only one
emnlove who is on the payroll on a full-time basis. In fact, the
$1,000/month consulting fee I receive has been donated by me to
charitable causes.

2. RDI had nothing to do with the creation of the CVC:
No one from their organization serves in any formal -- or
informal--capacity in the leadership of the CVC. Moreover, I was
never "snookered" into signing AM letters for RDI. I readily
signed, and stand by, all letters bearing my name, which were to
appeals originated by the staff of the CVC.

3. The CVC has undertaken numerous political campaigns
in our first year, through direct mail that (like our efforts to
stop INF) have absolutely nothing to do with campaign contribu-
tions--a fact that would be clear to any unnamed "experienced
Washington research organization".

4. The story cites, chapter and verse, only pnr& of
Title 11 of the Code of Federal Regulations dealing with inde-
pendent expenditures. Didn't this unnamed "experienced Washington
research organization" know that the Kemp campaign got "zip,
zilch, nothing, not a penny" because to coordinate or communicate
with the Kemp Campaign would have been i1ealal? By law any PAC
is limited to-giving $5,000 to a Presidential primary campaign,
which is the reason we established an independent expenditure
effort--because we wanted to do more than $5,000 worth of help
for the Kemp preserfdential effort. This is the advantage of
independent expenditure campaigns that anyone with the slightest
Understanding of politics--or direct mail--knows.

5. And hoO big was this "Americans for Kemp" campaign,
this "perpetual money machine" through which we were "getting
very, very rich" because we "sabotaged the fundraising efforts"
of Kemp? Ready? "Americans for Kemp" consisted of one--count
'em, one--mailing to 50,000 individuals at a cost of $20',060 as a
test of an independent-expenditure campaign to ha1g the Kemp for
president effort. The results of the test were favorable, by
direct marketing standards, and technically justified a con-
tinuation of thit project. Although the continuation might have
been financially lucrative for the CVC in the long run, we made the
decision to halt the program instead when I concluded we would
not net enough immediate funds to provide a substantial enough
effort in this campaign. Moreover, four contributions we received
from the test--totalling $3,000--were voluntarily returned to the
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6. The financial data regarding the CVC ("a.k.a.'Americans for Kemp') is completely wrong--with apologies to thisunnamed "experienced Washington research organization., Anyanalysis of our fundraising efforts would show that we spentmoney on numerous non-candidate support efforts (like ,Stop INF")which were never meant to generate money for candidates. Further,according to FEC Regulations, candidate related expenditures fallinto three categories: cash, in-kind, and independent expen-ditures--all of which must be, and were, reported by us in ourFEC reports. The Who's Mailing What! article conveniently lumpedall of our direct-mail fundraising returns under the category of"candidate fundraising" while omitting the independent expendituresand issue expenditures which were also filed. Thus, the figureof $386,553.00 generated for candidates was wrong. The figure of
$5,528.00--or 1.4%--contributed to Federal political candidateswas wrong. And the figure of $115,469.00--or 29.9%--paid out to-
-or earmarked for--the Response Dynamics Companies was also wrong
because that included payments used to purchase postage. Nice
touch.

I could go on and on, but I think I've made my point.
There:is something really rotten going on here. The story isriddled with errors and reaches truly damaging conclusions.
Needless to say, the tone is insulting and repugnant. That this"research" was so inaccurate and that we were never contacted forcomment led us to believe that there was more to this story.

Now we know there was.

Frankly, I don't care to fight the battles of others whofeel they were Wronged by the article. But neither will I be
satisfied by a simple retraction--especially having learned thatthis article was mailed to a lengthy list of conservative leaders
and media leaders in an attempt to damage us.

We will settle for nothing less than a full retraction inthe newsletter and an immedia , and separate, letter of apology
to the aforementioned list, and both letters must reach oursatisfaction. If your client does not agree to these terms--Anl
I will not negotiate--I will write and send the letter myself. Andwhen I do, I will give the full story, including the genesis ofthe article and the people and political reasons behind it. And
then we will turn the matter over to our attorneys to seekfinancial relief. I will expect this matter to be resolved no
later than Friday, October 14.

Sincerely yours,

L. Brent Bozell, IIl
Executive Director
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